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Buzzer beater

Corn

Eagles down Racers on
last-second shot

Congratulations

Prominent Murray physician
John C. Quertermous dies

CCHS Laker Review
wins Columbia award

— Obituary on page 15A

Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

Covey Drive residents
seek closing of road
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

BEIJING
Four pro democracy activists went on
trial today, just days after the
first convictions of leading figures in the 1989 mass movement
for a more open society and
political system. A fifth was in
the . second - day..of his - trial., •

FRANKFORT, K.
Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson on 1 uesday
ordered the tolls removed on the
Blue Grass Parkway, following
the tradition established when
tne bonds were paid off on earlier parkways. The three tollbooths along the 72 1 -mile high:
way would close at midnight
Tuesday. Transportation Secretary Milo D. Bryant said. The
employees would he relocated.
he said.

TORONTO
Despite has.mg portions of his on
statement of claim related.
track star Carl Lewis is going
ahead with his S50 million defamation and conspiracy lawsuit
against Stern magaiine.
lawyer said.

NEW YORK
As Pan Am
Corp. entered the protection of
the bankruptcy court, analysts
said the airline that emerges will
be nothing like the legendary
carrier that pioneered international air travel

Tonight: Cloudy. A 30 percent chance of rain after midnight. Low in the middle 30s.
Wind northeast 5 to 10 mph.
Thursday: Rain.

Covey Drive residents attended Fiscal Court Tuesday to request that the %its( end id the dri%e be closed to
prevent access to Shady Oaks Trailer Court. They complained that trailer jourrs. residents speed up and
down Covey Drive, litter, and .drive through their lawns. Pictured ahme, st.indin14. from
aft- John
Calitt and John Roberts who were among the roomful' of indkidu,11, W•( a )11112 the problem with JudgeExecutke Ceorge Weaks.
•114,
'
ph.,141

Mary Ray Oaken,
former tourism
chief, running
for treasurer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Mary Ray Oaken, former secretary of the Kentucky Tourism
Cabinet, says she is running for
state treasurer as a Democrat.
A Republican, Laurel Commonwealth's Attorney Tom
Handy, said he.planned to run
for attorney general.
Oaken said in a statement
Tuesday she would make the
treasurer's office "the better
business bureau for state government:" She was president of
the Business and Professional
Women of the United States in
1986-87.
Oaken, of Cadiz, resigned her
cabinet post in July.
Handy on Tuesday attended a
meeting of the House Republican caucus. He said he planned
to announce his candidacy...Jan,
18 at the Capitol.

Baker, Aziz meet
with war or peace
hanging on outcome

House, Senate Republicans pick new leaders
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRI\ISTORI. K. The Kentucky
new Republican
leader says he's .-not goinp,iii
kowtow to anybody.- but will 'have
smoother relations than his ,predecessor with Democrats who con-trot.the chamber.
Rep T n Jensen was Hated

Ticesday as
,ener-i! Assemhly opened its
Rep.
sci.ret bal.': -person. Republican
.1 lie :eistv Strong was locked in.
a feud with Speaker Don Wandlord,
threatened to cut
Rcpuf
'lie

appointment proces.,_
Democrats hold 68 of :he House's
100 seats.
".I'm not going. n.
anybody," Jensen told the c:1..
"I wouldn't let anybody
me, and I'm not going to
body walk over you."
But Strong is no longer able to
deal with the Democrats, Jensen
"
(::)trn

Wilkinson asked to make addition to session
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky.
A West
Virginia jury's S10.3 million judgment against Ashland Oil Inc. has
inspired draft legislation in Kentucky to put boundaries .on nuisance suits.
The lop leaders of the state
House and Senate have asked Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson in a letter to
add the issue to the agenda for a
special session of. the Gene';il

r

Kentucky -Lake
157.9, 0.0 below 338.4, -0.3
Barkley Lake
358.g, +0 2 below 340.9, -0.5

\i,n,

Residents from Covey Drive
showed up in Calloway County
Fiscal Court Tuesday to request
that the west end of the drive be
closed to prevent access to Shadi
Oaks Trailer Park.
According to residents. driver,
speed up and down the road, ;:•
disturb the peace with rAy vet;.
cles, and drive through their lawns
"Our front yards are dumping
places for people at night going
inio the trailer court." said Artell
Tucker. who lives onCovey Drive
-There's hardly a morning we
don't have. to.pick- up empty beer
cartons. It's not just one person (or:
Covey Drive) complaining. It•s
everyone. We feel that we're beirt
mistreated.Since the entrance ol Sha0
Oaks Traikr Court is on Kentucky
121. TuLher said he does not
understand why any of the trailer

-\ssently
"lye got many votes if it's pi..
ine (special session) call," state
Rep. Ron Cyrus said luesday.
Wilkinson's legislative liaison,
Tom Dorman. said Wilkinson had
not decided. A session. is expected
to he ordered next week to enact
elation on solid waste, drunken
driving and election fraud, among
other things.
C‘rus. D-Flatwoods, and Rep.
Rok:k Adkins, D-Sandy Hook,
he lead sponsors of the

proposed bill on private nuisance Cyrus' district contains Ashlar
Oil's corporate headquarters
Russell. and Adkins' district cor,
tains its Catlettsburg refinery.
A jury in Charleston, W.Va.. last
year ordered Ashland. Oil to pay
S10.3 million to four Kenova,
W.Va., residents who claimed
emission from the refinery had
damaged their property and health
and caused mental distress. Kenova
is across the Big Sandy River from
Catlettsburg.

.
ue of the
a separate ;:arr. ge a rd for personal annoyance, •17,CSS or distress

Weaks Center in need
of improvement funds
11,o,e decided to return to the place
where money for the purchase of
the building was originally made
City and county officials, which possible: Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Calloway County Judge/
oversee administration of the mew
George Weaks Community Center, Executive George Wcaks. along
need approximately $50,000 for with Murray-Calloway County
improvements to the building and Chamber of Commerce Executive
Vice-President Steve Zea and other
local officials, plan to meet with
the governor possibly as early as
next week to discuss obtaining the
grant whic-h is needed for the
installation of an elevator at the
three-story facility.
The Weaks Community Center
board of directors met Tuesday to
discuss funding for the elevator and
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
approve lease forms for the buildAssociated Prises Writer
ing's 11 occupants which have
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The legal already occupied the building's two
problems of Agriculture Commis- bottom floors.
sioner Ward "Butch" Burnette are
But despite the fact that the
coming to a head with impeach- building currently has handicapped
ment by the General Assembly and access to both the ground and secincarceration imminent.
ond floors, clients for the third
The refusal Tuesday by'the floor will be hard to come by if the
Supreme Court to review its earlier building has no elevator, according
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Willer

Two Section — 28 Pages
Classifieds
10B, 11B
Comics
108
Crosswords
108
Dear Abby
28
Horoscope
10B
Murray Today
6A-9A,11A
Obituaries
15A
Perspective
4A
Sports
12A, 13A
Subscribers who have not
received their home-deliered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Court decision
clears the way
for impeachment
of commissioner

George Weaks Community Center board member Steve Zea explains the
locations of the first 11 tenants
in the building to board members Tuesday. Lease agreements approved
during
this month and become effective Feb. 1. Pictured in front row, from top, the meeting will he signed
is Calloway County Judge'
Executive George Weaks, Charles Homra, Ruby Hale,(second row, from
top) Steve Lax, Sue Outland and
Purchase Area Development District Executive Director Henry Hodges.
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Improvement funds...
(Cont'd from page 1)
to Purchase Area Development
District Executive Director Henry.
Hodges, who attendd the meeting.
Weaks said that he is confident
that there 1, money available for
will seek a committhe project
ment iro-ii! WAinson within two
weeks WIfionson approved a
in November for
the building.,
-But 0
you don't get .a
.ou're still going to
have to have an elevator." -Hodges
•; •"f
•\
Occupational Safety
Aminstration I and
• going to demand

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 9, 1991

Weaks formally assumed leader
ship of the board Tuesday by'being
elatcd- as the group's chairman.
Charles Homra will- assume vicechairman duties.
The two were elected in order to
sign newly-written lease agreements with the 11 groups which
currently occupy or will occu y the
I Ii
building. Lease terms wi:1
R.b I.
Contributors to ihe George
Weaks Comrnuniiv Ceiiter
-Include:
ignes 1rX1LyMets.
5:
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Impeachment...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ruling to uphold Burnette's theft
conviction started the latest tumbling of legal blocks.
But Burnette is holding out hope
that an appeal for a new trial based
on an attack against the chief prosecution witness will buy him more
A motion for a new trial was
filed Tuesday by 'Burnette's attorney. Gail .Robinson of Frankfort.
Burnette told The Paducah Sun
that he will not resign and wants to
meet with legislative leaders and
make his case for a new trial Burnette said it is persuasive.
•'They won't impeach an innocent man.'' Barnette told the newspaper 14 a story in today's editions.
But those legislatiVe leaders said
the-ruling of the Supreme Court is
riO;;gli for them,
}louse Majority Floor Leader
Greg Sturnbo said. if Burnette d(.n
resign, impeachmeht could
begin next week along with the
special session of the General
Assembly. .
•
The decision by .the high court
also opens the door for Burnette to
begin, serving ths_one-year prison
sentence he received after beingconvicted of theft by unlawful tak- •
ing in January 1990. Bumette was
. found • guilty of placing a woman
on the department payroll before
she began work.

War or peace...
1Cont d from page .1)
The Vihite House said the highlevel U.S.-Iraq talks had been substantive, but declined further characterization "that might prejudice
the situation.''
Baker and A/i/ resumed their
critical talks after lunch, following .
two hours of morning discussions.
With tensions rising and oil
prices fluctuating with every
rumor, the world sought a signal
that there might. be a break in the
impasse Which 'has led the United
States and it allies toward a desert
showdown with Iraq. In Saudi
Arabia. U.S. military forces were
buning Ai'ith activity as the diplomats went to the table.
Baker billed the session as a last
chance for peace, and he carried
with him a letter from _President
Bush to Iraq's President Saddam
Hussein warning' of devastating
consequences should. Baghdad
ignore the deadline.
. A/11 arrived in Geneva promising an open mind in what he hoped
would be "positive. constructive
talks," but saying that "Iraq does
not yield to pressure." He suggested, once again, that the United
States .must be willing to discuss
East issues other than the
Aug. 2 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.
The meeting cleared one anxious
hurdle when it didn't collapse in
the opening moments.

JC Penney/Murray, Ky.

Road closing...
(Cont'd from page 1)
speed bumps will be placed on
Covey Drive. Speed bumps once
had been placed on the drive when
a daycare center had been located
there, but they were taken out at
the request of a resident several
years ago when the daycare closed.
"There's a lot of question in my
mind that I can legally close that
road," Weaks said.. "If it is a nuisance, it can be abated. But that
jurisdiction belongs to Judge
Buckingham."
Weaks said that he will talk to
Jack Norsworthy, the owner of
Shady Oaks, about the problem.
Covey Drive residents, who
signed a petition to close off the
road, said that if the problem is not
addressed,' they will collectively
hire an attorney to represent therm
In a telephone interview this
morning, Norsworthy told the
Murray Ledger and Tunes that this
was the first time he had heard
about the problem on Covey Drive
and that he plans to talk to Weaks
about it.
In other business, the court:
— Announced its support for
Sheriff J.D. Williams in the pending lawsuit between he and Calloway County School Board and
Superintendent Jack Rose. Rose
and board members have expressed
that the 4.5 percent that the sheriff's department charges for collection of school taxes is too much.
— Reported that the bridge over
clark's River VEieli"-COIrapsed due
to 'recent flooding ill cost about
$250,000 to replace: Weaks hopes
to-receive S125,000 from the Rural
Road Emergency Fund and part Of
the remainder of the funds from
other state monies.
— Signed a resolution which stipulates that the court supports a
_feasibility study of a regional juve.-'
nile detention facility which would
be located in McCracken County.
The court did not commit-itself many funds for the facility.

FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY, JANUARY 11-13
Additions...
(Cont'd from page 1)

TAKE
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It also would preclude the awarding of punitive damages in the
absence of an award f r compensatory damages.
Cyrus said the bill vas not tailofd to Ashland . Oil, but was
prompted by the lawsuits. The bill
would finally put in statute what
has evolved through years of court
decisions as accepted legal practice. Cyrus said.
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose, D-Winchester, said
lawmakers "just think it would be
a positive step, ., adding in statute
what we believe the law should be.
instead of leaving it up to the
courts to decide."
The General Assembly cannot
reverse the West Virginia verdict,
which Ashland Oil has appealed,
but it can minimize misunderstanding of its intent in future cases,
Cyrus said.
"What they (in West Virginia)
were using was the absence of
Kentucky law," Cyrus said.
"We're not expanding the law,
we're not restricting the law (or)
taking anyone's rights away."

Search for Dover
woman continues
The search for a missing Dover
woman continues as authorities
suspect foul play, ;recording to a
published report.
Marilyn Jean Atkins was last
seen around 11:30 a.m. on Dec. 30
leaving her Rt. 2. Dover home
reportedly to, visit her mother,
police said.
Atkins' car was found abandoned deep in woods about eight
nviles west of Dover on Dec. 31.
Police said evidence so far
points to foul play hut would not
elaborate.'

Republicans...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Democrats had no contested
leadership races in either chamber.
Sen. Greg Higdon of Fancy Farm
was unopposed for majority whip,
succeeding Helen Garrett of Paducah, who was defeated in the May
Democratic primary.
Strong had feuded with Bland ford since the 1990 General
Assembly. Blandford retaliated by
announcing Republicans would not
be permitted to make their own
committee assignments.
Republicans last fall made an
issue of a $1.3 billion tax increase
Blandford had helped push
through, and they picited..up three
seats in each chamber.
Strong was outspokenly critical
of the tax, most of which was for
education. He made no apology
Tuesday, saying House Republicans had "attained some credibility, and it's because we believed in
something."
But Rep. Pat Freibert. in nominating Jensen, said House Republicans were "totally ineffective and
sufferins .from paralysis". `oecau.se
-of the StrOilg-Blandford iMpasse.
Republicans were doomed to "continued impotence" without a
change, the Lexington lawmaker
said.
In other House elections, Rep.
Clarence Noland of Irvine defeated
Rep. Lawson Walker of Villa Hills
for minority caucus chairman. Rep:
Jim Zimmerman of LaGrange
defeated Reps. Anne Meagher
Northup of Louisville, Lonnie
'Napier of Lancaster and Jon David
Reinhardt of Alexandria for minority whip.
The incumbents — Caileus
Chairman Ken Harper of Crestview
Hills and Whip Bill Lile of Valley
Station — did not seek new terms.
Newly elected Sen. Tom Buford
of Nicholasville was elected Senate
minority whip over Sen. Landon
Sexton of Pine Knot. Sen. Art
Schmidt of Cold Spring defeated
Sen. Gene Huff of London for caucus chairman
Each of the Senate votes reportedly was 6-5. No House caucus
votes were announced.

Research works.
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Adjustment will increase SSI payments

rer

tieS

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1991

A 5.4 percent cost-of-living
adjustment will increase the
amount of 1991 'Social Security
and Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) payments, Bettye W. Williams, Social Security District
Manager in Padir,cah recently
reported.
People will see the increase in
their benefits received in Jan. 1991.
The annual increase raise the
amount of the maximum Social
Security retirement henefit,to
S1,022 for a person retiring in 1991
at 65. The average Social Security
1)enelit paid nationally_ is Sa12.
The hill Fedeial SSI payment
goes up in 1991 in 5407 for an
individual and $611) for a couple
Living arrangements and other
income also aft eel SS1 payment
arnoints.
Th,.! amount of annual earnings
required to earn an earnings credit,
the measure for becoming insure'd
Pictured above is James Payne (right) receiving a $$00 scholarship from KA. Cogdell, 1.N,1. Ruling Stair under Social 'Security. increases
tie, 19, is
Liidge No. 51 F&AN1. Payne received the scholarship for his high ACT scores, togdell noted.
from 552(1 to $54(; in 1991. A pera transfer to the Unisersity of Louisville from TenneSse State where he is a sophomore football plaer son earns a maximum ()I four
majoring in finance. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James E. Payne Sr. -1 his scholarship offer is sponsored
if 1991 annual earnings are
annually by the Prince Hall Masons of Kentucky.
S2,160 or more.
14441441414
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Other changes effective for 1991
involve the retirement earnings
test-the amount of annual earnings
person can have and still receive
full Social Security benefits. The
19,91 amount increases from $9.
360 to $9,720 for people 65 to 69,
and from S6.40 to S7,080.Lor people under O. There is no limit
once a person reaches 70.
If earnings are over the annual
limit, SI in benefits is withheld for
each S3 of earnings over the-limit
for people 65 through 69. The
withholding rate is SI in benefits
for each $2 df earnings over the
limit for, people under 65.
People can get their questions
answered by calling Social Security's toll-free - telephone number,
I -800-2345-SSA (1-800-234-5772).
They can speak to, a representative
7 a.m. to 7 p.m. weekdays. or if
they wish, they can contact either

the Paducah Social Security office
located at 546 Lope Oak Road,
telephone (502) 443-7506; or the
Mayfield Social Security office
located on U.S. Highway 45 North,
(502)
.247-8095.

AFTER
DARK

AN OPEN LETTER TO CALLOWAY COUNTY TAXPAYERS
I had not planned to comment on the court action which Superintendent Jack Rose and the Calloway County Board of Education have taken
against me, but my friends and supporters have convinced me that it is
my duty as an elected official to make a statement to the taxpayers of this
county since Mr, Rose made a statement in the Dec. 29, 1990 issue of
The Murray Ledger 8 Times accusing me of taking money from the
children's education
Mr. Rose knows charges for collection of taxes have never been
designated for children's education. In fact, Supt. Rose designates in the
Calloway County School's $10,770,000 budget published in The Murray
Ledger 8 Times on Oct. 11, 1990 a line item lor tax collection fees
Further, Mr Rose is asking the sheriff's office to give him the exact cosi
of school tax collection and to separate that cost from the cost of law
enforcement. That is difficult to do That is the same as asking Mr. Rose
to separate his daily work as school superintendent from his persona
business enterprises and his poiiticai activities That, too, would be
difficult.
I have been informed that to separate these activities involves the
utilization of cost accountants, Certified Public Accountants, who make
surveys and who make audits of all activities of the office and all of the
physical aspects of my office in an attempt to allocate time, expense and

effort that is involved for the collection of taxes for the Calloway County

in nomiRepubti:tive and

School System.

This mafferwas requested of my_pJfice, and my office consented that a
local accounting firm conduct such a ,suaRy, whith . was apparently
coMPletedlitmOver, I have not had Supplied to me-by the accounting

impasse.
to "conthout
awmaker

firm or by Supt. Jack Rose a copy of their report
All records, documents and endeavors by this efts'that were
requested by the accounting firm that conducted the audit were supplied
to the auditors.
For the tax year 198'J the sheriff's office coHected approximately
. $500,000 for the County School System. For the tax year 1990 we will.
collect for them approximately $1,220,000, about $720,000 more than
the school received in 1989. This additional money wiil be coming to the
school due to the County School Board's raising the school tax rate over
100%, a raise I am toid was recommended by Supt. Rose The Ky.
Education Reform Act required the board to raise the school tax rate a
few cents, however, it is my understanding the board rarsed the rate
several cents higher than was required by the Education Act Mr. Rose
contends the sehool board should not pay the sheriff's off ice any more for
the collection of $1,220,000 than they paid to have $500,000 collected. I
do
,_
t. believe Supt. Rose would be. willing to double this' monetary
responsibility and handle more,than twice as much money for the same
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THEY'RE EVEN MORE IMPRESSIVE
WHEN YOU DISCOVER
THEY COST 40%* LESS THAN WINSTON:
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With a blend of three of the world's finest tobaccos,
the flavor of Pyramid can rival any brand. Including Winston.
It's when you discover the price that you realize there's no comparison.

PYRAMID.

Available in 9 popular styles.

'The average retail prit e per path. 4 4 Pyramid ts <IN 404 less than Winston for the four week pentid ending(k ober is. IWO, as detemuned
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an independent national retail ,oney **Winston is a registered trademark of- Ft 1 Reynolds lobat
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

Lights: Kings 11 mg. "tar", 1 0 mg. nicotine; 100's 12
mg. "tar", 4.1 m(j. nicotine: Ultra Lights:6 mg. "tar",
06 mg. nicotine Non-filters: 23 mg. "tar", 1.5 mg.
nicotine, Full Flavor: Kings 16. mg. "tar", 1.3 mg.
nicotine; 100's 17 mg. "tar", 1.4 mg. nicotine ay. per
C 1941 I iggett ,roup iii
cigarette by FTC Method.
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The law in Ky permits the sheriff's office to-carge an adequate fee to
cover the costs of collection of school taxes up to a 4% commission AI;
:,heriff's in West Kentucky charge 4% except Marshall County, whose
charge is 3.6% due to their having a payroll tax and TVA payments
Further, Attorney Rick Jones, in his statement to the Murray Ledger 8
Times published Dec 29, 1990 stated the sheriff failed to submit to the
board all school taxes in November. This office did, in fact, submit all
taxes in November for the previous months expecting the board to return
the commission by the end of the month When the board did not pay the
commission for those collections, I had no alternative but to withhold that
fee from the tax payment made in December to the board. This office
simply did not have enough money to pay its obligations without those
collection fees.
The deputies work for low pay,furnish their own cars, pay for their own
car insurance, pay for their own health insurarlce, however, they are
doing a good pb under difficult circumstances. My salary is set by Ky..
Statute but the amount I can pay my help is determined by the amoyht of
fees coming into this office. If this office does not have enough mo'hey on
which to operate, it will be necessary to layoff office staff or take deputies
off the road, The cost for tax collection involves much more than the
salaries of those people standing at the window. physically collecting the
money.
Then too, I believe the Calloway County Library, the Calloway County
Extensoon Board, the Calloway County Health Board, the Calloway
County Conservation Board, and others would not be treated fairly if they
are forced to pay 4.25% for tax collection commissions and the school
board pays less than 4% In a larger sense, they too are educational
facilities
. As sheriff of Calloway County, I have signed the official receipt for
property tax bills for 1990 for a total of $4,118,469.95 of which
$1,285,435.20 is designated for the Calloway County Schools. In
addition to the actual physical collection of those taxes, lam accountable
and responsible for the collection, safekeeping and distribution of those
amounts.
Again, I want to emphasize that Calloway County has many fine
students and teachers and I support them wholeheartedly. This office
has supported the school system with drug programs, traffic control,
truancy, juvenile delinquency, working of accidents, and any other
purpose when we are called.
However, one of the duties of the sheriff's office is tax collection,
unpleasant as the task may be, and with this office collecting
approximately $750,000 more for the county school than we collected in
1989,expenses of collection will be greater in 1990 tax year. I feel this is a
case when a group with a budget of approximately $11,000,000 is
placing a hardship on a small sheriff's department, with limited funds on
which to operate, by being unwilling to pay their fair share of the bill.
From the beginning of this controversy, Supt. Jack Rose talked court
action against me if I did not reduce the tax collection commission fee to
his satisfaction. Now, he and the Calloway County Board of Education
have seen fit to file suit at much time and expense to all parties involved.
This suit involves both sides hiring lawyers, CPA's and other experts.
The taxpayers of this county are the ultimate losers.
The lawsuit was received by me on Dec. 27, 1990, and I was forced to
employ an attorney to protect the inter,sts of my office and to protect the
interests of law enforcement in Calloway County, Ky. Since I am under
pressure of the lawsuit my attorney has urged me to consider a contest of
the limitations imposed for collection so as to allow actual collection costs
to be paid to my office on a cost accounting basis even if those costs
exceed or are less than the legislative percentages of 1V2% to 4%. Again,
the taxpayers of this county are the ultimate losers when apparently we
must address each year, the costs of collection and employ cost
accountants to do so, and if the Calloway County school system
disagrees with the costs,face litigation on a continuing basis. This office
had much rather maintain patrols in the county and assist the citizens of
this county than spend time in litigation with the Calloway County Board
of Education=and its superintendent Dr. Jack Rose.
Respectfully,
J.D. Williams
Calloway County Sheriff
Paid by J.D. Williams
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Letter to the Editor

Quayle misplayed a sure hole in one

Wants and don't wants
for the coming year listed

ROYKO
SAYS

hCe vis.:ing troops in Sa_ •
sand bo‘
.
ss
z
\
\I ••

cj-

!'Mike
Royko
tid dIsmayed •by the insensinvits
!
,:ifoirs of the liberals who
Lritiched me for doing so
"1: appears that the liberals
cse that an indis'dual must take
t7orltiklttk for everything he
• ,ne does. .1 he don't consider
a person. La.n.he.. shaped by
that al: sorts 0:
s,•:(ieconorme conditions can push
"As
v
social conditions and environment
hase pushed some people into a
He of Lrme. a sense of hopelessti,tss toward all sorts of
Ley shouid remember that an
.ndis dual can't necessarily avoid

t,eLoming what he is and what he
does. Vat he is molded by forces
t'csond his control.
'And that's what happened to
:fle, In ms case. I became a white
:r.sle person. I admit it. But I had
no Lho:ce. I was born that way. Am
!
ne condemned for my get •
• ..t.hs '
ttd a"so admit tha: at an e:I7-

ly age,- 1^became a golfer. I didn't
order and,I believe, he took up the
know I Was doing anything wrong.
game himself. although I don't
I was young and impressionable
believe he ever became more than
and I fell in with a crowd that hit
a duffer.
golf halls. so I hit them too
"Now it has spread throughout
our sootily. -There are those whii
-I became obsessed with hitting
'golf halls. I don't know if I was an
even call it 'The White Man's
addio: that might he too strong a
Curse.' because it afflicts those of
word. But at the very least, I had a
the pale-pink • skin persuasion.
golfing disorder. There were long
Some believe we are Vp
.Inerable
periods of.ifine when that is all I
because while we cannot leap high.
wanted to do. And. I admit it even
as Michael Jordan does, or run like
todav. that there ar.e times when—I
the wind, as Bo hickson does. we
am gripped hy this uncontrollable
do possess the ,unique hand-es
urge.
coordination and stamina needed to
"I'm not alone. This disorder. _rule— great distances in elect 1. 1‘:
addiehon, dependency - whatever
carts.
..•._ ,house 10 - has
'And so. being ii-whue, middleof others.
J.iss unite, I golf. I try. to keep the .
tt CltrerIle casm it causes melt
urge under control. but there are
!leolCk.1 their work, their arr.1times when it OVCrpOW ems
When, the opportunity presented
his, their Sunday morning religi,i'as 0‘,:gations... It has droi en
itself to play Cypress Point.
— a nN, to eve's:sive clink. to deep
he winds howling oft the P.,
ot mclancholv. listlessness. the ocean waves crashing aim....
:I-us:rad:on. idle da.1 frk::1111!rig,
the fairw'ays, it- was like waving a
snifter of cognac under the nose
ra;te and to dress lurtn
science has found n
cure tor: it. although it has he
with us for• hundreds of sears. A.
anL.eh: Ingish king once tried to
forbid his subiects from playing at
as '
if was then callLd, for not neing. abie it ie'p
because- it led them to shirk their
practice of arher • spear !s,ssms.
sheep -shearing. black -s
I woufti ask them
• .are were the
trv
stror.L:.

The coward of the Capitol Hill

open.

a7....;
.; •

„

kinard Gephardt warned that, it
Mr. Bush dares to go to war withr..1 congressional approval. Con cress n:av exercise its power of the
t,!! funding for the
war effort. ',the mocking laughter
has hot died down yet.
That an elected body t:.al
spent live mOnttis shirking its duty
would, when IL'S. Marines are
locked in combat, come storming
out from under the bed to cut off
their ammunition, is a joke. If Mr.
Gephardt and his colleagues who
oppose a war in the Gulf were serious men, they would vote to deny
the Presuient the authority to wage,
it, then, tell him he faces impeachment if he launches it.
Anyone think Capitol Hill has
that kind of guts'?
Well, they were ready to
impeach Nixon, defenders of Congress say in, rebuttal. Sure, they.
were, after 18 months of savage
press attacks and a recession had
destroyed Nixon's base to where
even his own party wanted him -out.

k.nit

LOOKING BACK
By JO gURKEEN
T.1
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that can. no longer . protect ;he lives
and properly ol U.S. ciliiens celebrates how well it protects the
nt:hts of cr.m.nal defendant.. Pub!me
that an ho longer mtre
cluldret: !iterate in English. math
anut s.:„.•hce. tca.I:
("L•rc l4:S
oitcr their congrega'
`,...,1:r1.1:15• •.:, take over .
',;;:rr:;." program.
Congress is paral)Led because
Congress is a cow ard. It is terrified
of taking the power to wage war
away from Mr. Bush, and then having Mr. Bush charge it with appeasement of Saddam Hussein.
and equally terrified of giving Mr.
Bush power to launch a war, th
have the war turn into a d...f•
vki-th-Ct+ngress forced to del..
decision to an enraged natic ,:.
What the ,Cgrigress- vrant-s- is- 14
able, to share in the glory if V
Bush wins a six-day victory, and,
the war is a bloodbath, to Eile able
to say, "Don't blame me, I didnirs
vote for
Dante wrote that. there was a
speetarplace in hell set aside for
those who, in a time of moral crisis, refuse to take a stand. Maybe
that's where we ought to tell Congress to go.

Today In History

Residents are
encouraged to
write Letters
to the Editor
Leuers to the Editor are welcomed and encouraged from
residents of the coMmunity. AU
leuers must be signed by the
writer and the sterna's telephone number must be included
for verification. The telephone
number will not be published.
Letters to the Editor should
be typed and double-spaced
when at all possible. Letters
should be on topics of interest
to the general public.
Letters must not exceed 500
words in length. Longer letters
carin
be published.
The editor reserves the right
to condense or reject any letter.
as we.11 as limit the publication
at frequent writers' tenets.
Residents should address all
correspondence to: Letter to the
Editor, the Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box IWO, Murray,
Kentucky 42071

Bush,
So
Congress
gests Mr. Bush may attach a war
declaration to a new congressional
pay raise. to guarantee
•
action before sundown.
Wnether one agrees
expulsion of the Iraqi A;
3', Mr. B..sh is
acting .IN
r
.1 strong President' IL
men assert that .the
gives him complete ai.n.or.:y
start shooting in the Gulf_ I he cra•
yen hand-wringing on Cap::o!
only underscores
primacy. •
Members of Congress say they
don't want to debate war now
because that would be
might ,.,send Saddam the signal
America is not united. But SlIdarn
gets CNN: he knows Americlans are
divided on whether or not 10 attack
him. In the ahsente of a Pearl harbor, Americans have always been
divided on the wisdom ot war.
1- here were hawk and doves
before and during the war of 1X12,
the Mexican-American War, the Wan- Between the States,
Spanish-American War. World 11.t.
I, Korea and Vietnam.
A few Hill liberals, playing'
schoolyard wimp. have "ran to sister,- i.e. gone to court to get
judge to tell. Mr. Bush not to do
what Mr Bush says he intends to
do: Go
not met.
back. in

4
.4
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tiugu Eaon of Mr
Mrs MarshalL Fuqua and bushel.:
of the former Loretta- Eldridge. n'„
been named principal of it
Junior High School at Hillsda.e
Forty years ago
Aifred H. Murdock. son Of Mr
and Mrs Bryan Murdock. is sc-..
ing with 40th Tank Battalion re
Infantry Division at Fort Ber.!.

Ya

John Howard Downs.
recruit USN. son of Mr. and vJ.D. Downs. has completed
training at Naval Training ( •
San Diego. Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. W.H. (B.
46 •
marrie"
\.11cKee
n
.
1 were
i
Jan.
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'Foday is Wednesday. Jan. 9, the ninth day of ,
There are 356 days
left in the year.
Today's High.igi,i in History:
Five years ago: British Defense Secretary- Michael Heseltine resigned.
accusing Prime Minister Thatcher of trying to muz;:k-his campaign
against :he takeover- of a British helicopter company by Sikorsky, an
American firm.
One year ago: The space shuttle Columbia was launched on a 10-day
mission that included the retrieval of a drifting scientific satellite.
Today's Birthdays: Former President Nixon is 78. Football hall-offarner gm Starr o 57. Actor Bob Denver. is 56. Folk singer Joan 'Baez is
50. Actress Susannah York is 50. Singer Crystal. Gayle is 40.
Thought for Today: "One's lifework. I have learned, grows with the
working and the living. Do it as if your life depended on it, and first thing
you know, you'll have made a life out of it. A good life, too." — Theresa
Rehm,. American theatrical producer (1887-1959).

Remember
Corn-Austin's
Final Markdown Sale
Starts Tomorrow
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TVA shaking up organizational charts for better service

Setting up
ries

KNOXVILLE. I an. (AP)
Tennessee Valley Authority managers are shaking up their organizational chart hoping to c :ate a more
customer-oriented and, qua\y conscious federal utility.
'Change is one of the most di
ficult things to ask of an individual
or an orgariaatiOn.- 1 VA chairman Marvin Runyon said Tuesday.
"We're asking our employees to
change once again to make IVA
stronger and more effective.:
TVA underwent major. change.
in I9gli "to become morecoMpetinve and survive.-This time we're build:
accomplishment. an
success •t hrou
••

took up the
h I don't
more than
throughout
those who
Lite Man's
ts those of
ersuasion
v'q_Inerable
leap high.
or run like
1 does. we

0.51 8.000 employees- their jobs.
Large-scale layoffs are not
expected in restructuring the
scale down,- 26,000-employee
1VA of today.
- No significant reductions are
expected at all," spokesman John
•

service.'

Nearly- three_ years ago, .1%
underwent a reorganuation that
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

n

te. mRhY
.0 keep •
there

A
* ,7... .
4
;"'•
(;reek soldiers set up tents for Albanian refugees in the resort of Filipiada Friday. .1 he tamp will house
1,600 refugees in,200 tents.(hic 5,000 refugees, mostly ethnic Greeks, ha‘e crossed the border in the last
vkeek.
,

MSU to offer extended courses at PCC
kr..e

-Hurts •tive courses in the Murray State Vniversity program of
extended education will he offered
at Paducah Community College
Aiming the 1991 spring semester.
Dr. Vi Miller, dean of continuing
education and academic outfeach at
Murray State. said the courses arc
mostly athanced undergraduate and
graduate offerings and will meet
•primartly in the evenings. usually
on a 5 to l p.m. or 6 toe. 9 p.m.
schedule.
She added th-at the courses to he
spiing I Murray
State's Paducah Extended Ciampi:,
Center are in the areas of adult
education, business, computer, studies, education, English, guidance.
mathematics. nursing, rehabilitation. special edileatrii. speech and
wi:ational educatiorltj
heg,:, the Acck
All cias.es
ot Jan. 14.
ManIA() husmt..ss
agement 441. Inirodaction to Operations. Management. and Marketing
56.8-,'Interriationul Marketing, will
be offered on a It:richt:me schedule

.

via the interacti‘e ILHe‘,.ion link
between the campuses. Several
evening courses will also he taught
by interactive television.
Speech and Theatre 384, Communication Skills Careers, is scheduled as a weekender course and
111 meet on selected weekends on
Friday evenings and Saturnays.
Fees are 553 a semester hour for
undergraduate credit and 578 a
semester hour for graduate credit
for Kentucky -residents.
More detailed information about
courses to he offered in Padt.cah.

Center
cam u
1-800 66s

iii advaricie
Student's rri, .
either by rnal or by telephone_
(with credit card Specific imrtruc-lion- about registering may be
ailing the
obtained, b
-8110 66q-7654 toil -free number
on the campus.

Baked
Fish Dinner
$2.99

3-Piece _ Fish Dinner
$2.99
Ti

IIH

Anyone who registers alter ia•
1.1 . will be cl••.• • !
registration

hi,N.f •

Census Bureau to visit area
(ensus Bureau employees
w•Iiisit a.simple of area residents
the week of -Jan. 13-19 to collect
labor force -VA for the Current
Population Sur‘'ey.
William F. Hill. director of the
bureau's Charlotte regional office.
said the data vkit.tufti contribute 1,1
January's national employmeri •
unemployment picture to •

iL
1..ahor Statist'..

4iur

,

data from
sample i 71.,1)01.i household,., lrtornat r. sc.prI;eci
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We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7. p.m.
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Instant Coffee
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Couple celebrates 60th anniversary Loberger and Glidewell vows said
SA: and Mrs. Arios Byars were
honored in celebration ot their 60th
Thursday,
wed.ng .innlverNar
Dec 2"
Friends and relatives entertained
with., a dinner party at Louie's
Steak House-.
Mr and Mrs. Byars were married Dec. 27, 1930, in Murray.
Their attendants were Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Vaughn.
Mrs. Byars, the former Audit
Morris, is the daughter of the late
Walter Morris and Sarah Morris.
_Mr. Byars is the son of the late
Robert Byars and Zcffic Byars.
The special anniversary event
was hosted by their children —
Mrs. Jeanette Badge and husband,
Bill. Madison Heights, Mich., Mrs. Eltzabeth Rowland and husband,
• Ji_mrrite. Murray. and Walter Byars
and wife, Carolyn, and Bobby'.
Byars and' wife. Mars. all of HVel.
Mr. and Mrs. Bars have 12
4randchildren and Ii greatgrandchildren

Mr. and Mrs Arlos Byars

Miss LuAnn Catherine Loberger
and Daniel Joseph Glidewell were
married in a candlelight ceremony
on Saturday, Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. at
Walnut Street Baptist Church,
Louisville.
The bride is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Gordon Loberger, 1703
Parklane Dr., Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James D. Wallace and
Mrs. Signe Loberger of West Bend,
Wis., and the great-granddaughter
of Rudolph Cousinea.0 of Lachine,
Mich. She is the goddaughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Clell Peterson of
Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Delmar Glidewell of
Louisville.
The Rev. Jeffery Kelly, minister
of Hopkinsville United Methodist
Church, officiated at the ceremony.
The sanctuary of the church was
lighted by three candelabra and a
unity candle, with hurricane lamps)"
and candles on the pews. The flowers were white poinsettias.
The bride, escorted by her father,
wore a. formal length gown of
shimmering organza. The scalloped
bodice overlaid with white lace
was accented with pearls. The
sleeves were, puffed to the elbow
and had lace to the wrist. The
cathedral-length train consisted of
best man.
shimmering organza with lace trim
Groomsmen were George Pararound the edge. The skirt was full
with sexeral gathered ruffles sons, Gregory Powell, Mark Ilandi
accented with lace organza flowers. and Alex Fleming,. all of Louisv:1
lc. They wore matching tuxedo
Her veil was cathedral length
with white shirts„ black, ties and
and her headpiece contained real
white gloves. ,
bouquet
of
flowers matching her
The mother of the bride wore a
gardenias, white roses, lilies and
two-piece street length dress ol
ivy.
black with a white lace top and
Miss Dustin Meek of Ashland
black bow accent. '1 he groom's
was maid of honor.
mother wore a pink dress with
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Lynne
matching jacket accented with
Powell of Louisville, Miss Leslie
Loberger of Murray, Mrs. Tammie. sequins.
Mrs. Lorine Wailae. grand'.
Kelly' of Hopkinsville and Mrs.
mother of the bride, and - Mrs .Celi
Alison,.Carillon of Nashville. Tenn.
Peterson, glichnother. were prer They- wore formal length dresses
corsages of 'A h;:c roses_
sented
with black velvet bodices, cutout
at the guest re).:!kr:r
Presiding
backs with white satin bows, and
Rachel
Cella o! Murray.
was
Miss
white satin skirts with net overlays
reception,
hosted bv We
A
and white satin gloves with bows
parents,
followed
at the
bride's
carried
candles
in
accent.
They
for
eonrad House in Louisville. This
brass holders with glass gloves and
included a tour of the historic'al
holly trim.
home, music, caricaturists and a
. Miss Taylour Woosley, niece of
buffet.
the groom, was flower girl. She
The bride's table was Covered
wore a short length black aati white
with a floor length cloth of white
dress matching the bridesmaids and
and dark green. .The cake was
carried white rose petals.
three-tiered decorated in white with
black
wore
a
Dana Glidewell
fresh flowers matching the bride's
velvet dress trimmed in lace and
bouquet on top and a fountain in
I -carried the bride's throw bouquet.
the bottom..
The groom wore a formal black
SerVing were Miss Ruth Ann
tuxedo, whibabhirt and tie, and .a
Wallace,
aunt of the bride. y•
white rose boutonniere.
Barron Combs of Louisville was Lori Stachowiak.
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Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Joseph Glidewell

Christian Women's Club plans event
k.n,ristian Women'. Cub ot Murray. will have a "Down Home
Beginnings" luncheon on Tuesday.
Jan. 15, from 12 noon to 2 p.m at
Seven Seas Restaurant The cost of
the luncheon will be 54 5 per
person..
Special music wl.t Pe presented
S'irtnha7ne
a r,a!A,..

Ste and' her husband. David. have
two children. Her accompanist will be Ginger Fuller
Su4anne Hofnagel of Germanton.
Termnn . will he guest speaker.
to
A homemaker. she enjoys sewing.
garden:7g and cross stitch. Her .
Mrke. is director of Cor7,.'7a:C Devrlopment for M.S. Cars They base tree children.
..:are. "A New

CLEARANCE

50 75'Off
IMF

Selected Decorative Accessories

Quilt," will be presented by Peggy
Smith, owner of Magic Thimble in
NiurraY. Ms. Smith, born in Griffith. Ind.. lived in Eaton, Ohio,
where she Was a home economics
teacher for 12 years. She enjoys
fishing. boating and reading.
Reservations for the luncheon
should be made by Sunday evening. Jan. 13. by. calling Freda
Lovett. 753-3999. or Marilyn
Prchard, 753-9930.
nurscry
prt....sc,hoolers
bc provided at 'Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations may
be made by cklling Sharon
McConnell-Worster. 759-4421.
All interested, women are welcome to attend. There are no dues,
no membership fees or any obligation. said,. Jill Courtney, chairman.
Christian 'Women's Club is a
worldwide organization and is not
affiliated with any church or
denomination.

Happines2Place
Intertor Design & Decorative Accessories
12th St.
753-4567
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bride, and Miss Rachel Cc'ita.
Following a honevmoon- Crins!
no the Virglii lslnis. the
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NIrs.
Peter,on, N1r.
Steve Sacora and cr;iid,:ri.
Adam and' Jerr:
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1 he groom
rchearsa: dinner
Factory in dourittrivn
Bridal events included a . persomi:
shower given by Lynne Powell and
Dustin 'Meek: a corice given by
Nancy Adartis. Wilma Iiillington.
Ruth Fa‘gersniey-er, Mek: Forrester.
Peggy Hook and Mary Outland, a
reception on Lan. 5 in Murray
given hy Nano Adams, Doris Ce!
la and
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Remember the 10th
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CAMET FOR NUMMI RESOURCES
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Suzie Q customers for the best Christmas season
yet. We are looking forward to offering you the best
selection and prices of our Spring and Summer
Collection.
Just Arrived...
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(Lunch'n
(1V1unchr. A great

Jordan Roberts celebrated .his first birthday. on Dec. 27. A party in
his honor was held at Donut Shack. Murray. He is the son of Greg
and Kim Roberts. His grandparents are Harold and Mary Bynum and
Gene and Jean Roberts. His great-grandparents are 4ohn and Elizabeth Thurman, the late Taz and. Ruby Roberts, Mary G. Bynum
and the late Roy. Bynum. and Frank Welk and the late Dixie Wells.
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Burnett and Pond wedding Saturday

Murray Ledger Se Time!,

Burkeen, editor

Coming community event arc
Wednesday, Jan. 9
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:15
p.m and regular meeting at 5:30
p.m at Ellis Community Center.

The approaching marriage of
Miss Shelly .Burnert and Wayne_
Pond has been announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Burnett of New Concord.
Mr. Pond is the son Of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Pond of [laid.
MissiBurnett is a 1990 graduate
of Calloway County High School.
She is employed by Wal-Mart of
Murray.
Mr. Pond is a 1987 graduate of
Calloway County High School. s
He is. employed by Barrett's
Construction of Paris, Tenn.
The wedding vows will he sol'
emnited on Saturday, Jan. 12, at 12
noon at Mt. Sinai Baptist Church,
Buchanan, Tenn.
The Rev. Ray Barrow will officiate at the ceremony.
- Following the wedding the couple will make their home in New
Concord.

Thursday, Jan. 10
Anonymous will he at 7 p.M. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Calliohc
Chur(

at

-EY7enfs at 'Memorial Bap:-:
Church will include- Supper at (,
p.m.; Prayer Service at 7 p n..
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.

Events at St. Leo Cathol..
Church will 'include Legion (,
Mary at 9:45 a.m.; WORT) Pri,.•
ram at 10 a.m. Choir Pract,L:e at
p.m.; Parish Liturgy Committ..
meeting at 7 p.m.

MSU Lady Racer baskethal;
team will play Western Kentiac ky
at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena.

Young in Hearts Groti;)
dale Road Church of Cn7H.'
meet at 1100

Events at First Christian Church
will include Wonderful Wacky
Wednesdays at 5:30 p.m.: Deacon
training Session at 7 pm., Chancel
Choir at 7:15 p.m.

Broas Chapel l'r,itec:
Church Women 'A,
at church

Circles of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet as lot:
lows: Ruth Wilson at 730 p.m.
with June Whitford; Wes,e!,an with
Charlotte Barker at 7 p in.
Women of First Pres hy ter:an
Church will meet at 7
church. .
Events at First United Met:itid,st
Church will include OA er.anl
Prayer Orowp
Choir at 5 p.m.; Chancel Chl!l'."
7:30 p.m.

f.v1r<

Hs:er

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade,

Murray Rotary Club will meet a:
12 noon at Seven Seas Restaurant

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m
Glendale Road Church of Chris!

DAR meets at Murray Art Guild

•1'
Bec,
1)r K,

Events at Elm Grove liap:!s
Church will include Mid-Weck
Bible Study and husiness mcet:h,:
at 7 p.m.

Spagnetti
outsv ille.
3 persona:
'owe!l ani
given by

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Fellowship Supper and Youth
• Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Children's
Choirs, Prayer Meeting and Klaymaga Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.

Forrester.
)utland.
Nlurray
Dor,s Ceti.

• „Events at Grace Baptisf Cb. urch
will include Business meeting at 7
p.m. and Weekly Workers' meeting
at 8 p.m.

htir•Ifj.,.

at Ito,
at (int.: - II

•

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m at
University Church of Christ.

Shelly Burnett anti
Wayne Pond to marry

01.1•01•0100.••••••••

AA and Al -Anon will base
closed meetings at p.m. at Senior
Cui/ens' Center, Benton. For inforrnation,call 759-4059 or 753-76(0

Events _at Si. . Leo Catholic
Church will include Kindergarten
to Grade 5 Activity at 5 p.m.,
RCIA at 7:.10 p.m.

Cella. _
(ff--Crc.Lise
couplc‘
'Aids

Nls

1..“1
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Kindergarten
Cop (pG-ro

Pacers Homemakers
scheduled to meet .1!
Boston lea Party.. H

Home Alone
(PG)

Murray Chapter Nu IL
Arch Masons and Mt.irray
No. Si) Royal and Setect
wilt r.ieet at .7:'k) rrt

RI

:t

3 Men & A
Little Lady ,i)(

B:.

Xi Alpha Pi., Chapt:t.r
Sigma Phi tA,H meet
home of Wantla ii,k; •
Ntarrav Allame tur itt.e
III will - meet troll '1;
r,ro.ifc

oft (I onp.tzi

r
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Calloway Co.mtyIi
Group IV of ('WI
Christian Church ,w
ion in bet in A
Mothers' Day Oat
1-r,.` at First

re .

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Oriiy -Adult 3.00 Child 2 50

P,1,ng for Hrst
at 6:30 p.rr. at C..ter_ NI.,rray State Hni‘.,..7
Blood Rt‘er fiaptitt "N••
•

ALL WHITE PAINT SALE

'2-'3 OFF/gal.

Special program for all boys, 5
to 17. interested in Royal Rangers.
will be at 7 p.m. at First Assembly
of God, East Highway. Murray.

‘iiiciileA,"
I'XINis

• r Stock Wall Coverings •Blinds •B
•

Thursday, Jan. 10
"Health Issues of the 90s" will
be topic of forum by Jackson Purchasse National Organization. for
Women at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce building. This is open
to the public.

Members of Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Re4olution are pictured at
the December meeting held at Murray Art Guild. Mrs. .Armin (lark, hostess and president of Murray .Art
Guild, gase a brief history and tour of the Will Linn house where the Guild is housed. 'the house was
decorated for the holidays. Gifts were exchanged. Pictured, from left, from row, Mrs. James Hart, Mrs.
Clark, Mrs. Loal Cole, second row, Mrs. Donald Crawford, guest, Mrs. Rik ka, Mrs. Gaylord Forrest,
Mrs. Robert Miller, back row, Mrs. Glenn Wilcox, Mrs. Glen Hodges, Ms. Corinne Henry, Mrs. Castle
Parker and Mrs. James Byrn. .Also present was Mrs. John Lisesay. The chapter ill meet Saturday,-,law 12, at 2 p.m. at the borne of Mrs. James Byrn.. This will be a planning session and all members are tirgeit
to attend, said Mrs. Wilcox, regent.

Remember
Corn-Austin's®
Final Markdown Sale
Starts Tomorrow
Akt. the Sunflower Grout
UP •N
0

ONEY SAVING

3

N.

Reception for Tommy Rushing
and Vernon GanU, _retiring members of Murray Independent Board
of Education, will be from 6 to 7
p.m. in library at Murray High
School prior to the board meeting.
Senior citizens' aCtivities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Center and from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Weaks Community Center.
Singles Friendship of Paris.
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm .Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call Kennith Broach,
753-3580.
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(Reg. $995)

One 8x10, Two 5x 7's (approx size), 24-Billfolds
Ten Wallets, and 18 Mini-Portraits
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SHOOTING DAYS/DATES: Thurs. thru Mon., Jan. 10-14
PHOTOGRAPHER HOURS:Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.;Sunday12-5:30p.m I
AGFA.
Hwy. 641 North, Murray
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ASSE Exchange Program
seeking area host families
ASSE International. Student
Exchange Programs (ASSE) is
seeking local families to host boys
and girls 15 to 18 years of age.
They are from Scandinavia,
France. Italy. Spain, Germany.
Holland. Great Britain, Switzer:
land. Japan, Canada and New Zealand who are coming to this area
for the upcoming high school year.
These personable and academically select exchange students are
- bright, curious and anxious to learn
about this country through living as
part of a family, attending high
school and sharing their own culture and language with their newls
adopted host family.
The students are fluent in English and are sponsored by AS-SE, a
nonprofit, public benefit organiza'Lion, affiliated with the Sw•edish
and Finnish Departments of Educauon. ASSE also cooperates with
the Canadian Provincial Ministries
of Education and is approved by
the New Zealand Department of
Education.
The exchange students arrive
from their home country shortly
before school begins and return at
the end of the school year. Each
ASSE student is fully insured.
brings his or her own personal
spending money _and expects to
bear his or her share of household
responsibilities, as well as being
„included in normal family activities
and lifestyles.
The students are well screened
and qualifier! by ASSE. Families
may select the youngster of their
choice from extensive . student
applications. family photos and
biographical essays. Students and
families are encouraged to begin
corresponding prior to the student's
arrival. •
.
ASSE is also -seeking local high
school students to become ASSE
exchange students abroad.
Students should be between 15
and 18 years old and interested in
living with a host family, at:. •
school and learning about th. „
and people of Scandinavia, France
Italy. Spain, Germany, Holland.
-Britain., Switzerland, 'Canada, Mexico or New Zealand.
Also students hould have a good
academic record and des:re
experience another culture and
page through living with a v.arrn

Academic year and shorter
summer vacation programs are
available.
Those persons interested in
obtaining more information abou:
becoming a host family or..ber07ing an exchange student,
contact ASSE's local represt'r:.,
use. Dwayne and. Katanna W002.
RR. 2, Box 128,..Hick.ory. K)
4201 or call 1-658•375Q
0 1,333-1802

PETS OF IlIF WEEK — I hese lour animals are availahle for adoption at ,Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South ourth Street,
operated by 1 he Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, —Boscoe," a male Shep/Collie mix pup: -Tomisina," a spayed female
Siamese mix: -Cidget." a female Boston Terrier mix: and -Roo." a male adult housecat. Animals who do not find homes must he destroyed.
Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Nionday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Sattirda. The Humane Society is a
member of I nited ‘Say of Murrav and Callowav County. For information call 75941.11.
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BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.

PRI

FARM FRESH
GRADE 'A' MEDIUM

1f

EGGS
DOZ.

—LIMIT TWO PLEASE

/DISHWASHING

COOKIES

BATH TISSUE
4 ROLL
PKG.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

JOY

DUNCAN HINFS

SOFT & GENTLE

10 OZ.
PKG.

41.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

SHOWBOAT
PORK &

COLA
DIET PEPSI,
CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW.
DR, PEPPER,
CRUSH FLAVORS

li"Vors

SUNFLOWER
PLAIN OR SELF-RISING

BEANS
1/
I
141/2 oz. CAN

FLOUR
5 LB. BAG

3

FOR

99

[12 PK
12 OZ
CANS

Chic
Roc

22 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

PEPSI

7't

LIQUID

if!7'•

Usher named

PEPSI COLA
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
(
7-UP. MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
CRUSH FLAVORS

r

4.-•
-Mastics
C°611
Flakes

POST TOASTIES

CORN FLAKES
18 OZ
BOX

TWO LITER
PLASTIC

VESS

SOFT DRINKS

BON
RONCO

STE

MACARONI & CHEESE

BON

TEN

PK.
12 OZ. CANS

CHU

71/4 OZ.

STE

HOMEBEST
GOLDEN ROD

REQ. 8120
IATS

'ORANGE
POTATO CHIPS

CRACKERS
1 LB. BOX
REG., UNSALTED, WHEAT

i47
7
5"3

PAPER

tzigri TOWELS

JUICE
1/2 GAL. PLASTIC
Tammy L. Usher of Murray is a
recent graduate of Southeastern.Academy. Kissimmee, ila; She
received extensive training, in ail
areas of the travel industry. In
addition to comprehensise trasel
studies, Lsher met requirements
in business professionalism and
career development. She is now a
reservationist at Enclave Suites.
Orlando. Fla.

-

•

John Travolta pops
marriage proposal
LOS ANGELES (AP; — John
Travolta knows the recipe for a
successful wedding proposal: start
with a vacation in Switzerland. add
a 6-carat diamond ring, wait until
midnight on New Year's Eve.
Travolta popped OW question to
actress Kelly Preston 9 New
Year's Eve during the romantic
hoTiday -is Gstaad. Switierland,
said publicist Paul Bloch.
accepted, Bloch said.
Travolta. 36, who starred in such
movies as "Grease.•• "Saturday
:Night Fever- and "Urban Co'they.'' has never married. It will be
the second marriage for the
28-year-old actress.
.The couple ... officially became
engaged at midnight New Year's
Eve when Travolta presented Miss
Preston with a 6-carat yellow and
white diamond ring.- Bloch said.
No wedding date was set.
Travolta was filming the Para,
mount f, "The Experts" -when
he met Miss Preston. Bloch said.
.They met again in 1988 when both
were shooting separate Movies on
location in Canada.

•
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SANTITA

RONCO

TORTILLA CHIPS
100z. 990

SPAGHETTI

/

DEL MONTE

CATSUP
3202.
SQUEEZE
BOTTLE

7 OZ.
PKG.

BAG

ARGO

KELLY'S

SLICED PEACHES

.02CAN99`

CHILI W/BEANS

Rau

()Awl
10.1.1)FR.T.'

15 OZ.
CAN

SIPS6/14

SauCt

/

DAIRY
NATURE'S BEST

MARGARINE

CREAM
CHEESE

1 LB. QTRS,

8 OZ.

NATURE'S BEST

9,,
3

CsAYMONT

YOGURT

3 $l

79e

FOR

1,2'1

r
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WITH ONE FILLED
( SMART SHOPPERS CARD

15-9
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Award of Excellence received

The Murray Independent Schimil System was the recent recipient of
an Award of Excellence by the- Kentucky Association of' Learning Disabilities. The award. traditionally giyen to an intik idual. was presented to the entire Murray system for its outstanding Special Education programs. Board Chairman Doris Cella, center. is pictured with
Special Education Coordinator Judy Nluehleman, left. an Robertson
Resource Teacher Tonda hornas, who accepted the award on behalf
oil fellow teachers and administrators. Thomas and Instructional Aide
Debbie NIiller tra%eled to Louisydle to accept the award.

li7=1.al

Street.
I female
stroyed.
iety is a

Three newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Saturday. Jan. 5. have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Sheppard baby boy, parents,
Tammy and Anthony, Rt. 3, Box
379B. Murray:
Gallimore baby girl, mother,
Jada • Johnson, Southside Manor
F-2, Murray:
Jones baby girl, mother, Theresa

P
S

if

PAY MORE?
PRICES GOOD WED., JAN. 9TH
THRU TUES. JAN. 15TH
OPEN 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M. DAILY

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOV T
FOOD STAMPS

LIMIT RIGHTS
RESERVED

=M1111)
,

NG

$1.09 PRE-PRICED PUFF'S 1'
FACIAL TISSUE
°

LIQUID

HOMEBEST
PAPER TOWELS

ROLL

FILLED
:ASH OR
ER CARD

Jones Rt 5. ('lifts Road, Pans,
f enn
Dismissals Mrs. Patricia Baker, .Rt. 1, Box
709, Dexter, Mrs. Ora Kaye West.
P0. Box 2, Hardin, Miss Misty
Hiilker, 409 West Eight St.,
Benton:
Miss Elitabeth Susan Boyd, C-5
Southside Manor, Murray', 1.).yr'Lls
Stubhl efielci. Rt. 4. Box 105-A.
Murray:
Lenon S Hall. 517 South 13th
St.. Murray, PhiLp Thompson. Rt.
4, Bemor.: !Miss Angela D. Cain
and baby girl, 284 First St.. Cadiz.
Expiration
Mrs. Delcie'D. Crass, Rt. I. Box
4 1, Kirksey.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals., at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday. Jan.
6, have been i released as- follows:
Newborn admissions
..7-'11adley-Reyna,baby girl. parents._
Lisa Hadley and Jorge Renya. Rt.
2. Box 30. Mayfield',
Smith baby 11:r. parents, LaDonna and Johnny, Rt. 1, Box 2(i9-B.
Kirksey.
I)ismissals
Mr,. Esther Mane Coy, 416
So..th Ninth St . ,s1,,rray. Edward
1.. Ilidson. P.O. liux 213.
‘S'ilLam B Broadbent. 87) Caledo:....1
.
Mrs E.aine E. Elherton. P.O.
Box
Murray: Miss Valerie
Ms. R:. 1. Box 415-A. M..rrav,
Billy JOt' Ch....tvk
R: 3.
- 07, Murray.
\lelissa L. Siaal.

FEED YOUR FAMILY FOR LESS-HERE

EET

Tt'7,7 .

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD
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Babies, dismissals, deaths
are listed by local hospital

•

I.
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WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

I

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

Mr,

P-

BONELESS

CHUCK
STEAK

BAR'S WHOLE

BONELESS
HAM
59
LB.
$

BONELESS BONUS PACK

SWISS
STEAK

-r.

BONELESS

NCO
& CHEESE

J

LB.

ON-COR BEEF &
BACON PATTIES

COUNTRY
FRIED STEAKS

BY THE PIECE
SMOKED JOWL

ON-COR

LB

LB.

LB

BONELESS ctrucR
TENDER FILLET

LB.

BRYAN BONELESS QUARTER
LOIN CHOPS
LB

DON MARTINO'S 3 PACK
PIZZA

LEWIS RICH
TURKEY BACON

CHUCKEYE
STEAKS

BRYAN BONELESS
CENTER CUT CHOPS ....LB.

HILLSHIRE
SMOKED SAUSAGE

FIELD'S

LB.

LB.

12 OZ.

HAM SAUSAGE

f
Field

bOLCIGNA

FIELD'S
CLASSIC OR DINNER

BEST

'ER
rELS

FRANKS
REG. $2.29

FIELD'S

BUY ONE
GET ONE

BOLOGNA

FREE!

REG. $2.29
BUY ONE
GET ONE•

JIMMY DEAN
TURKEY & PORK
OHSE

SAUSAGE
SAMPLES FRI. & SAT.

NicKen:y burly boy, parents. Ken .
150i, Joe (.reason DT ,
Salft% baby girl. parents, Lindit
-)ert. 222i. \Voodgate Dr..

111

STEW MEAT

.t-.s:nis,a1,
Ntirra,. -Calloway
Llunt
or !Moriday. Jaa.
7. have ham
Newborn admissions
lierr,don .1.ray boy, parents.
Rt. 2. Box 774.

BACO
N
12 OZ

Dismissals
%,...ya,:a
MiTs. P.O.
Box
Haiei. Mrs. lia/el
Rt. 2 Box ..;.3,i.1),\.er. Tenn.; Mrs.
Box 415.
BrpaLh. Fern Terrace
John Fortin, Rt. 4,
Box 150. Mzray, NIos Tera Lea
Todd. 1603 0.11..L1: Dr., Murray:
Gerald T..
'105 Coldwater
Rd.. !Murray. N1.ss Theresa Jones
and baky girl. P' S. Cy Road.
Paris. Tenn.:
Miss Kady El./heth Jon,:, -Rt.
441. Ciinton_.Mrs. Timmy
Sheppard and bahy boy. Rt. 5, Box
Murray:
Mrs. Lisa Hadley and baby. girl.
Pt 1 Box 30, Mayfield; Miss Lida
Johnson and baby_ girl, Soulhside

$199
LB

<lb

FILLED
ERS CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPERS CARD

"S}),

FRESH PRODUCE

4

BAKERY

dONTE
'SUP

8 CT.

CHUNKY

ram

394

JET
'TES
L.

89,

HOT DOG BUNS

81°''

DONUT STICKS.DOZ.

79'

DUTCH APPLE
PIE

460Z.

FRESH BUNCH

S419

GREEN ONIONS

DELI
BRYAN HONEY CURED
HAM

LB.

4
69

FLORIDA JUICE
ORANGES

HOFFMAN'S
CHEDDAR

CHEESE

LB. 8479

FLORIDA TEMPLE

WASHINGTON STATE

ORANGES

PEARS

FLORIDA

10 COUNT BAG

TANGELOS

LEMONS

SHREDDED
COLE SLAW

LB. $129

FLOR
TANGERINES
IDA3/89c

LB.

69°

EA- S149

Jane Hooks Rogers has been notified that her biography will
appear in the 17th edition of
Who's Who of American Women.
A State Farm agent in Murray,
she is a Magna Cum Laude graduate of Murray State Unisersity _
and was selected as Mrs. MSU
while a student. Her husband,
Don, is superintendent of laboratories for Atochem North
America, Calvert City. Their son,
Craig, is a sophomore at Murray
High School. She is the daughter
of Samuel Forest and Margaret
Cook Hooks. She is active in
church and civic organizations.

MURRAY
TODAY
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DES announces
officers for 1991

Venice in Vincennes

rh,

•

The members ol the MurrayCalloway County Disaster and
Emergency Services Rescue Unit
wishes to extend to-rtisidents a very
happy and safe 1991.
Changes for the upcoming year
include changes in officers
positions:
The DES officers include chief
Kenny Reynolds, assistant chief
Ricky Edwards, capt. Allen Jones,
capt. Ronnie Burkeen, secretary
Robin Reynolds, training officer
Terry Elkins and treasurer Pat
Stevens.
In case of an emergency, the unit
is dispatched through the police
department. Residents are urged to
call the DES at 753-2920 or
753-8889.
The DES Rescue Unit has
approximately 20 members at this
time. Anyone interested in Joining
is also welcome to call.

Pictured back row, from left, Danny McCuiston, Ronnie Burkeen,
Mike Faust. (middle row, from left) Jennifer Jackson, Robin Reynolds, Terry Elkins, Pat Stevens, (front row, from left) Ricky
Edwards, Kenny Reynolds and Allen Jones. Not pictured is Kenneth
Tidwell, Joe Jeffries,- Stan Bone, Tim Stone, Dee Pearson and Tim
Pace.

First Kin holiday set for Jan. 21
Milton I.ane of Vincennes nasigates the waterwas that used to be his street Thursday afternoon in the
Pearl City section of %incennes, Ind., adjacent to the flooded %abash Riser. Lane and his wife were in the
process of securing their belongings by mos ing them to higher ground.

Kentucky Laborers District Council
endorses Jones for governor in May
T

Laborers District
•,:rdor,,:d Brereton
:7,:ng 3 grownzr,r)er
working Kentuccans who arc .:sing :her support
to h:s
men: this week fo.0% Ing the orga7.1zatIon's Dec. 21 meeting.

C IMO

J

.
of —itnts. Forgers and Helpers voted
in making the announcement
1:S SIJICA_Ide endorsement for
support, the statewide council
Jones
added its voice to those of several
Jones has also won the support
other groups which have endorsed
0! the Kentucks State Lodge FraJones.
:,!rna° Order of Police, the KenEarlier in December; the IntemaProfessional Firefighters. the
uonal Brotherhood of BoilermakOperating Engineers and Plumbers
ers. Iron Ship Builders. Blacks, Local 107 (Louisville).

FRANKFORT.
Jan.
'
121
marks the first observance of the
late Dr. Martin jauther King. Jr.'s
birthday since the Commonwealth
of Kentucky passed House Bill 2 in
the 1990 General Assembly making
it a full legal holiday. A historic
dedication, march and celebration
will take place Jan. 21, at 11 a.m.
The observance begins with a
dedication ceremony at the Capitol
Rotunda with Gov. Wallace G.
Wilkinson as the keynote speaker.
The liberty bell will ring precisely
at noon.
Following the ringing of the bell.
a march will proceed from the
Capitol down Capitol Avenue to
the Farnham Dudgeon Civic Cen-

will take
ter. where
place with notab!e speaker •Harold
E. Fenderson. print pal of Shawnee
High School. Louisville anti King
renditions by national Is known
Darryl E. C. Van Leer (it Madison.
Tenn. Musical rendition will be
provided by the .Kentucky State
University Concert Choir. Gospel
Ensemble, Morehead State Univ ,.•
say's Gospel Ensemble - and
school choral and marching
from around the state. An awattt
•
presentation and receptH7,
follow.
Organitations, fr. •
of Dr. King's leg
.
aged to participate by h.
with banners or plaques represem-

VIVOLDS. TOBACCO CO

Over 1 million smokers have spotted Doral's rich
tobacco taste and low price. Now that we're America's
favorite value brand,Doral is a deal no one can overlook.

their organizations or communities. To sign up, call William
Cofield at (502) 564-3601 or (502)
875-3997.
The dedication, march and celebration are free and open to the
publie

Miller, Jackson
named co-chairmen
of Jones campaign
in Calloway County
Democratic gubernatorial candl
date Brereton Jones has named
Dan. Miller of Lynn 'Grove and
Bob Jackson of Murray to co-chair
his campaign. in Calloway County.
am Very pleased that Dan and
Bob have agreed to play the very
important role of county cochairmen for Our campaign," Jones
said. "Their leadership and commitment giye us a very strong
foundation for our CallOwv County team."
Miller, the owner of Dan Miller
Auction and Real Estate Services,
is serving his third term as magistrate- representing the 4th District
of Calloway County.
His civic activities include the
board of the county Public Health
CommissiOn and the Senior Citizens Commissior?. He and his wife,
Jean, are members of the Salem
Baptist Church.
Jackson is executive vice president of HT Marketing, Inc. A
member of the Murray Rotary
Club. Jackson also serves on the
boards of the • Murray-Calloway
County ,Hospital and the MurrayCalloway County Family YMCA.
Jackson and his -wife.-Karen. are
members of the First United
Methodist Church.
Both men are also activie in various civic organizations.
"Dan and I are excited and honored to assist Lt. Gov. Jones in his
campaign for governor," Jackson
said.
"Recently Brereton spent a day
visiting several areas of Calloway
County and we were all very
pleases with the reception and the •
response that he received for his
campaign for governor. Brereton is
truly committed to Calloway County and 'Western Kentucky.

Graves County
Library board waits
for new building
site from state
The Graves County Librar,
Board of Trustees is waiting for
state officials to examine eight possible sites for the new library.
Residents voted in November to
double the library tax to 3 cents per
S100 of assessed value. This
increase will allow the board to
build the new library.
The site will be at least three
acres to accommodate at least a
14,0(X) square-foot building, parking and provide for future
expansion.
The board anticipates having its
structure plan ready to be sent to
the state by April.

ASA
Auto Rental

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancr
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Vincent-Killebrew
wedding planned
Ails, Sandra J. Vincent and Larry N. Killebrew, both of Murray
announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
• 1 he bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Vincent of
Ana, Ill.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Gertnide Vincent and the late John
Vincent of Wolf Lake, Ill., and of
Mr. and Mrs. Russell McClure of
Anna, Ill.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Killebrew of
Trenton.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Joe'
Ilyams and the late Joe T. Hyams
and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Kilkbrew, all of Trenton.

iurkeen.
oin Rey i) Ricky
Kenneth
and Tim

21

Miss Vincent, a 1984 graduate of
Anna-Jonesboro Community High
School, is a 1988 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science degree in elementary
education. She is employed at University Branch of Bank of Murray..
Mr. Killebrew,.a 1985 graduate
of Todd County Central High
School, is a 1990 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science degree in criminal
justice. He is employed with Murray Police Department.
A private ceremony will bc solemnized on Saturday, Feb. 16, at 2
p.m. -in the Hospitality Room of
University Branch of the Bank of
Murray.

ow;p•onv

•

Members of ARK (Activities, Recreation for Kids) of First Presbyterian Church present a check for $50 to Roy Kirk, back row, reprk.. senting Habitat for Humanity. Pictured, from left, front row, Katie
Konrad, Amy Melon, Sara Broughton, middle row, David (rases,
Adam Meloan, Jonathan Graves, Andrea Jackson and Elizabeth
Broughton.'and hack row, Roy Kirk.

Rho Cha ter •ives tot s
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Health forum Open to public
"Health Issues of the 90s" will be the topic of the forum to be held at meeting of Jackson Purchase National Organization for Women on Thursday, Jan. 10,,
at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. Speakers will be Theresa Harper, registered dietitian; Lynette
Robertson, psychologist; and Daphene Mowry, registered nurse, who will
answer questions and discuss current health isSues. All interested persons
are invited and urged to attend. Persons do not have to be a membver of
JPNOW to attend this community service program. For more information
call Sally at 759-9309.
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Computer adult course planned
, A class for adults interested in learning beginning computer- applica-.
lions will begin Thursday, Jan. 10, in the Business and Office Department
IBM Computer Lab in Room 406 at Calloway County High School. The
class will be from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. and will be taught by Brenda Nix on
Jan. 10, 15, 17, 22 and 29. The class will familiarize students with general
computer knowledge and essential DOS commands. The class will
emphasize basic business applications using spreadsheet, data base and
word processing programs. The cost of the class will be 525 which will
include registration and all exprenses. Participants may enroll at Calloway
County High School office by paying the class fee. Registration will be
limited to 24 participants.

/an Miller
Services.
as magish District

Singles will go skating
The Singles Organizational .S.ocivy will meet Thursday, Jan. 10, from
7:30 to 10 p.m. for a skating party at Circus Skatiag of Murray. All singles are invited. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, of Margaret, 1-247-2249.
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Amber Michelle Gallimore born
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Mr. and Mrs. Jody Gallimore of Murray are the parents of a daughter,
Amber Michelle, weighing six pounds 10 ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born on Saturday, Jan. 5, at 2:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Thte mother is the former Jada Johnson. Grandparents are Mrs. Glenda
Johnson, Murray, and Gail and Jimmy Gallimore, Rt. 8, Murray. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Patty Beach of Rt. 1, Almo.

Laryngectomee Group will meet
Laryngectomee Support Group will meet Friday, Jan. 11, at 4 p.m. in
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For inore
information call Ann Ingle, RN, or Dixie-Hopkins, speech patholgist, at
762-1100.
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A special program, "Stop The New Agers Before It's Too Late," will
begin tonight (Wednesday) at 7 p.m. at First Assembly of God, Highway
94 East. This program by Royal Rangers will continue for the following
three Wednesdays. Royal Rangers is open to all boys between the ages of
5 to 17 who are interested in camping, adventure and fun. For more information call 753-6695 or 753-8945.

Presbyterian Women will meet
Women of First Presbyterian Church will meet tonight (Wednesday) at
7 p.m. at the church. Jean Geurin will be in charge of the program on
"Artifacts Hands On."
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Amber Marie Meersman born
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Allen Meersman of Buchanan, Tenn., are the
parents of a daughter, Amber Marie, weighing nine pounds eight ounces,
born on Sunday, Dec. 30. The mother is the former Dawn Marie Dhaene.
Grandparents are Richard and Glenda Thecke and James and Deanna
Dhaene, all of Arizona. Great-grandparents are Oleta and Clifford Baucum of Buchanan, and Calvin and Margaret Sharp of Arizona.
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Kelly Bolls named to Dean's List
Kelly Bolls, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bolls, 1533 London Dr.,
Murray, has been included on the Dean's List for grades achieved during
the fall semester at Harding University, Searcy, Ark. A senior majoring in
vocational home economics, she attended Abilene Christian University.
To be eligible for the Dean's List, a student must be carrying 12 or more
hours and have an average scholarship level of 3.50 minimum.
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Volunteers to sponsor seminar
The Community Improvement Volunteers will sponsor a seminar
entitled "Prepare Now For Spring Planting" on Thursday.. Jan. 10, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Rob Stanfa of Rolling Hills
Nursery will conduct the seminar. Topics include soil preparation, fertilizers, shade tolerant plants, and layout of foundation plans. Jo Benson,
chairperson of the C1V Committee, said "this is the beginning of an effort
to make people aware of the value of landscaping. Homeovners car.
improve the real estate value of their home with plants. Also With a
nationwide effort called 'Global Releaf' everyone should plant a tree for .
the environment." Future activities of the Community Improvement Volunteers will be announced. at .a later date.

CCHS will issue grade ca.rds
Calloway County High School will issue iti.,tle cards for the sc;cond
nine -weeks and semester on Friday. Jan; 1 I -No parent:teacher 'Conferences will he held on Thursday. Jan. 10, accor...i •,1 to Jerri.„
pal at CCHS.

W.A.T.C.H. needs more cans
W.A.T.C.H.(work activities training cent,- 7
at 702 Main St., Murray, is in need of alun.
work projects of the clients. Peggy Wiiiiains.
WATCH., said 12 huge bags of crashed a.
recycling center were stolen from the locked :
ter. Persons with aluminum cans may leave mem at itie
through Friday. For more information call 759-1965.

Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta •Kappa collected toys, for the poi I:, kirunderprkileged children by Murray Fire Department for its December • alture,tk project.. Nlarlene Beall, right. presents..soint of. the
itrns collected to, from left; Da%id Iltidspeth, Rick W all',. Harold Bill
and Pat Scott of the Fire Department. 'Hie December meeting %%as
held at the .home of Jean Watkins with Mrs. Watkins, Louise Barnreuther. Fannie Buchanan and Judy Muehleman as hostesses. The
chapter ssill'meet Wednesday. Jan. 16, at 7 p.m. at Holiday Inn.

N1i

Birdsong shower to be Monday
Conroy and Pearl Birdsong Wii.11 be honored with a•shower on Monda:,
Jan.- 14. Their home on Irvin Cobb Road was destroyed by fire on De-,
25. The shov.er will be at 5 p.m. in Community Room of North Branch
ted to att
Peoples Bank. All neighbors, friends and relatives t,r:

Remember
Corn-Austin's®
Final Markdown Sale
Starts Tomorrow

Community...
(Cont'd from page 7A1
Thursday, Jan. 10
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. or
Center.
Murray High School IV ,tnd
Varsity Girls Basketball tc
host Marshall County high s.
at 6 p.m.

Jeremy Irons
talks about
his new film

Weight Control For Life!®
Join'fhe Most Successful
Bunch Of Losers In America.

II

rl

LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Jeremy
Irons says he was unsure he could
capture the ambiguity and steeliness of Claus von Bulow in the
film "Reversal of Fortune.- .
"I was very concerned that the
audience should leave the cinema
split absolutely down the middle
about whether he was innocent or
guilty, since even his closest
friends are split,", said the 42-yearold actor, who is 20 years younger
than the Danish-born socialite
acquitted of trying to murder of his
heiress wife, Sunny.
"He was a man hovering on the
brink every day. I don't know how.
he did it. But he had a secret; he
has a secret. He was in a very'
dangerous situation. And I think he
has a natural tendency to enjoy
ambiguity."
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THESE SMILING FACES ARE JUST A SMALL PORTION ONE OF THE MOST SUCCESSFULLY
medically supervised weight management programs ever designed: Weight Control for Life! The average weight loss
among participants is 3 to 4 pounds per week. Through the use of nutrition education, physical activity, medical
supervision and our low -calorie, nutritionally balanced supplements, you will not only lose weight, but learn how to
keep it off.
Now you have the facts, why not get the figure, too? Call Weight Control for Life! today at 762-1533 for a free
personal consultation

Weight Control For Life!®
An affiliated service of Murray Calloway County Hospital
Suite 174W • Medical Arts Building • 300 S. 8th Street
Murray. KY 42071 • (502) 762-1533

Patients are dismissed

having its
oe sent to

Local persons recently dismissed from Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, were
Kenneth U. Jetton of Murray, Dorothy Brannon of Puryear, Tenn., and
Dathel Wilkerson of Rt. 1, Farmington.
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Paint & Decorating

enter
Take advantage of our professional interior design services
Maryann Cathey , You and your home deserve it!
Mitzi McCallon

Call for on in-home consultation
753-3321
Southside Shopping Center
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Sandra J. Vincent,fiancee
of Larry N. Killebrew
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Play hard, win easy
,S

r

Sports Writer

Murray Latager & Tomos Sports Uhler
7— A pound of pressure prided the meat for Bulldog
stew, but it was a pinch of hustle that spiced the pot in
Murray High's 86-59 victory over Fulton City Tuesday night at Murray.
An intensive practice session on Monday left the ;
Tigers thinking about defense—intensity and desire.
kiliS coach Cary Miller noted. "We takked 'yesterday'
about defensive intensity.." Miller said-. ."That makes
all the difference... all you Can . do in the game of
basketball s play-as-hard as you -Can. and I was really
pleased with our husile and desire tonight.—
Murray had started off by missing a couple of scoring opportunities underneath the -basket, and a stolen
pass by Fulton's Greg Hardin gave the Bulldogs a
chance to overturn the Tigers' 5-4 lead.
The ball was knocked loose unde,rneath Fulton's
basket, however, arld Allen Rayburnotove to the floor
4 to wrestle the ball away before scooping it up to Willis Cheaney. Cheancy took the ball coast-10-COast for a
layup and 7-4 lead.
Jason Joseph :hen pulled down a defensive rebound
•
set up a Cheaney -to-Bart Crum pass underneath and
9-4 edge, and the Tiger press then wore Fulton down

•:%
Cheaney sails in for a Fayup following a steal out of ‘1urray's
intense pressure defense Tuesday night
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By The Associated Press

Intense Tigers blow out Fulton
By DANIEL T. PARKER
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new collegiate athletic world

" Hardin beat Murray's. pressure for a layup to break
Fulton's drought. but Walls again scored front underheath and drew the foul, adding the free throw at 0:44
for a 23-6 edge. Cheaney added two free throws with
29 seconds left, and Aaron Whitaker closed the quarter with a 3-point shot from the corner that completed
,Murray's 23-3 run with a 28-6 lead.
"If we play good defense and play with intensity',
we can play with anyone." Miller noted. "If we don't,
anyone ,can play with us."
Miller was also pleased with Murray's
and ball movement, their conversion of jiimovers into
baskets, and the fact that the wide margiTallowed him
to insert 10 players by halftime and clear the bench in
the fourth quarter.
"At times we moved the ball as well as we have all
year," Miller said. "If we do that, if we continue to
improve our passing and play good defense, I think
we'll be okay.''
Cheaney led all scorers with 2.3 points while Walls
added 18 and Joseph had 12 points with 10 rebounds.
Hardin had 14 for Fulton.
Despite the massive substitutions. the Tigers still hit
31 of 64 shots from the !ieid but were only',12 of 21
out-reb0Punding Fulton
.from the fou l stripe
16.;1
.it to a Fourth•
NEXT:. Murray travels to Ma
District confrontation Friday rugh:
• • • •

Dallhandling

the
NCAA's 85th annual convention,
the search for athletes will
include fewer recruiters and
fewer campus visits, with absolutely no coaches around when
scholarships are signed.
In the first full day of action

envisioned by delegates to
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Tuesday„„t•ICAA delegAes put
several new—curbs on the

is the
past has been one Of the most
expensive and abused segments
.
of big-tin'ie college sports.
The lopsided margins by
which proposals passed on Tuesday suggested that every plank
of, the NCAA Presidents Commission's so-called "reform
package" could be enacted in
the coming days.
Among the first items
approved by the 2.500 delegates
were proposals:
•To limit- the number of paid
campus visits by basketball
players from. 18 to 15 a year
for all Division I schools, by a
Cheancv came up with a steal and layup. then took
vote of 298-19.
another h-aseline-to-baseline drive for a 13-4 score.
•To cut the total number of
6 20 36 59
FULTON
.
Another press•for:ed steal became another Cheaney
26 49 76 86
MURRAY
campus .visits by' football
" 11
C
Jayup.._and_C%ans.;__ole.',the ball again. with Heath
recruits from 85 to 70 per year,
et'
A
tr"a!,:..5
5.
Pe--ew
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scoring on a p.•tbac'k and drawing a foul. Walls'
4'
h5 22 r.'"? tc.•':..o'„'
P.
ey Bathes dB,..s`,.••
by a 97-9 vote for Division I-A
.hrow with :• !eft gave Murray an 18-4 .lead,
,4
and
8676 for Division I-AA.
•
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5
Act.
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s
ey
—it of !Murray 's pressure and
and he stole the
't
Ga—
*To
limit the number of coach„ored on the
es who can go off campus to
recruit.
•To extend for three days after
national signing days the ',.'dead
period" during which coaches
Wall felt Calloway let the game
front of the lane, but Hart's e
: ATI tO ;
.
•
-;
may have Do contact with footon the rebound rolled ott. _
al
Calloway,
lip.aa with poor Oecisions tritJ :
t..iraves-2
b9
a191- 1.a3n.d bask'ethall: -recruits-,try •
rocir iLffidling of the Eagle press.
• free thro's :s
"We set up a play, and got a
"Two or three straight posses- 'To require exit interviews for
good shot." Wall said. "It just
sions, rather than being patient, we athletes in each sport, by'
didn't go down. To get a second
OU
shot, was great, and Hart had a
tried to bury them, and
277-13.
good shot, it just didn't go " iloned on page 131;
'To ban athletic dormitories and
reduce the number of training
table meals athletes are served
in an effort to integrate athletes
more into the regular student .
key. shooting over
: 56 of the second half. By
By TIM TUCKER
body.
d7r.:11 (0. John Jack, -'
::.en Georgia Southern had outMSU Sports intormattoh
Before Tuesday's action, the
score.
7
scored We Racers 13-3. Neither "dead period" barring a coach
s 1 -VI E.SBoRt.). Ga
It was a gut-wren:ter
Junior
team led by more than four points from contacting an athlete had
.rrav coach Steve Newiun said. from then on, with Murray holding
'.1...hked in a
been 48 hours before national
had someone or, him-. hut
• a: the 5-aiier to
Its last lead, 61-59, on. a Greg
signing day. Now' the dead
a 66-63
.caz
Someone hanks :5-footer
Coble 3-pointer with 2:31
period will be extended to
M..,rraY Sta;,: luesday
'2-c4I's basketball.
remaining.
include the 72 hours after that
—I he disappointing thing is that
day.
Jones led all scorers with 24
Jones tied
for 35 minutes, we controlled the
That will mean coaches cans:C sendS
game. But for the first five minutes points. Di in the second half. He
not
be present when scholaphip
if the second half, we had a also grabbed Ii rebounds, the 13th
:0•L'ji
• :h :he lane. After
are signed early in the
papers
S;r11771 and Murray
drought and that's something we're consecutive game he has recorded
signing period. The
week-long
at least 10. Coble scored 17, while
going to have to take care of."
d
. :hre outs with
NCAA
says
that should
Ahead 39-31 at halftime, Murray Jackson had eight points and a. "provide a climate in which the
Cnar.cs received
-6: ert
eft cf the
hou: field goal for career-high 13 rebounds.
prospect can make an important
decision in a less, pressure-filled
environment."
The delegates also approved a
resolution that will require
.1
:
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coaching-associations for all.
By DANIEL T. PARKER
*,-3 with 4:39 left in the quarter,
Murray L.dg. & Times Sports Editor
sports to write a proposal to
..; a Bell steal led to a Wooldridge
redUce recruiting periods from
iayup and 10-3 lead. Renea Hornas one of those games
- 11
four months to three months.
buckle scored on a good move'
everyone had some fur. in." Murray
That resolution, approved 310-5,
underneath, and a Wooldridge steal
High Lady Tiger coach. Jim Harrell
requires that proposals . be writturned into a Jennifer Fairbanks
said after Tuesday r:ght's 75-38
ten in time for consideration
ro..: over the • •. ...ss ...ton City . layup and 14-3 edge. Free throw's
during next year's convention.
from Bell, Vanover and WoolLady Bulidog
Before Tuesday's action, all
dridge increased the lead to 17-3
Harrell made sure everyone on
full-time football and basketball
before anothtr Fulton free throw
Lady Tiger bench joined 12 the
coaches had been allowed to go
with 40 seconds left; an outside
he negan c.earing the bench
off campus to recruit. Now
basket by Colette Jones moved the
first quarter after Murray
Division I-A football schools
lead to 19-4 before Fulton scored
7,. ped o.:t to -a 17-3-lead in the
will be limited to seven such
to close the quarter at 19-6.
sever, minutes of play.
coaches instead of 111.
Murray led 38-18 at halftime and
,ot of the k:ds got to play.
A group of large football
54-23 at the third-quarter mark.
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Lakers watch Graves slip away in final moments
.

By DAVID 'RAMEY
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Lady Tigers post easy win, 75-38

Final Mark('0W111.
Starts Thursday at 9 a.m.
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FIRESTOM SUPREME ALL SEASON
STEL BELTED RADIAL
LEM SALEM!!

P4,

55,000
195/70R13
195/70R13
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185/75R14
195/75R14

I rie
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Exceptional

Name ;n Insurance
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restone

Mile Limited Treadwear Warranty
WS
WL
WS
WS

WS

$42.95
$43.95
$47.95
S47.95
$59.95

205/75R14
215/75R15
225/75R15
235/75R15

WS
WS
WS
WS

WS-Whrlewall

$51.95
$57.95
$59.95
$62.95

WL White Lenox

Space Tire
101 Statellne Off-Price Mall Mayfield Plaza 1406 Main St
Paducah
Mayfield
Murray
So. Fulton
442-8473
247-7106
7 1
479-2741
"SONO*
YOUR INDEPENDENT FIRESTONE %MR

SERVICE SPECIAL

Lube, Oil & Filter

$999
Lube ctrassit --New Oil Filter,
Up to 5 Quarts Our 10W30 Oil.

Free 27 Point
Courtesy inspection
Expires 2-28-91
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put up a three, or just drive
to the basket," Wall said. "We
cr did get into an offense •aild
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Lakers watch ...

NLW YOliA
Hu; L.„4,ew became the 22nd
Piav' elected to ifie Hall of lame in the firs'
year of eligibility, and pitchers Fage9Ort Jenk
,ns and Gaylord Perry made ii on thee third try
f
results, however. were disappointing for
Jim Burning and Rollie Fingers Fingers was on
he bal101-10( the first time, while Bunning was
On rt tor the 15th and final time In order to gain
eleCtiOn, a player must appear On 75 percent of
the bakes cast by 10 year members of the
Baseball Writers Assoaation of America, arid
vjust made it A total of 443 mrbers of
Jerkine
PHILADELPHIA - The Philadelphia Eagles
'le BB AA cast wads this year. meaning 333
tired coach Buddy Ryan three days after the
votes were needed for election Jenkins had
lost in the first roue of the playoffs for
learn
334 voles for 75 3 percent Carew. a seven
the third season in a row Eagles owner Nor,
:.fne American leagais batling.charnp. made it
man Braman named offensive coordinator Rich
by a more comfortable margin with 401 votes
Kofile to replace Ryan Kotae, 48, signed a
905 percent) and Perry had 342 votes 7?1
three year contract. The Eagles were 10-6 dun,
percent) Fingers, the all time saves leader.
irig the regular season and lost 20-6 to
received 291 votes (656 percent) and Bunning.
Washington in the playoffs last Saturday In five
now a Kentucky congressman. got 262 )836
seasons as coach. Ryan was 43 35 1 in the
percent) The last year the writers voted in
regular season and 0.3 in the playoffs Ryan
three players was 1964 when lies Apareio
came to Philadelphia in 1986 from Chicago,
Don Drysdale and Harmon Killebrew were
weere he was defensive coordinator He
elected It is only the third time in the 55 years
invented the 46 Defense," that has since been
of voting that three or more players have made
adapted by many NFL teams
•
1 n the same Year
• • • •
•i"ihile Jenkins and Perry had Hall of Fame
NEW YORK - Jimmy Johnson, having guided
bars when they retired in 1983, both prethe Dallas Cowboys to a six-game improvement
sented tenical problems for some voters Jenk
arid into playoll contention this season, *ion
,ns had to overcome a link to drugs and arid
Year honors Johnson, in
'en'y his use-of the greaseball Carew finshed • NIL Coach of the
second year with the Cowboys, received 18'e
'a career average of 328 arid 3,053 hits
•
votes from ao writers and broadcasters in be
ler iens. 284 226 with 3.192 strikeouts, was a
feting conducted by The Associated Press He
213.garne winnet for six cciesecueve seasons
edged Art Shell of the Los Angeles Raiders by
votes In 1969, the Cowboys were 1-15, the
worst record in the NFL and in franchise his
tory It was a rude debut as a pro coach tor
Ariairf
Johnson. who won the national title in 1987 at
the University of Miami But the Cowboys were
7-7 and on the verge of making the playoffs
before quarterback Troy Aikman was inured
They lost their final Two games and were edged
NASIIVII IF. term. - ifie NCAA COrwertior
by New Orleans for the NFC's final playoff spot
ovenehe.mingly adopted far reaching reform
leg six on De egates s ashed coaching staffs
on I A aed I AA footba:i and took
n both
,p 'he f^atter 0' •edC rrg basketbal staffs I A
sra"s were reduced to a mar mum of one head
LONDON - Andre Agassi's tempestuous reia
coach, eight asSistants and four restrided
tionship with the tennis establishment cost hi m
eareiegs- coaches Tee cuts must be made by
restrictions
a record $25,000 fine, but he escaped suspen
set
to
Aug ,, 1992 The proposal
sion from this year's four major tournaments
on f he number of coaches in sports other than
Agassi was fined the maximum for pulling out o'
tocea4 and basketball passed 305-23 Tee delthe inaugural Grand Slam Cup in December, a
egates also did away wite the rule establishing
rei'lion tournament boycotted by, some cane,
date
tee
as
'aunt, Saturday of November
top players The Grand Slam Committee also
bow, invitat ons can be tendered, a rule
•
had the power to ban Agassi from one or more
net), broken by the bowls
Of this year's Grand Slam events - the Austra
*Other Ieg,sla•on that passed ircluded a prop1,
iian, French and U S Opens and WimPtedor,
Aug
osal to eliminate athie. c dorms by
Out decided nO1 10 .rnO0Se Such a pera!y
1996, another to g ye athletes only one training
table meal each day instead of three and one
requiring all D v.sioe I scnools to make acaderr
ano r.,,lo'np ser.sces availabie 10
ic counse
at 'ecru ter: a'ele,tes Coactes must row keep
Of 1110, Australia - Things went from bad is
away from reciiu's on 'a4 oral Sc.00 arsnrp sign
rrerse- Tor the 4.44.4.-.; W4484.s a: re 414o,c
ieg Mies and ree,,ce - h r _.-rtere paid cam
is Darry got Hun
Cnamp.onships As
recr,ts -are As a cost cut, ng rrea
Pus
days. a. !ue
gary s second wc,/',
sure, the NCAA voted 97 9 or 1),v1tIOn I A and
Darnyi shaved
Ar-er cars got 0.
866 for CoivIS Or I AA '0 ct fie Iota. number of
mare irtne
,d
,
239 secones
,CV^ 85 per
'
campus v,VS by .00.ba
lowering
men s 400
cleiega'es
year to 70 By a 298 19 marg
Ncebee Roz
,
04 12 36
decided to ,m,1 to, ai Div so'- I scroois t're
a we'd recorcl
breaststroke
sa rn the
0,,d came ,s s's by basketba
nU'Oer
sere, at )ne championse,ps About 'be
was a- A
S'ates
so:al iOn for the United
ey Er.4 NOrriesf
- -sari +(score of v...s
cnased Gamy. noire The United Slays c ;'
is seconc god medal o' t'e ca-c,e'
*nen ter -s Karee and Sarah Josep-sc.
5'0r 'Cc'-'- woe
sfecn'on led SW
**-.erve best c' '93 '62 pc --.

riter
—

Stern magazine, Lewis' lawyer said Judge
of the general division of
A te
OreinrCoun struck out those portions of the
sprints/a statement alleging a c.onspiracy on
the pan of the publishers, editor's and directors
Of the German magazine. sprinter Darrell
Robinson and former Canadian track coach
Charlie Francis Lewis is suing because Sworn
published an article that said Lewis used
performance enhancing steroids Stern quoted
Robinson, a former teammate of Lewis

51 1

effort
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SCOREBOARD
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies

.
lilt

Home Office Bloonington, Illinois

I Ike a good neighbor. State Farm Is There.

••

Jane Rogers 753-9627

those situations."
Calloway's
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See me for al/ your family insurance needs."
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Providence. W11,-.
points, it's "Eric \lurdock
The senior guard continued
impressive offenso,•e streak witt.
points Tuesday night as Provid.. •
beat No. 15 Georgetto.vri 72 '•
Big h.
Murdock leads th
scoring at 36.5 points per
and the victory over the Hoya,
the seventh time in the last
o7•
games he has soled
"Once he gets
tone he's hard t,i
coach Rick Barnes said. "W.,.
it EMT . — Eric Murdock 1.:•
Maybe that's what \%e
our offense.'•
Over the
minutes. Nlurditi.,
offense as he c:`, •i
points as they

Hockey
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Ine Ottawa Senators Ore
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Entire stock of
Texas Steer work boots
9 Pr.
Our 19.99-69.9
durable
of
constructed

Safety Toe

Men's quality work boots
leather for comfort and long-lasting wear As America's
largest-selling work boots. they're ideal for both work
: 14.9942.49
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Genuine Top-grain
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SIIIeI(lip food values
V

0.S.D.L
Choice
Boneless

Shoulder
Roast
8199

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

'4,
11

&wins

•

CHUCK ROAST

Great Northern, Chili Rots,
White H Golden Hominy,
Light 8 Dark Kidney Beans

Bush s Sale 15'/: -16 Oz. Cans

S1111
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A
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Stat
194:
Lou
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Hos

CANNED BEANS

Fresh Pork

$1.69
Lb. 89'
16 oz. 99'

Spare Ribs
Hash Browns

Lb.

Good Deal
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FRYER BREAST
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, Lb.

Field Sliced

$1.69
lb. $1.99
Is oz. $1.49

Bacon

16 oz.

Field Sliced

Bologna
Field

Dinner Franks

Fresh Crisp

Carrots

3/$1.00
10 Lb. Bag $1.49

Lb. Bag

No. 1 Russett

Potatoes

;

1 p
Cal
Re,

6111thald

COFFEE

Banquet
FRIED CHICKEN

DOG FOOD

ORAlil fiei.arJUICE

13 Oz Bag

28 Os. Box

151/2 Oz. Can

Gallon

Why Pay Mare 200 Cl.

Why Pay More 64 Os

Why Pay More 64 Oz.

Coffee
Filters

Cranberry
Cocktail

Apple
Juice

MazwlJ House
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O :
IERGENT
x. ox

Why Pay More 100 Ct
t

99-
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OBITUARIES
Dr. John C. Quertermous dies today: funeral is Thursday
member and past chairman of the
KMA Legislative Council, a delegate to the AMA National Convention for 17 years, a delegate to
President Eisenhower's National
Confcrence on Aging,' a member
and past president of the Kentucky
State- Medical Licensure Board for
14 years, member of the Kentucky
Blue Cross Blue Shield Board, a
member and past vice' chairman of

mad

Active pallbearers will Dr. Dan
Miller. Dr. -Hipp Drake, Dr. W'ilham Hart, Dr. JaMes flat II. Dr..
Hollis Clark, Dr. Craig Dowdy, Dr.
Steve Trevathan, Dr. Russell Howard and Dr. Richard Blalock
Honorary pallbearers-v.iil 1,e as,
follows:
Joe Dick. David Pa:ker, Jun Garrison.- James Clopton, Audrey
mons Sr.. Wells Purdoin Sr.. \larv
Warren Sanders. E'arie
Walt Apperson,
Harold McReynh1.1s. J.W.
Buddy, Buckingham. 1),i:I
H...
James C. Hart.
Ltors
••
.tim Booth, all
- Murray. ,
Tr')
Stuart Poston. Dr, C.(' I
Dr. Gene Cook. Dr. Col.r.7 .4 I.
Dr. Prue Kelley. Dr W;lliam
son. Dr. Grar)T
.1:
Ovaries .C1,1(K, ,,„
County Media
les Winkler of PH.
r11`21InII"IN of Inc\I
Allred Lindse,. I.
lid Scott,
RYan: lot:
JlflhiiH. Ford, Jo.:
kaluti,McCuiston,
(;',1 .

the Tobacco Research Board, past
president of Calloway County
Medical Society, and was a former
chief of staff for Murray-Calloway.
County Hospital.
Dr. Quertermous was a member
of First Christian .Church, Murray.
Son of the late Lula Mac Sullivant and. John Rutherford Quertermous, he as preceded in death by
one brother, John Daniel Quertermous, and one sister, Louise Quertermous 'Mc(racken.
Dr. Quertermous is survived .by
his wife, Mrs. Ella 'Mae Newton
Quertermous; (Inc son, Dr. John
Reed Quertermous and wife, -Feresa Shuler Quertermous,- NIurray,one daughter, Mrs. Ellen Quertermous Beth and husband. Albert 11.
Beth, Nashville, Tenn.; one sister,
Helen Quertermous Bennett, Murray; two brothers, John Luke Quer- \\r'ci, l'urdo;fl Jr
tertrnm, Ttntretort, dr; lotrrr-Pal, _
fr
Quertermous and wife, Sonya,
Albuquerque, N.M.; three grand- (
children, Sarah. Elizabeth Quertermous, James Lassiter Quertermous and John Shuler Quertermous.
Services will he Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of 1.11. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr, David Roos wil.
officiate with Margaret Boone
soloist.

Dr. John C. Querterinous
Dr. John C. Quertermous, 73, a
specialist in Internal Medicine,
who had a private practice in Murray since Sept. 1,1950, died today
at 9:23 a.m. at his home.
A native of Salem, Dr. Quertermous graduated from Murray
State University in 1938, and was a
1942 graduate Of .the Universfty
Louisville Medical School. He'
interned at Good Samaritan Hospital in Cincinnati, and served his
residency at Louisville General
Hospital.
He. served in the U.S. Army
Medical Corps in the Pacific Theatre with the rank of major from June
1943 to November 1946.
Dr. Quertermous was a past
president of the Murray Rotary

Mrs. Allie Edwards Peek

Club and the Murray Country Club.
He was a member of Murray Lodge
No.. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons. He was a director of Bank
of Murray from 1975 to 1987. He
served on the board of directors of
the Kentucky Golf Association and
was appointed a member of the
GoKernorCitizens, Committee on
Problems of Aging.
lie was a past president of the
Kentucky Medical Association and
received a distinguished service
award in 1978 from the KMA.
He was an advisory committee
member for the University of
Louisville School of Medicine, a
member of the KMA committee on
post graduate medical education, a

the late 1 had Edwards and Medii
McCuiston Edwards. She also wa
preceded in death by two brothers,
(Jury Edwards and Lester Edward'.
Survivors include one daughter.
Mrs. Bud (Shirley') Maxson,- an,1
two grandson. Rickey and RObii..
all of Allen Park; three sister:,
Mrs Imogene Albin, WC,,tLiti
Mich.. Mrs. Carrie Pinksto::
Park. and Mrs. Beatrice Henri;
Murray; one brother. 1ir,1
kdwards Jr Mt, C[CitIVX

Scr:,..ice or Mrs Allie LdwIrds
Peek w ere held Saturday' at I I a rin tnl: chapel—of Voran Furtcral
114):•.m.!, Allen Park. Mich. "he Rev
ko:mt Hastings oltiLiated
li,anal was in Cadillac !Memorial
Garde:, there.
Mrs Peek, 8. of Alien Park
'1,:d Were 1 LleNt.1,.
Her
Peep's, fl.ed June 20.
1984
Born Jaiv 15, 1907, it Callo,kav
t't

Mrs. Bulah Mae MeadOws
Services or Mrs Bulati Mae
is ',k,...rta today at 11 a m in
ci.ape it Brown Funeral
Home. Mayfield The Rev. 'Rubel
male t

Texas. formerly' of Mayfield,-died
Sunday at 12:05 a.m. in Euless,
Texas.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Brenda Gatlin 'and Mrs
-LaQuita Drumm, both of Euless.
Pall:,,eirers were Barry Harrison, two sons, Allen Meadows. Dallas,
Ifarrison, -Mitch Phillips
Texas, and Jimmy Meadows. CaliDavid Harrison, Bobby Story and fornia: her mother, Mrs.'Qua Mae
\,Villiam Story Jr. Burial was in
Harrison. Mayfield; one brother
James D. Harrison, •Kirksey', four
Mr, '‘,:leadovvs
Bedf Ord.
grandchildercn.

KCFS( R helping soldiers at home
N,.rnerlibers
()user:

1):';,
•

employer should contact the unit ol
assigi.ment.. If tnatTaiTs to clearthe --problerr„ rie should contact Hesse'
a: 5(.Y'-45.9-1690 Or national head'u,aarters at I-00-336-4590.

Reserve
,

:
S

ir:
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1

in accidents
in 1990. iripre than last year
OVcr 5.-10 died

Hunteurofirfrnitlee helps
ces

Ky. (AP)
IS::ntackv State police reported that
• were killed in traffic
.1990. compared with
acc:d,:nls
7S2 in
, John Thorpe. state police
;...,,cesman, said the nurnber of
alcohol-related accidents or other
cohtrinuting factors had not been
Lomputed.
•'So far. we don't know yet why
there is an increase, whether it was
the. weather. alcohol or whatever.''
Those figures are expected to be
released this spring.
The highest number of fatalities
in the ,past 15 years occurred in
1977. -3&-hen 968 people died.

'7''t)e"1 arises' the

Mrs. Lola Outland
Funeral rites tor MN. Lola Outland will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
.officiate.
Burial will follow in Blood River Cemetery...,
Friends may call at the. funeral
'Nome after 2 p.m. Inursday. •
Mrs.. Outland, 96. Walls, Miss.,
formerly of Murray, died Tuesday

.Phillip H.
Thompson

.00
.49

ICE

95C

e the right to
es and correct
g errors.

Phillip H. Thompson,..78, Rt. 4,
Benton, died Tuesday at 1:40 p.m.
at Murray -Calloway Counts
Hospital.
A retired carpenter. he 'A
ceded in death by his %kite. Mrs.
Charlene Thompson, and one greatgrandchild, Gina ReNae
Thompson.
Survivors are one son. Gene
Thompson and wife, Shirley. Hardin: four grandchildren, K.
Thompson, Matt Thompson, Kim
Thompson and Brad Thompson, all
of Benton; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will he Thursday
1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck :
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. "Ilk:
Rev. Johnny Phillips will officiate
Burial will follo:A
Horn
Cemetery.
Friends may
home after
(Wednesday).

Howard Luby Rogers Si

at 4:50 ant at. Alla Brooke Nur.
mg Home. Memphis, Fenn.
She was- married April 28, 1912,
to Wave! T. Outland who died
Aug. 5. 1985.
She is survived by five daughters. Lucille Outland. Niatt, Tenn.,
Mrs. Murrell Thornton, Murray,
Mrs. Oneda Thornton. Fort Myers,
Fla.. Mrs. Geneva Justice and husband, Minor, Memphis, and Mrs.
Sue Epps and • husband, Clifford,
Walls, Miss.; two sons, J.B. Outland and wife. Hazel, Middleton,
Tenn., and FInoy Outland and wife,.
Peggy, Salisbury, Md.
Also surviving are four sisters.
Mrs. Myrt Knight, Mrs. Etna Compton, Mrs. Cordie Murphy, and
Mrs. Mary Jane McDougal and
husband, Rudy, and two brothers.
John Barrow and wife, Olevia, and
Tilghman Barrow' and wife, Jessie,
all of Murray, 21 grandchildren, 30
great-grandchildren, and several
great-great-grandchildren also
survive.

The funeral for Howard
Rogers Sr. will he 'Friday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Mi4ler Funtrat
Home of Murray. The Rev. Bobby
Edmonson will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be organist and
soloist.
Burial Will follow in Robinson
Cemetery at Cadiz.
Friends may call, at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday). Mr. Rogers Sr., 7, died Monday
at 5:15 p.m. ai'hi home at New.
Concord.
Five surviving daughters are
Mrs. Katherine Tracy and husband.
Ronald, Carleton, Mich., Mrs. Eva
Yuvaan Little and husband, Thomas Howard, Monroe. Mich., Mrs.
Melody Myrand and husband.
Robert, New Concord, Mrs. Sheila
Buhmann and husband, Eugene.
Murray, and Mrs. Lisa' Collins and
husband. Mark, Flat Rock, Mich.
Four surviving sons are Howard
Rogers Jr. and wife, Mary, Hazel,

Timothy

To help you •
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Lyell

Preston Barrett

Timothy Lyell, 27, of 114 North
14th St., Mayfield, died Monday at
11:58 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
He was an employee of Asplundh Tree Co.
One son, Richard Lyell, preceded him in death. He was the son
of the late Howard and Anna Mac
Lye H.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Karen Moore Lyell; three daughters, Kayla Lyell, Ashley Lyell and
Mary Lyell, and one son, Timothy
Moore, Mayfield; eight brothers,
Gene Schewmaker, • Donald Lyell,
Junior Lyell and Bennie Lycll, all
of Mayfield, Joe David Lyell, Lowes, Tom Lyell, Murray, Dale Lyell,
Marshall, Mo., and Luke Lyell.
Sedalia.
The funeral will be Thursday at
1:30 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Kenneth
Newsome will officiate.
Burial will follow in North
c.eme!ery.
Mou,nt Zf
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
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Our Winter Clothing Is
Not WIiakZt,Used To Be.
SPECIAL CLEARANCE!
Get an extra 25% OFF on all
winter clothes. But hurry before
the selection and the prices
become history. Save a bundle
today at Southern States,
your clothing value experts
for all seasons.

Uslia

25% OFF SELECTED FOOTWEAR!
3•Eyelet Duck Shoes

25% OFF CLOTHING CLEARANCE!
Brown Duck Insulated Coveralls

•
•

.
'nen
Qvomen

5•Eyelet Duck Boots

•of

Brown Duck Insulated Bib Overalls

WOLVERINEQ

Brown Duck Insulated Jacket

:1149 Boarhide
. Insulated Boots

Buffalo Plaid Flannel Shirts
Lined Hooded Jacket

Other Great Values For Year-Round Comfort

Views On
Dental Health®

Special Purchase'
The World s Most Comfortable Jeans'

LONG Durable
HAUL Stretch Denim Jeans17',9
• Longer front rise • Fuller cut • Sizes 32 44

Dr. Joe L. Mason, Jr. D.M.D.

095
5.
_

WOLVERINEa :3388 Wort Boots

•

torlable • Oil-resistant sole
Durable •
• Tart mustang cowNcle • Full cushion insole

ASPIRIN - GOOD AND BAD
If your child has a toothache, aching tooth. The aspirin can
get him or her to a dentist irritate the tissue seriously.
immediately. If this is not pracNever crush aspirin and
tical, a proper dosage of aspirin place it between the cheek and
will help make him feel more the gum. Aspirin and related
comfortable until you can get to compounds are a common
the dentist. However, you source of burns of the oral
should take precautions when cavity. White lesions can deveadministering aspirin,
lop where the medication
Make sure your child takes touches the cheek or gum. The
the aspirin with enough water . tissues will become painful and
to prevent . upseqing _N•s=§ sto- the white cauterized areas may
mach. Aspirin is a systemic"6itemoved leaving a paiiiCul,
drug; it relieves pain only after raw, bleeding area.
it has entered the bloodstream
So make sure it gets all the way
down with plenty of water.
Never place the tablet on the
Prepared as a public service
painftll tooth °son the gum or
to promote better dental health.
let it dissolve in his mouth and
From the office of Joe Mason,
ask him to swish it around the
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone'
753-2642.

•

'.

a,

Long Sleeved 4c99
Poly/Cotton Plaid Shirts I V
Trim Fit Cotton Denim Boot Jeans
Itt9

Hooded Velux
Lined Sweatshirt
04 Wilderness Sweatshirts

• Wont shrink or wrinkle

1999.

°LaCrosse Packlite :89301099
11 in. Black Rubber Overshoes
• Waterproof • Oil 8. acid resistant • Heavy Duty

(Prices good through 1 19 91)

A
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Counterfeit bills circulating around central Kentuc
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) -- The
,.ret Service doesn't know ,how
any counterfeit bills art,. -bethg
rculated in central Kentucky, but
quality is good enough -In fool
:chants and some banks.
Since Dec. 10, about S2,000 in
qterfeit 20s and 100s have
—red :up in Lexington. Williamsand towns in between. Some
haven't been spotted until
reach the federal *serve in

Cravens said he does not know if
the counterfeit 20s came from the
same source as th,:. bogus. 100s.
While the 20s„have been confined

Prices Good
Jan. 9 thru
Jan. 15

s better than what you nor. see around here?" said B:
resident agent of the L S
office in Lexington,
:fle bogus 20s and

to Kentucky, the SIO0 bills also
have shown up in Georgia, Massachusetts, Texas and Florida, •
Cravens said he thinks the fake

bills were manufactured in Lexington because it is where they first
surfaced. Since then, they, have
been found in Richmond, Corbin

still being passed," Cravens said.
Counterfeiting is a federal crime
and carries a penally of up to 15
years in prison.

and Williamsburg.
"The regularity is the concern. It
didn't happen lust wee. It keeps
happening. It's still out there. It's

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

11111nEliqg
C,
Fecocsall

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

9a€4,4

704d—

he does not kr]
! more ot the counterfeit
said

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Chuck Roast
1 69

Ecknch
Smoked
Polish or Reg

Ground Chuck Ground3-4Beef
Lb. Pkg.
1 59
Corn

Pork Steak
Boneless
Extra Lean

Stew
Meat

Sausage
s 1 99

Bryan

Lt
1 39

U.S Choice Boneless

Dak 1 Lb
Vac Pak

Lb

Dogs
oz
$ 1 99

$ 89
Lb

Boneless Center Cut

1 Owen s Best Family Pack

Extra Lean Family Pack

Extra Lean

U.S. Choice Boneless

Bacon
$ 1 49

99!

•

U.S. Choice Boneless

Boneless & Skinless

Pork Chops Shoulder Roast Chicken Breast Ribeye Steak
99
$499
W.A.T.C.H. cans
taken over weekend

Freshlike
C.S or W K

Mardi Gras
Single Roll

Corn
12 oz

Paper
Towel

39'

69c

239Lb 4/$1R
Red Cross
Reg. or Thin

Spaghetti

Northern

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg

89
'

Flay-C- Rich

Hyde Park Water Pack

Tropicana. Reg. or Homestyle

2% Milk

Tuna

Orange Juice
64 oz Carton $ 1 89

Stock Market
Report

$ 1 99

65 oz

49'

Prices as of 10 00 AM

, e Farm Whole
:34.40
.....259.41
.. 32- a •
_31 3.B 32A
.30s •
1 15F1

Age
"-

•rse

.

, 4.

5

Corn
/o^ Camps

•Iratton .

S.

26 .. 1 r
13 . L. 5
1

.rp
•

* •

•

Ali • .‘

,..n ,1 pr.

,
26 • •
1:

Ts

•

*

Green Beans
Fried Apples

01

iJr

409 All Purpose

16 01

weet Sue

Popsnte Microwave

Freshlike

Chicken Broth 4 /,
Peanut Butter

rand

Hyde Park Fresh

Paramount

Pork & Beans
-Peter -Pcrn

$139
39' Kosher Icicles
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7-Up,
89' Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew
89'
989
3/99' Sweet Pickles
99' Cleaner
$ 149
2/89' Sweet Peas
Popcorn
39'
79'
99' Chili
Stew
VitO-Chiee

g. $219
4p 100

Milk

kke Cut Or F S

10.5 oz

14 OZ

Van Camps''''''

Hilton. Oyster

15/2 oz

w/Beans

TO S oz

eli
so .

Super Sharp

253• • .

. 30 2.3 4

,

5•
84'• •
34'• •
s• 4
27' 2 • I
7 43

. ,m• . areer
!
%la rt
`A •`I‘4.wth

i-

"..11.,50 A d able
4 ,^1,,f,
•
•

-POO-

ij

A*

Tators

Cheese

4/49'

$39?

Oscar Mayer
Deli Classic

Roast Beef
$399,

I
-

California
Naval 88 Size

Dole
Golden Ripe

Oranges

Bananas

511

Large Slicing

Tomatoes

59!

3 b

.14m4

HILLIARD
LY
invest
IS VOW.
•40; Yoh Miro,an wed 0.4srfor4si Saari,
xrttarip. stiod SIP(

Owens Best
Oven Baked-

Ecknch
.9_51Q _Fat Free

Turkey Breast

Ham
$299

$399

Owen's, Best

BBC) Ribs
tt.)

29
$3

Fresh Head

I

River Pink
5 Lb Russet

- Grapefruit

Potatoes

5 Lb Bag

99' 199

5
444.

.35

0,
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Cravens said.
federal crime
of up to 15

Census Bureau to collect labor information
Employees of the U.S. Census
Bureau will visit a sample of area
residents the week of January 13 - '
19- to collect labor force date for
the Current Yopulation Survey,
according to William F. Hill, director of the bureau's Charlotte reg
tonal office
The local data will contribute to

ls

arc

..,t.,r„_:ser."s the
mat comes
„
•

Age of Persons Who Changed 0c-cup-al-ions
(Jarman,. 1986 - 19k7i

iers

34%

35%
,1111111111•111I

Pack

r.

aef
). Pkg.

Pictured, front row,.from left are the staff of the Laker Review: Michelle Hamlin, Leigh Ann Furr,
Marion Henderson, Lori England, Terri Dick, Lee Ann Wheeler, (second row, from left) editor-in-chief
Beth Henninger, Kristi Cowan, adyertising manager Kristen Gaines, Andrea Crick, feature editor .Paula
Welch, Jennifer Green, (third row, from left) sports editor Michael Ross, Ed Chapman, Chris Wyatt,
Jrome Horn, Eric Cothran, Andy McLemore and Alan Miller. Not pictured is news editor Amy Helm.

1

less

99

Laker Review paper wins honors

16

24

staff tries to create an attractive. .our newspaper and glad that it--h.i.
readable paper -- they mesh photo- .received the recognition it
s, graphics, Lolumns, headlines and deserves. I plan to continue procopy material into formats that ducing a newspaper of this quality
interest readers. The staff gives this year."
strong evidence of knowing ,what it
-len free trees ill be given to
is doing!"
eai,h person who joins The NationThe newspaper staff finances the
al Arbor Day Foundation during
production . of the paper with
Januar) 199]
money earned throtigh advertise'he tree trees are part of the
ments sold to local merchants. The
nonprotit Foundation's Trees for
st41 has managed its account so
ANIC:La campingn;
.Pvt. .-L)arrin...F. West has.,.c,om
• 9t:CeeSSigny that it is assistirvg ttte
•
--Thc' If) trees 10 be diSttThtlted ar
pleted basic training at Fort LeoCalloway County Board of Educathe
Sugar Maple White Flower
nard Wood, Mo.
tion in the purchase of the MacinPin Oak, White H
DogwOod,
During the training, students
tosh equipment used in production.
Red
Maple,
Birch, Nmerican Re
recei‘ed
instruction in drill and
Staff members achieved a perfect
bud. Silver Maple, Red Oak at
ceremonies,
weapons,
map
reading.
50 Out of 50 for their business
tactic's, Military courteousy, mili- Co:orado Blue Spruce.
management of the paper.
"I nese trees were selected '
tary
justice, first aid and Army hisAdviser Lisa Polivick said, "I am
benefits every season
provide
tory and' traditions.
thank-f!il for the dedicated and caplovely spring flowe'
\e'ar:
the
The private is a 1990 graduate of
able ttidents, the supportive admisummer shade, spec:..
Calloway
County
High
School.
r-,.stration and the merchants who
colors, winter berries
a
buy ads to make this kind of learnfor songbirds,- Job'
nesting
sites
Airman John M. Sullivan has
possible. We raised our score
Rosertow
the
Foundation's exec..
graduated from Air -Force basic
almost 20(1 point from last year's
er .11:rector said.
training
at
Lackland
Air
entry, and I still see MOM for
Force
„The ,trees will he shipped postBase, Texas.
improvement.",
age
paid 4t the right time fof. plantDuring the six weeks 6f training
" The 1990-91 1- editor-in-chief
ing netween Feb. 1 and May 31
the
airman
studied
Air
Force
misMichelle Hamlin said, "I am
dh enclosed planting instructions.
sion, organization and customs and
pleased with the performance of
The
six to 12 inch trees are guarreceived special training in human
anteed to grow or they will be
relations.
In addition, airmen who com- replaced free of charge.
To become a member of the
plete basic training earn credits
toward an associate degree through foundation and to receive the free
their loss in stride.
HICKMAN, Ky.— While meetthe Communily College of the Air trees, send a S-10 membership con
trihution to Ten Trees, Nationa.
"We've only had one Sunday
ing. in temporary quarters, the conForce.
Arbor Day Foundation, 100 Arbor
service
Since the fire," he said.
gregation of Hickman First Church
Sullivan is the son of Mr. and
"They're doing real well. Of Mrs. Harold Sullivan of 405 F. Avenue. Nebr.-a-0:a City, NE 6841(.
of God is looking forward to a new
by Jan. n. 1991
course, there's sorrow at the loss of Broadway, Mayfield.
home of its own.
the
memories
that
were
there.
They
1-te church building burned Dec.
know it's time to move on ahead."
31. leaving members with only
Real GNP: History and analysts'forecast
The fire at the 70-year-old, twomemories.
Change in gross national product, seasonally adjusted annual rates
story
brick
building
was
spotted
at
the
"We are presently meeting at.
139 a.m., Dec. 31 by 'a city patrolsacred Heart school building - it
12%
man. Firefighters were at the scene
used to be a Catholic school here
10
more than six hours.
in town," said the Rev. Greg Bish,
8
Bish, pastor of the church since
pastor of the First Church of God.
6
August 1989, has been over"The Sacred Heart Church is letwhelmed with offers to help since
4
ting us use that temporarily," he
We . fire.
said.
2
"We've had a number of people
Bish said he and his congregaand organizations that have
tion A ill rebuild, hut he is not sure
-2
• helped," he said. "West Baptist
when.
-4
hear
from
Church
here
donated
some
money
waiting
to
"We're still
and so did. Thomas Chapel Church.
the insurance," Bish explained.
-6
"They'ejl
-r- , . xi
omas Chapel)
"An investigator was here this
-8
building a buildi
.in.
i. themselves
weekend."
-10
and for them to giv ,snoney for our
Bish said attendance didn't drop
1980 '81 82 83 84 85 86 87 '88 89 90' 91 * 1
- we thought that was very
at Sunday's service and members
•F.QWEttl,q,yElet of 1990 and first
SOURCE Chicago Tnbune, Commerce
of the church seem to be taking
nice.,
'
Department, news reports
quarter of 1991 are analist projections

The Laker Review newspaper of
the Calloway County High School
has won a first place award from
the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association of New York City
0%er 16.000 high school presses
entered the natkinal contest.
1he Laker Reviett scored 906 of
1.00(1 possible points 0) win he
as
The stall achleAccl a perfect
score in overall co‘erage, a 39 out
of 50 in news coverage, 48 out of
50 in icature. coverage,
out of
in opinion cmerage and a 45
.ut of 50 in sports co‘erage
Judges said, "lins paper 1,,:s
Tany strong po:nts Its in depth
features. well-roded
,typattinent. abundant news
ng. and forthright opinion pages
the reader mbLh to en!oy and
much to Mink
For the first time last ‘ear, the
paper was produced at the high
school on Macintosh Plus computers, allowing the staff to use more
graphics in me laxout. The paper is
printed by the Alurray Ledger
Times.Tfie paper won 146 out Q1
075 point for as overall design.
Judges said. The Laker Reviett

Free trees given
to new members

-Service
Notes

34

We need you.
American Heart
Association

Auto Insurance
Compare Prii:es and - Savo!

ROSS INSURANCE
0th & Main

753-0489

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • 'built... • Pumping
Ashphalt Cutting .• Sewer • Water
U.S.T. & Coma
au:d Soil Removal

Brent Allen
Ditching

Hickman First Church of God
looking forward to new home

139

39'

11 89

149

111111111hibilhdo...
11 1

79'

dicing

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

to

205 So. 8th St.
(across from the MCCH Emergency Room)

?Lb

Pink

?fruit
)r

99

'259

Friday blight Buffet
e.-

as of January 17, 1991
****
For Appointments Call
The Paducah Office at
(502) 444-2690
In State
1-800-633-1178

Out-of-State
1-800-626-5435

Why do you own your home and cars,
but lease or rent your gas tank?
Doesn't that sound fuelish!
,
0000000ootoom000000moomuu

1

Lake Region Propane Gas

y

95

TJ's Bar Ei-Q & Burgers
753-0045

ik Chestnut St.

Murray

FREE

Community
Service

Reasonable Prices
And So Much More

What's Your Blood Pressure
One out of six adults has
high blood pressure.
It can be controlled.
You and your doctor.
can do it together.

Find out by
using the
Automatic Blood
Pressure Computer

Charlies_SafeTT
Discount Pharmacy
Open: Mon.-Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5:30

Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

•

$

Place Ain't Fancy bur SW is good Food.

l

DUCIPVER1
-

-4

r‘s.

Bar-8-0 Ribs. Beef, Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
Plus el.the fixin's
and dessert bar_

r,

will relocate his office

759-1515

This Week's Special;
Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries
c,..c. a, f;ood
Ja' '2

WE GUARANTEE TO HAVE A LOWER GAS PRICE

Charles F. Winkler, M.D.

toes

Since /979

24 Hour Service Available

%
57hitnell
Glenda715
e34
at17

•

4
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Real-life John Henry
still Lyon Co. legend

r NASA•'s'vsand dawns
04-

t

•

By Abigail

•

Van Buren

The 10 shuttle flights onginally scheduled
tor 1990 dwuxied to six as NASA battled
fuel leaks and other problems Still, the six
messons we the most since 1985

CONFEDERATE, Ky. (AP) -Big Jake Reader was a real-life
John' Henry, a mountain of a man
whose feats of strength are legendary in Lyon County.
"People said he could take a
55-gallon -whiskey barrel by both
ends. pull the bung with his teeth
and take a drink before setting it
down," Mary Holland said.
Reader worked in slavery and
freedom in the old Tennessee Rolling Mill, an iron foundry that flourished on the Cumberland River
near the tiny,TO-iii of Confederate
more than a century ago.
In addition to hoisting whiskey
barrels, Reader also demonstrated
his strength by picking up
1,400-pound tobacco hogsheads.
"He was
man of very ,great
sgength," Holland said.
People who knew Reader said he
v.as 6-foot-7 in his bare feet and
weighed 340 pounds. His chest was

MasiImullos

Couple's New House Attracts
Old Pests: Uninvited Guests
- DEAR -AftfiY- -We have'rece0th
built and Mt, i'd into a new home.
,p.e. fit-trig .1 pl_trt'it.rialiqi by people
te essing • desire to -tour- .itir
.,re not per...4)nal friends
,it them are prart
t.it t
ilk tr.iii.z,r, The same thing
t,, u' II ears ago Roth
••
•
ited in ni-verities A here
qualic

,

Imushos

And as if that A asn't had enough.
each guest found a blank envelope
on her plate, then the bride's mother
got up and announced that each guest
should address the en' elope to her
self And on the inside of the ell% t:
lope was a blank piece of paper on
which we were requested to identify
our 4)%%er gift -This way " the
bride's mother maid, -she w4Alli ha\
to remember who ga% e what "
Halt the guests thought this A as
a neat idea The other halft hought
t•• to kt What do %ou think '
I ',II rill IN M.X1 .1
1,X

NASA's 111110 problems
Hubble Spew
Telescope:
Telescopes flawed
mirror prevents
proper focusing
NASA investigators
blamed builder.
Perkin-Elmer Corp
and lax supervision
by NASA

Fuel leaks: Hyt..togen
leaks found dunng
summer fueling tests
halted two fights for
several months
Leaks caused by
faulty workmanship,
inadequate tests and
other consequences

computers and
toilets: Astrc;nomy
mission on most
recent shuttle flight
was plagued by
on-board computer
problems, faulty
instrument-pointing
systems

massive: his huge biceps were as
hard as the iron he pounded for
more than 30 years.
hey said his sledgehammer
c:ghed 100 pounds,' recalled
110114110, 83, a 'retired county
school teacher and great-great
nic,-e of Reader's wife, Rachel.
'tor sears after he died, they kept
that hammer on display at the Confederate store,''
Reader is buried in the old RollMill Cemetery. long since
?)andoned like the mill. He was
n,)rna slave on Dec. 1, 182R.
Da: Hillman Jr. bought Reader
V:rgin:a to work in his Center
Iron Furnace in adjacent Trigg
County. Reader ent to the rolling
hen t opened- in 1847.
Etc.:der pulled the hottest, hardest jobs in the mill, the largest
opL!ratton of its kind south of the
Ohio River before the - Civil War.
From 'sunup to sundown, he broke
zr,) so:id iron ,ypig" bars with, his
roAerful hammer.
n,:t !oh done. he'd grab heavy
and. muscle 100-pound

DEAR r)o 50: I'm with the half
ho thought it was tacky.
•• •

it

(AM.'

DEAR PRI% A I E PEOPLE:
tou ha % e no obligation to open
'our home to Curious strangers
— or cAsual friends,If someone
expresse• a desire to "see- y our
home. pleasantly sits. -Perhaps
one day.- then go on to another
subjeCt. And should someone
ha% c the gall to ring your hell.
Mph.sa.you'rt. not prepared
for % isoors.

(\1t,AlfBY I iii ret timing h“tit,
ro,kenti) after being hii,pitalited.
gift of love- from
tro-nd, atid neighbors Their gift did
3- Ili uaii_ for me os pis: medication
They gay e nit- a check to pay for a
ii•31i11mg lady to clean Mt. hb1.11+C tv. ICir
And ni help pay for tAfe long-dis
telephone call* ti, my children
There Y4 ere many
I am so grateful for such generut
friend,. I have resolved tw•g,,and d,
hkev41.4Fit /SE MARY SANDER:IRT MYERS. FLA
DEAR ROSEMARY:You must
he a ver- special person to have
earned such thoughtful and
generous friends.

Klotter Young Woman of the Year
iit)11
/41ING
Katii% Klotter. Kentuc,...
14'oman of the Year, spent a
Young V/
,ot of Itme working on her danitng

• • •

Mo.' teen-agers do not knolls the facto.
about drug• kilt* arid hi,a to prr•ent
unts anted pregnant • it'. all In Abb•'•
updated. expanded booklet..% hat Errs
I •-•-• Should knou.- I order. ••-nd a
...elf-addre•wed an•elope.
plus
use
or mime, order for $3.96 '64.511
in I anada • to Dear khh• ti-en Booklet.
II) Hi 447. Mount Morris. III 61054
Poiatage'l• in.

•
•

mrE 1906 total roacies CnaPeoge• muss.gy- ?tat expiodeo or. ullor
SOURCE NASA Morn Herald re...exc.,

(7,00,_;
ti) t.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
-The great end of life IN not knowledge but action
Thomas Henry Huxley

•
•
•
•
• PHil.:10 •
•

BOBBY wOLFF

NORTH
•J
•A 9 7 6 3
'•Q 9 8 6 4
4A J

EAST
It may go against the grain to WEST
•7 32
play smond hand high from, K-x •K Q 9 8 5 4
1110 Q 5 4
J 10 2
when a low card is led from duMmy.
•K 2
hut today s -hand screams for that •A 7
4 10 9 6 5 4
play If you study today's hand, you 4 8 2
SOUTH
will be the favorite to recognize
•A 106
imular screams u.n the future
K8
South refused the first trick, and
•J 10 5 3
West shifted to a club, dummy's ace
4K Q 7 3
winning A low diamond was led
from dummy. and East saw no rea- Vulnerable North-South
son to do anything unusual Surely Dealer South
the diamund ace rated to be with The bidding
South So East.played low and that South
West
North
East
2V
was the end of the defense West's 1 •
1• .
Pass
Pass
3•
Pass
ace was knocked out, but he still 2 NT
All pass
Pass
3 NT
couldn't lead spades without penal- 3 V
ty, and South had little trouble takOpening lead Spade king
ing 10 tricks
Why should East play second
HID WITH THE ACES
hand high - at trick two' He knows
9B
that partner cannot lead spades
gainfully himself and that spades South holds
•7 32
offer the only hope to beat- the
111 Q 5 4
game He dbes not know that West
•K 2
has the diamond ace tit might even
4 10 9 6 5 4
be singleton). but he does know that
North South
if he doesn't lead spades soon. hopes
2+
1+
for a plus score will disappear
2•
A bold diamond king by East at ANSWER: Three clubs A
bare
trick two earns a huge reward It minimum raise to start
with: no
holds. and the spade shift establish- reason to make a more
encouraging
es West s spades before his diamond bid
ace is gone. Now declarer's total is
only seven tricks, and instead of los- Send bridge questions to The Aces PO Box
12363 fialias Tezni 43225 with .if addressed
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I wasn't sureLt he.-au'e
'the judging V. as over.
tine v.::1 go on to the
\t.
day.

A comprehensive overall view of Murray and
Calloway County put together in 6 new sections.

M urrav and Calloway County. Deadline Jan. 11.
• U niversity and School Systems. Deadline Jan. 25.
R etail. Deadline Feb. 8.
• R etail. Deadline Feb. 8.
A :Iriculture and industry. Deadline Feb. 22.
Y outh and Recreation. Deadline Feb. 22
•

YOUR CHOICE

•

•

5 GREAT
DIAMOND $199
BARGAINS ,

Don't Be Lçft Out!

$20 PER allOWTM)

Profile '91 'Will Be Published March 7th.
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"blooms" of red-hot iron onto an
anvil where a triphammer pounded
them into wrought iron for boiler
plate.
In fair weather and foul, year in
and year out, he toiled in the heat
and smoke. His appetite was ferocious, HoHand said.
"tic could eat an entire picnic
basket full of ham and biscuits just
for lunch," she said. "His wife
was a good cook. But I guess as
big as he was she had to be."
Reader died on his birthday in
1882, five years before the mill
shut down. "They buried him in an
oversize coffin," Holland said.
Rachel Reader, who died in 1877,
rests beside her _husband.
The old cemetery isn't easy to
find. Confederate isn't on many
road maps.
Tall. straight oaks and scrubby
sassafras spield the burial ground
from passing motorists on Kentucky 274. Reader's little white
marble tombstone pokes up through
a carpet of bluish-green ivy.
Quick to defend himself against
any assailant foolish enough to
challenge him. Reader was. really a
gentle giant. Holland said. Carved
on his tombstone is a tiny lamb.
The big man's epitaph reads: "I
take the little lamb said he and lay
it on my breast. Protection he shall
find in me and he forever blest."

Jones group
reports funds
being raised
1- KANKFORT, K. iAP) - - Lt.
Gov. Brereton Jones' gubernatorial
committee Monday reported raising
S506.158 in the last quarter, topping S3 million for the campaign.
The committee, Friends for
Jones, had spent 5628.855 and had
S2,389,393 in the bank as of Dec.
28. The committee spent $248,628
in the quarter. according to a report
filed with the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance.
A statement from Jones said
there were 1,687 individual contributors in the quarters. The committee's report also showed $12,700
given by 11 political action
committees.
Jones is among candidates for
the Democratic nomination for
governor in May. His opponents
are first lady Martha Wilkinson,
Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler,

Dr. Floyd G. Poore of Florence and
Lexington attorney Gatewood
Galbraith.
In another race, Ed Logsdon. an
unannounced Democratic candidate
for agriculture commissioner,
announced his campaign had raised
S110,000 through last quarter.
Logsdon, of Winchester, is a former judge-executive of Edmonson.
County.

Officials trying
to place children
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Officials trying to place the children of a soldier accused of abandoning them when he shipped out
for the Persian Gulf are interviewing other family members in hopes
of finding a suitable .home.
A custody hearing for the threechildren of staff Sgt, Faagalo
Savaiki was set Monday at Montgomery County Juvenile Court, but
state welfare officials wanted more
time to interview relatives of
Savaiki and his ex-wife.
A new hearing was set for March
25, about a month after Savaiki is
scheduled to stand trial on charges
of child abuse, dependency andneglect concerning the children,
ages 8, 12 and 13.
Savaiki, who shipped out last
August for Saudi Arabia, returned
to Fort Campbell, Ky., after he was
indicted.
He was charged after he left his
children — ages 8, 12 and 13 —
alone and without food in their
home, police said. Since then, the
children have been living in a
Montgomery County foster home.
Single parents in the Army are
required to make Child care
attangements if they ate - deployed,
but Army officials say they have
not filed any charges against
Savaiki.
Court records show Savaiki and
his wife, Joyce, were divorced in
Hawaii in 1989. Officials said the
children's mother wanted to return
in August to care for the children,
but lacked money for air fare.

J
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Prairie Farms

Orange
Juice
1/2 Gallon

3 Liter Products

$
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49

FOOD STORES
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Ran onto an
ler pounded
for boiler

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 12:00-6:00
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps
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Smoked
Picnics

99

lb
'

Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage

$199
160:.

Turkey Franks

12 or 65°

TAV Sliced Bacon
TAV Pork Sausage

16 or

$1 69
$109

12 oz
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Country Brand Bologna
Country Brand Thick Bologna

Pepsi Cola
xii#44

Buttermilk

!cl

Hillshire Polish Sausage

2 Liter Products

99

j

1°9

40411111017,47

14
/2 Gal.

120: $1 19

16 or $1 19

Country Brand Pickle Loaf
Turkey Wieners

16 or

$1 19

3 lb

$2
"

Country Cupboard Sliced Turkey or Ch,icken 21 2 cz 490
16 or
$1
"
Kahn's Meat Wieners
TAV Sliced Turkey Ham
TAV Thick Sliced Bacon

g6 oz

$239

16 or

$1 69

Prairie Farms

Bananas
lbs

Dr. Pepper, 7-Up, Crush

Yogurt

for

$ Am 00

Red Grapes

12 Pk. Can Products

8 oz.

2/99

12C
PaVa

69c
59c

Cream Cheese

8 oz

Texas Buttermilk Biscuits

12 OZ

Borden Cheese Singles

12 or $1 79

3 Lb. Margarine Spread

$1 19

$309

J. Higgs Potato Chips
J. Higgs Cheese Curls

oz 69°

12 or

99°

Twist Pretzels

8 oz 63
°

Microwave Popcorn

3 pk

99c

Yellow Onions

3 lb

Russet Potatoes

Bag

20 lb

Washington Red or Yellow Del. Apples
Oranges

99°
$279

lb 59°

41b Bag $1
"

Yellow, Popcorn

2 lb

Cheese Popcorn
J. Higgs Corn Chips

Bag

7 or

65
99c
99C

16 or

Pork Skins

4 oz

79c

saltin
-es
Flour ,1

Ralston

Cut

Saltine
Crackers

Green
Beans

16 oz

15'/2 oz.

Ranch House

Oven Rise Self-Rising or Plain

Chili W/Beans

F159bur

15 oz.
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Country Brand Beef Wieners
Country Brand Salami

Dole Ripe

Prairie Farms

lp

69°
$229
99°
$119

Country Brand Wieners

69

69'
Chicken Noodle Soup

10-12 or

Krispy Saltines

16 oz

Chunky Beef Soup

19 oz

Oyster Crackers
Beef Stew

12 or

35c
85c
$109
49c
$1
29

240:.

Chili Beans
Pork and Beans
Tomatoes
Northern Beans
Green & White Lima Beans

15 Cl

35c

16 oz 29°

16 or 45°

15 oz

15 oz

Vegetable Oil
Evaporated Milk

"
48 oz $1

12 or_

Raisins

12 or

99c
99c

42 oz

99°

15 oz

35c Pitted Prunes
49c ' Creamed Shortening

49°

Cream of Mushroom Soup
Chunk Tuna

4'

10-1 2 or

6-12 oz

Totino's

$1 19
12 oz

Vienna Sausage

5 oz

49°

Tamales

15 oz

69c

Buttermilk or Regular

Pizza
101/2 oz.
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Environmental police poised to improve environmental quality
Editor's note. This is the fourth
installment ot a live-part series on
Kentucky's efforts to police the
en%,ironment
By ROB WELLS
Assoca04:1 Press Writer

LOUISVILLE, K. -- How well
are Kentucky's regulators.protecting the state's air, land, and water
from further degradation?
The answer is as clear as the
Kentucky River after a heavy rain.
Though the state's -overall environmental record is mixed. this
much is certain: the state has a tremendous opportunity. to improve
environmental quality in the It441'.
The 1990 General Asse7r-,,.
boosted the Natural Resourc,:s
Ensironmental Protection Cabihel
budget by 57 percent, to S176
Lon tor a .two-scar ,period
And Gov. Wil!ace
poised to call a spec,a1
the General Assembly this
to address the state's solid was',

crisis
But before Kentucky can move
forward. leaders and the people
who eitct. them -1Thlst- understand
the sev,enty of current problems.
Some of the lesser known but significant issues concerning Kentucky's envrtmmenta uaIits nclude
—The state plays a significant
rplc in handling and d,snosal of the
nation's hazard
U.S. Envirorrr
Agency ranked Kent...,kv
nationwide in ;‘•
of to, .

THE
ENVIRONMENTALPOLICE
PAW 4 CF 5

facilities
"K:h:
no: s •ch a small
part of the national hazardous
waste problem'' said Joanna D.
Underwood. executive 'director of
Inform Inc . a New_ -York-based
ensironmental research
or
Kent,Lcky .'s snrfacc
enforcement is improving.
The reforms came as a result of
.!ing

%.0 •
.."11
!
/
4 Of.

to

acsord
lox

1,490 EPA
,

IkT,Ok
11
ik

and

i ne increasing number ot reclamation inspectors, permit
reviewers, environmental inspectors and attorneys working
for the Kentucky Natural Resources and Environme-ntal
Protection Cabinet

Staffing of selected positions with,n the Kentucky Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet tor tscal
years 1981 to 1992

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

199i.

233
234
234

1992'

234

1989
1990
r

1

171
167
188
202
196
199

Permit Err,ironmental
inspectors Attorneys
reviewers
27
55
1-3
26
13
52
34
24
56
36
27
54
40
27
.63
42
31
45 €1
40
42
65
40
75
47
52
46
94
57
na •
ca
151
65

*Projected totals of anticipated employees
na — Not available
SOURCE Kentucky a!„,a1 Reso..:rces
Protection Cabinet
t',1

Keeping trained hazardous waste
permit reviewers and attracting
hyiirogeolOgists are critical staffing
problems, the L.S. Environmental
Protection Agency reported. This
comes at a time when Kentucky'
faces a large influx of toxc waste
and hazardous substances fro:•:1
neighboring states..
Kentucky ranks solidly in the
middle of other states
spending.

STAFF TREND

THE ENFORCERS

Reclamation
inspectors
144
150

I(1

S•

:Os:,

m07.:

Fiscal
Year
1981

a lawsuit Iiied by tnends of the
Earth and the National Wildlife
. _Assoc 1Ailon alleging Inadequate
enforcement. Don Barger, with
Friends of the Earth in Washington, said Kentucky regulators
"really put their resources in it and
there's evidence-of a general effort
to turn it, around ... There's been
quite a ba ot improvement."
• .Many of Kentua)'s environ%Mal agencies have suffered from
.ugh turnover. lousy pay and mea-

500
450

activists said the statistics point to
In 19So, Kentucky ranked 16th
larger issue: a 'pro-business slant
a
environmental
nationally in total
Vt.p431441tACIr --of $ISX.4 million. _At .C.Orgprenco to .. negotiate pollu_
according to the Council of State lion fines with companies.
"There were a number of cases
Governments. This 'year's budget
increase probably will improve that where the attorney would .. put in
quite a hit of time and resodrces in.
rinking„ officials said.
More than 900,000 tons of a case. only to be pulled pack by
out-of-state garbage go into Ken-_, individuals in the upper echelons of
tucky's landfills each year: that fig- the agency,". said*Liz Natter, who
worked three years as supervisor
ure could reach 1 million tons
niineLn
Dm
within, a year, according jp Tom
e
r
Itudoef
th
h
the
KenforOt
of
htzGerald, director
the Frankfort ' environtental
tuz•-kv- -Respurc-es- Council in
lawyer, and' Don Harker, former
Francsfort.
Division of Waste Management
- -Kentucky collects a small
director.
:raction of fines assessed against
Ms. Natter said the governor's
polluters.
office and Economic Development
Although the state - Natural Cabinet "were frequently
repreResources Cabinet has nearly sented" in the settlement conferdoubled the amount of fines it has ences. Ms. Natter said
while
assC7rssed yearly since 1985
nothing ..improper may have transS10.4 million to $30 million -- the pired at those meetings. the
prepercentage it collected has dropped -sence of these
staff members
dur.irg the same period :rom about created "a sense of fear"
among
p,•rcen: to around h perceilt.
the Natural Resource's professional
Meanwhile, the amount or tines staff.
that have not been L olio:Led
Harker described the settlement
:unTed from S22.I nullin in I 9s5
conferences as "a very- political
:9S9
process.
r.:1L'd S7 7 inHko:.
Eddins disputed
allegations.
oi,ectable.
Economic Development Cabinet
.'• mr Eddins.
officials may have sat in on "one
Prolcal
f ,• (Vol TIICC!!!1.
!L' sN!
other LaHnet
LonTai,s,r.;
and LoH:ctc,l rr,
Boh L.iston. K
of Corm_nerLe
mess Lornmu:
• sa..:
ilood
I

400
•

350

"

1
or

300

a.:ree

the

,1 11

250
:

200
150

:..
.
:..1'.L._ic;,t
h

100
I

r

. .Out
-

, 50
0
Year

o:
'

•

•

I

'• • f .

11:62

1984

1986

1988

^

•

1990

Cor.:L"

*Projected totals of employees anticipated
SOURCE. Kentucky Natural Resources and E'
mental Protection Cabinet
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You Keep The Rebate
On All 1991: Plymouth Acclaims
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Dodge Spirits
I

I
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Call:
1-800-338-3909

"Whatever It takes, we want to be
your car & truck company'

012dge •
Mir

.7_

'PEPPERS

2400 E. Wood Si. • Paris, TN

0

Jeep
E.

642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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Murray, Ky. Piggly Wiggly Only
641 South - Murray
753-9616
753-0265

112

Register for great
prizes to be given
away!

ir

PLUS
Enjoy a taste of the variety of
delicious foods we have to offer
this area — FREE Coffee, Cookies
and lots of food samples.

OPEN 24 HOURS

Register
To Win!

Register To Win!

100,000
Quality Stamps Giveaway!

General Electric
Automatic
Washer

GRAND
PRIZE
FIRST
PRIZE
SECOND
PRIZE
THIRD
PRIZE

50,000
25,000
15,000
10,000

Heavy-Duty,
Large Capacity

Quality
Stamps
Quality
Stamps

Register At Piggly Wiggly In Murray Only!

Quality
Stamps
Quality
Stamps

Street
Address

4

City

At Murray Piggly Wiggly Only

4'4

State
Zip

Phone

Drawings To Be Held Sat., Jan. 19, 1991 At Murray Piggly Wiggly.

4
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Coke Products

8

Two Lltet
Parkay Lb

Margarine

•

Peter Pan 18 oz.

Piggly Wiggly 32 oz

Peanut
Butter

Salad
Dressinc

11.29

12 Pack Cans

0

THRIFTY SAVER

„ED 7,-IRIFTs SAVE; CARD

WITH1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARE

A '•-•'PILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

roorLaort

Z4 Pack Cans

NOW OPEN
n
HOURS
MON
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

tor

'

Nub, 4wi1tibie 41
Superfrtimitet

our

`telling dr Pre r kw Ow'

Prices Good Th
We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PR

641 South-Murray
753-9616

F 'Urn

on your

cifo..- er

W$ggly Food Stores

be • ar

f;‘,.
F rich
corhpanv through part ,r-yp,itincjLi.. F
r,hip Pian. As owners we n give rob
desire
t•Jrit,
aboul

y

Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

110*

753-0265

()kJ..
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J
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sop
the pi
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Value Priced Groceries

•

Piggly Wiggly 64 oz.

Gold Medal 5 Lb.

Cottonelle 4 Roll Pkg.

Apple Juice

Flour

Bath Tissue

0,
'VC
Ronco 16 oz.

Hunts 32 oz Squeeze.

1.09
99c
4/1.00
1.19
1.99

Catsup
Richter 42 :z

Shortening
Jitty 7 5 cz

Corn Muffin Mix
Cnina 5C COu't

Foam Plates
Kelloggs 13 oz

Rice Krispies

Hunts 15 oz.

Manwich
Fitti 24-36 Count

Diapers
Fasweet 6 oz

Liquid Sweetner.
Hefty 50 Count

Foam Plates

ii1954
1111

Colonel%
Duncan Hines Chewy 20 oz

99°
99c
5.99
99c
1.59

Lasagna..

Brownie Mix
Trailblazer 22 lb

Dog Food
Alpo 6 oz

Cat Food
Fresh Step lb.

Cat Litter
Pet Evaporated 17 oz

Milk

Seafood

Deli Special
12" Single Topping
Deli-Made
Ham, Pepperoni. Beef & Sausage

1.39
2.89
3/1.00
2.39
2 1.00

Catfish

Paper Towels

Shrimp
Orange Roughy Fillets

4.49
lb 5.99
ix 5.99

Snuggle 96 oz.

2.99
88c
1.99

Fabric Softener
Rinso 32 oz.

Detergent
Bonus Pack 32 oz

Glass Plus

Fresh Produce

hE

ce

Sanfers 11.5 oz.

Coffee
Orville Redenbacher's

Microwave Pc

pk.•

pci

Family Size 19 oz.

Keebler Cook

ies

ubbik
'usb.a)
Ut,sa>.

ibby

P,

Piggly Wiggly Gal. Size

Bleach
10 on 15 oz

Armour Chili
Paramount 15 oz

Chili w/Beans

Dairy

Dole's Finest

Touch of Butter 3 Lb. Tub

Red 5 Lb Bag

Bananas

Spaghetti Sail

r vtAcims;
•
•
\

lb.

China White 40-50 ct.

Macaroni &
Ragu Traditional 30 o

Value Priced Grocerii
Piggly Wiggly

Catfish Fillets

AOC

Ronco Dinner 7 oz.

Pond-Raised Whole

Pond-Raised

co "If

ids

Margarine

4) Grapefruit
tiOF BUTTL9

Cce4e

SPREAD

6P
Sunny Delight 64 oz

Salad Size 22 oz Tray

Tomatoes
.;urnbo Crisp Stalk Each

Celery
Erra Large Idaho Bakers

Potatoes
SL

C

ib

Anlou

Pears

lb

99°
79'
29'
69°

Duncan Hines

Garden Fresh Large Bunch

Spinach

89c
1.89
1.99
1.99

lb

Red Delicious lAichigan 5 Lb Bag

Apples ... ......
Flonda Juice 4 Lb Bag

Oranges
Brach Chocolate

Candy

lb

Folgers 8 oz.

Cake ,,,ix

Instant Coffee

diribo

French Roast Coffee

r;ood Thru Jan 15 1991 At Murray Piggly

Maxwell House 7 •oz
Maxwell House 12 oz
Wiggly Only

Instant Coffee

-•

Orange Drink
Tree Fresh 64 oz

Orange Juice
Prairie Farms 12 Gal

Buttermilk
Kraft 16 oz.

Cheese Whiz
Ptilsbury 8 oz.

Crescent Rolls

3.89 1
2.99 11
4.99

1.39
1.79
89'
2.89
1.39

Awake 12 oz

Orange Juice_
Treesweet 12 oz.

Orange Juice....
Orange Plus

Orange Drink

urne

ro
Prairl

Ice
Ore I

Din

Greer

Co
Good

Co
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n
•

E

we I , give VOU

oosve about

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

by a stockholder of Piggiy
iployee now owns a part of the
S 0 P (Employee Stock Owner
the personal service that you
(he future of our company

Idled

/'

[

WESTERN
UNION

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY

Fresh Meats
Zesta 16 oz.

Crystal Lake Fryer

Field Half Kentuckian

Crackers

Drumsticks & Thighs

Hams

,

•••". I

orriHIll Tv
Dinner 7 oz.

&

Caroni
Traditional 30 oz

Ighetti Sa

heese
ice

rs 115 oz

ffee

? Redenbacher's .

:rowave Pc

pk

pcorn

y Sae 19 oz

?bler Cook

ies

5/1.00
1.79
99'
1.19
2.39

t4,

Unlit- 2 Please

Tyson Breaded

Chicken Patties

lb

Swiss Steak

lb

USDA Choice Beef

Chuckeye Steaks . lb
Ground Fresh Daily

Ground Chuck

lb

1.79
1.89
2.99
1.99

Ohse Hickory Smoked Slab

Sliced Bacon

lb

"Fine To Bake" Boneless

Short Ribs......
Quarter Pork Loin Cut Into Chops

Pork Chops

lb

Lean & Tender

Pork Steak

lb.

Small & Lean

1 39
1.99
1.99
1.69

Spare Ribs
Field Half Kentuckian

Boneless Ham
Tennessee Pride '1 Lb Roll

Pork Sausage
Eckrich Original or Polish

Smoked Sausage

Fresh Meats
ibby 29 oz.

Emge 12 oz. Pkg.

Chuck Roast

111.'

Wieners

N‘

Catfish Steaks

-

•

Wiggly Gal Size

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

79'
69°
69°

ich
15 oz

Chili

our
)unt 15 oz

i w/Beans

Shoulder Roast

Eckrich Red Rind

1.79
1.89
2.89

Sliced Bologna

lb

"Fine For Soup" Boneless-Lean

Stew Beef

Happy Home

Corn Dogs

lb

Lo-Ann All Varieties 12 oz

Egg Rolls

Chili Roll

Chuck Steak.. .

lb

Chitterlings

Bakery

T.V. Dinners

Deli Ham

1.99
2.99
2.69
1.39
2.29

rozen Yogurt
Prairie Farms Gal.

Ice Cream
Ore Ida 3 Lbs.

Dinner Fries
Green Giant 6 Ears

Corn On The Cob
Good Ole Days 40 oz.

Cobblers

Garden Fresh

1.19
Deli Fried Chicken
4.99
Bologna
1.99
2.79
Hot Plate Lunch
Pepper
...........rb 2.99

Slaw Mix

lb

"Ready When You Are" 8 Pieces
Field's Jumbo

lb

Bread Sticks
Old Fashioned 9 ct.

Cinnamon Sticks
Variety 6 ct.

Bagels

-Tasty Flavor" American or Hot

Pecan Fudge

••

12CAN PAK

Two Liter

Packs

Sesame or Plain 6 ct

Butter Crust 16 oz. Loaf

•

White Bread
Brownies

p

COUPON OM ON N COUPON III INE

II 100
1 1---FREE i i ---FREEI

Quality Stamps••Quality Stamps •• Quality Stamps•i Duality Stamps i

With purchase of any II II With purchase of any
kgly 1 --- I Two McCormick
I 4P1golty.
Black
1 Sauce Mixes
I Pepper
or Gravy
--all INII ION IIII

Ill
With purchase of any II II With purchase of any MI
.
2 Rolls
Pig g I y Wiggly

I

Nik

Paper Towels 4444,;-

MNINIMMINI

•

•

99'
1.19
1.49
99c
3199°

Ilir• 100

COUPON,

1 -FREE 1 I.
I

2.99

4,

French Bread

Meat, 2 Vegetables, Bread

r.c?iwocolinirI
An RC Products

Mini 8 oz. Loaf

2.99

..1
urner 12 Gal.

5.49
t 1.69
4.59

lc

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

lb. 1.49

Sliced or Shaved Wilson

12

T-Bone Steak

Deli

:
41
00A

1.19
79C
79°

lb. 1.69
1.59

10 Lb. Bucket Pork

Banquet 9 oz.

IlLimpurt

S.D.A. Choice "Chef's Choice-

Field

Frozen
Tub

lb

1.79
2.99
2.19
2.39

Fresh Meats

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

)aches

39
79
19°
89
39

„
,

oceri4

I.

Turkey Breas

106,

/

?

White Meat

Jar of

L

Instant ,

INIII
Con101
ee MI

1
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Wilkinson promoting record
with two new commercials
FRANKFORT, K. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson is promoting his record with two new television commercials that credit him
with education reform and Toyota's plant expansion.
One of the 30-second spots con.:entrates On a program to rebuild
unsate Pri‘tges- hut again mentions
Wilkinson's role in revising the
state school sy stem.
Th . second commorcial
7.47.•-c've-c--7!777t--Trntlr"aSttW'pThnt
Tian or Kicnicky's economic
dloprnent. lea,ling the negotiap.Nns !or cush projects as Toyota's
ai:nounced plans to
:

\

:Nth)

a
t1S

the Toyota Camry
company has said the
- 77ican 'al teasi '1:500
at

r

•

"The governor's been very supportive of Us for several years,"
Wiseman said. "During this latest
decision-making process of ours he
was exceptionally supportive."
Some legislator and others have
said former Gov. Martha Layne
Collins, *who Wilkinson criticized
daring his 1987 campaign for the
size of the incentive package she
offered ,Toyota. Aoserves most of
the credit for the Toyota expansion.
As-ied-Alow much -credit Collins
deserves. Wilkinson's press secretary, Doug Alexander. said; "I'm
not about to spec'ulate on that."
Alexander said. "The fact is
Toyota was looking at 10 states for
this plant. And the priority he
placed on this second plant
including his going to Japan to v
dae.,top Toyota •officials- to say
how strongly he felt that this plant
was scry
belonged in Kentucky
important."
Critics - hase said the television
campaign is designed to help the
political fortunes of the governor's
wife, Martha ‘A'ilkinson, who is
running to succeed her husband.
Alexander has said the campaign, which started two weeks
ago. is an effort to tell siewers of

How insulin
pump works
InsJiin from the
implantable pump is
injected into the
peritoneal cavity,
where it is absorbed
by a network of
capillanes and veins
About 60 percent of
the insulin goes to the
liver, the rest is
absorbed throughout
the bloodstream
The system closely
mimics the natural
insulin system
SOURCE Akron
litoar(or .raorne

ST.• -LOUIS (AP)
The abrupt
cancellation of the Navy's A-12
stealth attack plane program left
thousands of people shellshocked
Mondas in, the hOmetown of the
country*.s two biggest defense
contractors
"1 neyer thought this would happen especialls. from the way everywas talking. It's a complete
shock I don't know what I'm
going to do." said Peggy Kramer.
a worker at McDonnell Douglas
Corp who c‘pe(..ls to lose her job.
•7s, stock analysts and
officials all expressed

lated with any other symptom
Finally acute anxiety could be conh as fever flushing diarrbea high tributing to your problem
:ood pressure or weakness" The an
You mention that you ve had exten• rs to these and other questions
sive testing These tests must be re, shed light on your unusual viewed by the doctor. Who questions
attii, tion
and examines you This should preferpheochromory
let possibilay
ably be a well-trained family practima a rare glandular tumor that peni
t.ioner or an internist, a specialist in
otticaity, secretes a 4ubtit4inty:causing ...dragatea*
Kiour localAorto,rs„.kay,e.
.
pertension and a variety of symp been unable to help you I suggest you
....died a rush
request a referral to a diagnostic dm04 r..it • going on toms siniitar IC, %iturN This can be di
at a teaching hospital where superagnosed by a special test that mea
specialists are equipped to diagnose
sures the quantity of y
unusual affle tions
'1,•ur unusual a, id in your urine
To give you more information. I am
pu/ziing . Also
disturbances
Irculatory
• .r at herpes infer.
such as f nogra me equivalents" map* sending you a free copy of my Health
propriate onstriction and dilation of Report "Medical Specialists Other
•rn- a'
hlood vessels in your body, must be -readers who would like a copy should
014
,
considered These(an usually be diag- send $1 25 with their names and adt
nd
nosed by examination during one of dresse . to- I'll Box 9.1369 Cleveland.
ti‘tUr •
t
.1
sour attacks I do not believe that the. OH 441(11 3369 Be sure to mention
- shing noise in your aorta contrib- the title
,
. • to your spasms this could result
DEAR OR GOTT My husband has
"
lksk your dor
I rorn a narrowed y
been diagnosed with rectal cancer
tor abou, tr.,
We re still sexually active yet I'm
afraid I can get cancer from him during intercourse Is this possible'
DEAR READER Rectal cancer is
not contagious Therefore it is not
spread by direct contact, such as intercourse I should mention, however.
_11110111k
that some cancers isuch as cancer of
am Al
the cervix; appear to be related to
w
-ftr.1
sexual activity and to virus infections,
0.1 mate
F
notably genital warts Therefore,
nine MO OW
uthir I
while most cancers are not contasrkaer rack
.
gious certain viruses that can lead to
malignancy appear to be transmitted
clisoerses ice
through Intimate contact To give you
the door
more information I sending you a
as snei.res
free copy of my Health Report 'Viruses and Cancer Other readers who
would like a copy should send $125
c'a seep ''et.zer
s'*+res
4.Vs%
N
'447Mag.c Chef
.

•

d"
spdsrti,
tlf 1 stoma, h ri,
'! !lc% t J'.
-,,phagus
hou 1ders down
1•7:, t ,, my left leg
t
arta( he-s and fate
-•
Nty doctor says I
,
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18.1 CU. FT. NO-FROST
ENERGY-SAVING
REFRIGERATOR

We Service What We Sell'

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cain s AMC

Jeep)

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

Hwy. 641 North

Amateur astronomer discovers
new comet on backyard telescope

DIAMOND
FASHION $440
RINGS
II

FREE
Mounting and Balancing
with purchase of tires.
205-75-15 Firestone ATX White Lettered

$60

31-1050-15 General Grabber - ,Black

$85

215-85-16 BF Goodrich Blems

Pete
CINCINNATI (AP)
he will serve nine months of
Rose, who was banned from baseprobation.
ball for gambling in 1989, comJohn Clark,- Warden of the
pleted a five-month prison term
minimum-security prison camp at
Monday and checked into a CincinMarion, said Rose's stay was
nati halfway house to fulfill the "unremarkable." Rose, who- oncesecond phase of his sentence for commanded million-dollar salaries,
tax evasion.
earned 11 cents an hour working an
About a dozen children chanting
eight-hour day in a prison welding
"Welcome Home Pete" briefly
shop.
surrounded the former Cincinnati
"He neither asked for nor was
Reds star when he stepped out of a
granted any special privilege or
car and walked quickly into the pricondition and was cooperative with
vate Talbert House, where he will
our staff," Clark said.
spend the next three months.
Rose was banned from baseball
1
2 hours after in August 1989 for gambliitg on
Rose, 49, arrived 6/
he was released from the federal
ballgames. Last spring, he pleaded
prison camp in Marion, Ill. He
guilty to failing to report income.
wore a white baseball cap displayHe acknowledged hiding
ing the number 4,192 — the hit
$354,968 he said was connected
against the San Diego Padres in
with a compulsive gambling disor1985 that made him baseball's allder. He was fined 550,000 and paid
time hits leader. Rose piled up
the Internal Revenue Service
4,256 hits over 24 major-league
$366,042 as part of an agreement.'
seasons.
Before his prison term, Rose
Rose-answered just one question
obtained psychological counseling
surprise over Defense Secretary shouted by a reporter about how it
for his gambling.
Dick Cheney's cancellation Mon- felt to be back. "I feel great," he
Rose has sold his houses in Cinday of the A-12 plane,• the largest said, without stopping.
cinnati and said last month he
weapons contract ever terminated.
In a TV interview en-route to his
wants to make a new start in FloriAbout 5.000 workers at McDon- hometown, Rose said he looked
da, possibly in the restaurant businell Douglas, along with 4,000 at forward to working with
ness or in broadcasting.
General Dynamics Corp. facilities schoolchildren.
.•
A court would decide whether to
in Forth Worth, Texas, and Tulsa.
"I'm going to do these thousand
allow him to move to Florida to
Okla., will be laid off, the compahours to the best of my ability and
complete probation, said John
nies said.
turn the page on this," he told
Cole, Rose's probation officer.
"This is devastating. It's a disasWLWT-TV of Cincinnati. • "ObviA special committee of the Hall
ter." said Cassell Williams, presi- ously, the next three months will
of
Fame is to meet Thursday to
dent of the International Associabe a lot more fun than the last decide whether Rose's banishment
tion of Machinists and Aerospace, five.''
will make him ineligible for elecWorkers. He said at least 1,500 of
Rose must do 1.000 hours 'of tion. Nothing in the rules would
his 11,000 to 12,000 union mem- community service teaching physiexplicitly prohibit Rose being
bers would probably' be out of cal education at inner city elemenelected to the Hall of Fame:
work. tary schools and at a community
"We had heard that the complete
center for children in a poor neighcancellation was a worst case sceborhood while living at the halfway
nario, but we really didn't think it
house, which is home to 45 men.
was going to 'happen." said John
He will share a room and bathHanff, who teaches soldering at room with one or two other men,
McDonnell Douglas,
and will have a metal spring bed
McDonnell Douglas Corp.. the
and a steel trunk for his
nation's largest defense contractor, belongings.
said it was "deeply disappointed"
• "Clean, neat and livable," said
by the decision. To ,cut costs, the ,ITom Berpaosen, associate execyStruggling -aerospace giant already
five director of 'Talbert Rouse.
had trimmed its nationwide work
"It's not ever going to be
force by 11 percent, including
luxurious."
about .,000 employees in St.
The residents include drug offenLouis, in July.
ders and white-collar criminals.
General Dynamics Corp., which
Rose's chief accuser, bodybuilder
is headquartered' in the St. Louis
Paul Janszen, served 41
/
2 months
suburb of Clayton, said the cancelthere in 1989 for hiding income
lation was especially disappointing
from the sale of steroids.
because of the progress the comRose will start his community
service Jan. 14. After his release,
pany had made on the plane.
Pete Rose
-We've overcome, many manufacturing hurdles and we're convinced that remaining hurdles
would have been overcome under
the . right contractual circumstances," said spokesman Chris
Schildz.
.The A-12 was being jointly
CLOUDCROFF, N.M. (AP)
It was the first comet discovery
developed by the two giant con- An amateur astronomer using a of 1991, said Brewington, who also
tractors under a contract with a. backyard telescope discovered a discovered a comet just over a year
fixed -price development cost of new comet resembling a white cot- ago.
S4.8 billion, but it was over budget ton ball with a bright center.
Unless there are any late reports
by at least SI billion and off
"It is an exciting thing to help that come into the 1AU of another
schedule.
science and make Such a contribu- sighting of it, the comet will be
Cheney made his announcement tion," said Howard Brewington, an named Comet BreSsington 1991A,
after the close of the stock market. electronics technician and comet Brewington said.
so it did not affect either com- hunter. "It is a lot of luck and a lot
Brewington said he hunts for
pany's stock price.
of hunting."
comets every' clear moonless night.
Stock analysts said the move was
Brewington, peering through a
"This is one of the last piistine
unexpected.
telescope with a 16-inch mirror he
places in the, United States for
"I would say we are clearly in a
ground by hand, spotted the comet astronomical observations,- he
new. era in terms of defense pro- Sunday night in the south sky in said. "The skies are so transparent
curement." said Wolfgang Demis- the area of the constellation Pisces. here, and there is no air or light
ch, an analyst with UBS Securities
"It looked like a cotton ball With
pollution in this part of the counin New York. "The problems have
a real bright condensed center," he
try. That makes for a perfect hunt
'probably only just begun for mili- said. "It was almost starlight, difwhen there are moonless nights.tary procurement."
fused, fuzzy-like."
Since it was well-known that the
He telephoned the International
A-12 is sorely needed by the Navy, Astronomical Union in Cambridge,
it was clear that Cheney just "flatMass., where all astronomical findout couldn't afford it," he said.
ings must be confirmed.
Lawrence Harris„ of Bateman,
Bruce Marsden of the 1AU said
Eichler, Hill, Richards in Los
Alan Hale, a New Mexico State
Angeles, said the decision won't
University graduate student workpush either company into bankrupting at the Kitt Peak observatory
near Tucson, Ariz., verified the
or create severe financial probdiscovery.
ems for them.
PITTSBURGH (AP) — A
•
3-year-old who was revived after
being .found clinically dead in the
snow two Weiks ago headed home
ALL PRICED
to see what Santa Claus brought.
LESS THAN
Doctors had feared Brittany
Eichelberger of Elkins, W. Va.,
would lose part ofter right big toe
to frostbite. But the toe was healing, and surgery probably won't be
needed, Children's Hospital
spokeswoman Toby Trosky said.
"She's feeling pretty good,"
Ms. Trosky said. "She's looking
tg.
forward to going home and opening
her Christmas presents."
Physical therapy should heal her
10 DIAMONDS DIAM04D HORSESHOE COIN REPLICA
lingering symptoms, including a
weak arm and leg, Dr. Raymond
Karasic said.
"We hope to see a full recovery
for Brittany," he said,
Brittany was clinically dead
when her parents found her stiff
and blue outside their trailer home
WIDE BAND
I DIAMOND
FILIGREE
the morning before Christmas. She
CLUSTER
CLUSTER
NUGGET
had been in the snow for 21
/
2 hours
M. only. her underwear_
TT"ha Diamond PrIcoe Loader"
The girl's temperature was 74
degrees when she reached a hospital in Elkins, where doctors continued cardiopulmonary resuscitaMAROUISE CUTE
tion for 31
/
2 hours.
JEWELERS
a...venue UMW fleukseinv C'nose
Doctors said freezing cold and
matirre
quick application of CPR probably
prevented brain damage.

Three-year-old•
headed home
after being
clinically dead

759-1505

235-85-16 BF Goodrich Blems
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A-12 cancellation stuns St. Louis

See a specialist about spasms, pain
.1

Rose returns to Cincinnati

$in
70

Good selection of used white wall tires!)

HOLLAND
TIRE CO.

Hours Monday-Friday 8'0.m.-5 p.m., Saturday 8 am.-Noon
East Main & Industrial Road
753-5606
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LOTTO

arrangements...no hassles,
but you may have millions and
millions and millions of things to
do when you get bath! • 4,2,7„,„
:

First Drawing
Saturday,January 12.s
* Multi-Million Dollar Jackpots!
* 2 plays for $1.
* Win by matching 4, 5, or 6 numbers.
* Drawings every Wednesday and Saturday.
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Start your trip at any of these Kentucky Lotto Retailers.
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Your trip to Lotto America is going
to be easy! No packing...no travel
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BALLARD COUNTY
Carl's Drive Up
Hwy 60E. La Center
Indian Hills Trading Post
Hwy 51 W, Wickliffe
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Gallimore's Fruit Stand
Hwy 641 S Hazel
George's East Y Grocery
Hwy 94 E & 280. Murray
Minit Mart
Hwy 641. Murray
Piggly Wiggly Super Mkt.
Hwy 641 S . Murray
Pocket's
121h.& Chestnut. Murray
Propel
401 Sycamore, Murray
Super America
801 Cold Water Rd Murray
CARLISLE COUNTY
Huck's Convenience Food
RI. 51 North & 62. Bardwell
J.B:s Mini Mart
Hwy 51 & 80. Arlington
CRITTENDEN COUNTY
Marion Shell Food Marl
110 N Main St, Marion
The Pantry
501 S Main St , Marion

FULTON COUNTY
Buck's Party Mart
300 W. State Line. Fulton
Chevron Food Mart
Rice and Highland, Fulton
Food Sack
405 Kentucky Ave., Fulton
Jordan Store
Hwy 116 and 239. Hickman
Minit Mart
1302 MOscow Ave., Hickman
:PhiIIipsB-Rite..............
101 Highland Drive, Fulton
Pocket's
"'
Hwy 5_1 Bypass. Fulton
Randy's One Stop
Hwy 45 & 51 Bypass. Fulton
The Wine Cellar
505 West Highland Drive, Fulton
GRAVES COUNTY
Breely's
Hwy 45 North, Mayfield
Chek Mart
Hwy 80, Fancy Farm
Cutmart
E Broadway at Tice. Mayfield
Fristoe's Family Restaurant
Rt 1, Hickory
Huck's Convenience Food
927 W Broadway, Mayfield

Minit Mart
Pans Rd , Mayfield
Minit Mart
Hwy 45. Wingo
Pockets
1009 Pans Rd.. Mayfield
Smith's Supermarket
1101 Paris Rd, Mayfield
HICKMAN COUNTY
J.B:s Mini Mart
Hwy 123. Columbus
LIV1NGSTDN-COUNTY
Minit Mart
Hwy 60 East, Ledbetter
The Pantry
Hwy 60. Salem
Tween the Rivers Quick Stop
1-24 & Hwy 453, Grand Rivers
LYON COUNTY
DrUry's Short Stop
1-24 at Exit 45, Eddyville
McCRACKEN COUNTY
Breely's
5000 Hinkleville Rd Paducah
Breely's
3831 Hinkleville Rd Paducah
Breely's
3107 Lone Oak Rd Paducah
Colonial Food Mart
3535 Lone Oak Rd.. Paducah

Cutmart
3245 Old Benton Rd Paducah
Executive Inn Newsstand
1 Executive Blvd Paducah
E-Z Shop
2008Sridge Street. Paducah
Hancock's Bestway
9380 Ogden Landing Rd .
West
Express
PaduchJet
4025 Clarks River Rd Paducah
Lakeland Pet-Ire
1451 Lone Oak Rd Paducah
Minit Mart
2213 Bridge St Paducah
Minit Mart
5201 Hwy 60 Paducah
Minit Mart
5841 Benton Rd Paducah
Minit Mart
3001,Schneiderman Rd .
Paducah
Minit Mart
3209 Lone Oak Rd , Paducah
Minit Mart
526 N 32nd Street. Paducah
Quick Chek
1024 S 21st St Paducah
Smoke Shop
2301 N 8th St.. Paducah

Southern Pride Truck Stop
7050 Benton Rd Paducah
Super Amenca
632 Lone Oak Rd Paducah
The Welling Well
5114 Ian Rd , Paducah
10th Street Liquor Store
1034 Walter Jetton Blvd
Paducah
MARtHALL COUNTY
Cutmart
. Jot 1824 &.80.,Har.clin
Danny's Service
Highway 95 & 5th Ave
Calvert City
Huck's Convenience Food
Hwy 641 S. Benton
Papy's Mini Mart
Hwy 58 West & 641 ByPass
Benton"
Papy's Pkwy. Mini Mart
307 W. 5th St . Benton
Pay-Less Gas
Junction 68 & 6412Benton
Possum Trot Mini Mart
Highway 62
Rt. 1. Calvert City
Ray's Roost Ruck
Jct 1-24 & US 62, Calvert City
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Classifieds

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
Cleopae

35 Fulton
36 Gladden
38 Tibetan
garetie
39 Tale of
respect

S

nemesis

4 4.4.1a, i_anoe
ttI 1-JUat

LP:0 T
A- I 'S CE
P47-1—R
`ADE
SNA
I
L
DOE
I
TAMES
TE010
.
US
!IL UM SET
B__,E VINES
REIN
I.,
'COI
AERIE
FIAREI
G!OP
DISCS
NRAI
rirpoi
TALES 014,
1
`NTEPAL
LANT
RN'
TAN
T'A i L
WE
MAUS
PH
H I
E RATO
DEE
A:I T
R.
0 i0 R
E 0_ SI

40 french

Lifar
,

article

4.1'S.1*

14

Answor to Provious Puzzle

41

Cage tor
hawks

42 Detest
43 Tear
45 Cushion
4ti Man s

\

_nickname

-V"tr- slew

Pwp notice
48 A month
49 Cure
relieve
52 Entreaty
54 Egg shaped
56 Sight organ
57 Dragster,
58 Lease
59 Weir

2 Capuchin
monkey
3 Laud
4 Scheme
5 Legal matter
6 Running
7 Snake
8 Secret agent

DOWN
1 Perform.

BUYS ARE
'
11,!
NF
market

machine or? gym $•t
you II line it in

the
Murray
▪ 'Ledger & Times

16
18
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
29
30

Decay
Article
Harmed
Prohibit
Heap
Spoken

Yeah Clem I

26
30

A

31

35

-1
42

r
4

46

49

SO

55
54
. 1
59
.
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1

Nodes

y know its a good kind
hurt'

hurt But
of

Gratuity

Sesame
imitate
Edible seed
Prepare for

Your individual
Horoscope

31
33
34
37

._

cnn

011

print

22

29

ASNRIW
the
for a washing

W /WINN you re in

Scripture

1

25

ber 90 90(5) Date 1212,
90
Position Park Desk Clerk
(Part-Time) Kenlake State
Resort Park Hardin, Ky
Grade 4, Salary $4 765 Per
Hour Minimum require
ments High school gradu
ale. Additional experience
in a front desk operation of
an accommodation facility
will substitute for the edu
cation on a year for year
basis Apply by submitting
a State application (which
can be obtained at the-fecal
Department for Employ ment. Services or any other
State Government office)
to Kentucky Department of
Personnel Room 377 Capitbl Annex Frankfort, KY
40601 Attention, Job An
nouncement No 90 90(.5)
Job Announcement Num
ber should also be placed in
the upperright hand corner
•
of the application in
'Special Announce- .
No
' blank Deadline
applying You must qualify,
test' and be placed on tre
register by January 12
1991 'Written test re
quired Test given Monday
Friday, 8 00a m 4 30p rr.
in Room 480 Capitol An
nee Frankfort, Kentuc..y
Filling this position is. sub
loci to any State Gover•-.
ment hiring restrictions A'.
EQUAL- OPPORTUNJT
EMPLOYER M F -. H

9 0 Too* ID
10
vera
11 Passage of

1

21

JOB Announcement Num

Painful
Consomme
Quarrel
High
mountain
39 Glossy
fabric
41 City
ottociai
442 Cut'of meat
-43 Knocks
44 Unemployed
45 Father
46 Artimai coat
48 insane
49 Hurried
50 Change coier
or
5 1 Stilt
53 Printer s
measure
55 Brother of
Odin

The

of tia

Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids will be
accepted Until 1 p.m., Tuesday, January 22, 1991.
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ii, 11{1,1 hilt 'A lit
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INVITATION TO BID
and City Council of the City of Murray,

will receive sealed bids for one three-wheel broom
street sweeper with belt conveyor and elevating front
dump hopper. Complete specifications are available
in the City Clerk's office, City Hall Building, 5th and
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Thefarnily ofHolland Roberts expresses our heart
felt thanksfor all the
kind expressions of
sympathy during
the loss ofour Idled

--etritOfretviltiner"
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A special thanks
encif the
to the stcff
an
Blnlork-C
Funeral Home. Rev.
Lartmer,
Arlie
Oneida While. and
everyone who assisted in anyway.
We would aLso
like to thank all our
friends and neighbors for the cards.
fixxi. flowers, and
all the acts of kindness that were
expressed.
May. God bless
you is our prayer.
The Family of
Holland Roberts
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PISCES

mete

100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%) We even
pay on office calls
and other out Of hospital expenses For
free Information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"
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MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
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Who listed and sold
96
$290,000 in
hours?

,tre indepere
fit 'le\ 'If
1.111 rt quite
ar,i a hard v. oaker
ri• riirt Afraid of
t make r.ttir
rtill'IfIg
oii have an
tn,trl• ir Ilii• Ai nd
you should
YI it

it,
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'eLoNclie

Voirk best whi-n
1.-art I. reist
inspirvil mai s•hould 'tilt let a diesel.
111:110•ftill slit (PPS., kt.ep ).f.PU

taking a
• rear e,

r

4- tpft 20411
1,110.111..

from

onsiderable

IiIrtilliittre

of Jim

k singer Floireni e Reed,
I 'rim 4.
baseball
.44 tress aril V. iii'-‘,1(

Rebecca

Call Rebecca to sell
yours! 753-1402
Who sold WI4 mil1
2
lion in only 7/
months?

Call FRANCES I/RAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Future
I 900 226 0360
111 a minute

LOST Boston Terrier, fe
male black and white Lost
in Browns Grocery area If
found please call
474 2788
LOST black and silver GerNorth
man Shepherd
Elementary School area
Reward 759 4018
LOST wine frame prescrip
bon glasses in case Before
Christmas in town between
MSU arid Wal Mart Shop
ping Center 436-2573
Reward

JOB Announcement
ber 90-97(9) Date 12 16 90
Position Park Ranger Ken.
lake State- Resort Pa.k
Grade 6 Salary $5 784 Po •
Hour Minimum Req..,
ments High schoci gra.J.
ate Experience in law en
forcement will subst.t.,:e for .
the education on a yea,
- ereaf -basks (not to
tour years) M,..st haoe a
valid driver s license Musr
be 21 years of age or
Apply by submitting a State
application (which can be
obtained at the local De
partment for Employment
Services or any other Srate
Government officej to
Kentucky Department of
Personnel Room 377 Cap,
tot Annex Frankfort KY
40601 Attention Job An
noucement No 90 97r9,
Job Announcement N.,ber should also be placed n
the upper right hand corner
of the applicator) in tr-4i
'Special Annoalcerneri,.
' blank Dead' re for
applying Yo,J must quaity
test and be paced on tr
register by January 1;
1991 'Written test
qu,red Test giler Mor,da,
through Friday. 8 00 a 71 13
4 30 p m at Room 280
the Cap,tol Annex tri Frani.
fort KY Filling this post,cr
is sub;ect to any State Go,
ernrnent hiring restr,c.:,cr,
AN EQUAL OPPORTt.t.
ITV EMPLOYER M
EXPERIENCED full time,
head cook wanted Job will
Pay 55hr plus yearly vaca
bon for the qualified candidate Apply In person at
Majestic Royale Ho'iday
Inn Restaurant Hwy 641S
Murray, Ky

'EXTRA INCOME -91 —
'Earn a second income
without a second.lob" Earn
$500 S1000 for a better life
for you and your family No
experience necessary Will
teach with simple instruc$300$400 WEEKLY
tions Don't Waal Make
Amazing 24 hour recording
Easy Money Send a
GUARANreveals Fully
stamped addressed enveTEED' 219-824-8403 Ext
lope to B&B Mailing Service
119
P0 Draw 601532 Miami
DUE to expansion into the FLorida 33160
Marshall Country area the FEDERAL Government is
personnel department of hiring
$16500 $62000
pepsi cpt4 wr.111 accept ap- per year Amazing
at
interviews
plications and
corded message reveals
507 N Poplar Benton, Ky
details (901)642-1416
on Mondays and Thursdays from 1 4pm If you are EXPERIENCED full time
waitresses wanted Our
interested in a rewarOii
waitresses average well
wi
opportunity
career
above standard rate Apply
good pay and benoflts in person at MateseeRoy
please apply at thesEl times
ale Holiday Inn Restaurant
or send resume to PO Box
Hwy 641S Murray, Ky
1070 Marion III 62959
Opportunities include route
A company that cares ab
driver with an excellent
out you Did you ever wondrier training program
der what it would be like"
vending repair, sales train
We care enough to offer
irig program Pepsi Cola
company
training, leads in
III
Marion
1070
PO Box
come potential $40000
62959 Attn Nelda
plus bonuses and more
We need qualified individuCONSTRUCTION JOBS
als immediately No experinow hiring all positions
ence necessary You owe it
Both skilled and unskilled
to yourself and to your famMale 8 Female openings
ily to keep an open mind
For into Call 615 779 5505
and call Roy at 753 2740
Ext T 275

irrareromrram
r•-•

bilMINEr,
ERE

;3ect
F09 YE!

Rebecca
( all Rebecca to sell
yours! 753-1492

antuign

•=-7

Loretta Jobs Realtors

.3413 N. 12th St.
i5021753-1492

Immediate Openings
Food Service Supervisor
For 174 bed, iong term care facility
Degree in food service area preferred
management experience necessary Full
company benefits salary open
Apply at
West View Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
EOE

--
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1991

CLASSIFIEDS
150

ANiMAL Shelter workers
needed Full time and part
time Apply Wed Jan 9
from 3 5pm or Thurs . Jan
10 4 6pm 105 E Syca
more No phone calls

cement Num
Date 12/12/90
k Desk Clerk
(enlake State
Hardin, Ky
try $4 765 Per
lum require
school gradu
al experience _.
I& operation of
elation facility
for the edu
year for year
by submitting
'cation (which
ied at the-lOcaT
for Employs or any other
nment office)
Department of
)om 377 Cap'
renkfort. KY
ton, Job An
No 9090/51
cement Nun
so be placed
it hand corn.
cation in tt
1no un ce m
Deadline for
J must qualify,
placed on the
January 12
:ten test re
even Monday
la m 4 30p m
D Capitol An
Kentueky
osition ie. sub
State Govern
estrictions AN
'PORTUNIT•J
M .F.•H

ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES Learn this trade, we
send instructions parts
and check for assembly
Call (404) 426 0672 Ext
013520

WENDY S is now hiring all
shifts Flexible hours Apply
at the store between 2 and
4pm daily 1111 Chestnut
St Murray
090
SituatIoe
Wanted

HOSPITAL JOBS Start
No exp
necesary 1-or info call
1-900-990 9399 ext. 644
isani liprri '7 days $1295
phone tee

.

on a yea,
not to -•ectc-ed
hae• a
license fees"
)t age or °i.e.,
mining a State
which can be
the local De
Employment
my other State
I officei to
iepartment of
Dom 377 Cap'
Frankfort
iton Job An
No 90 97(9,
'cement
so be placed .n
ht hand corner
Cateri in Inc
nno...incemee•
Deal' re fa•
e 'meet qua'lly
paree'or ti
January 1i:
tten test re
giver Maride,
ay 8 00 a re 13
t Room 280 •
were n F•• -e •
ng 1ar.f

ng N

OFeiYER ff.H

ED full time,
ianted Job will
is yearly vaca
qualified candi•
in person at
oyale Ho' day
ant Hwy 6415

aC,OME -91"
econd income
!cond.job- Earn
for a better life
your family No
necessary Will
simple instruc
t Waitl Make
ney Send a
idressed enve
Mailing Service
601532 Miami
160

Government is
6 500 $62000
Amazing 14issage reveals
11)642 1416

ICED full time
wanted Our
average well
dard rate Apply
it MajestreRoy
Inn Restaurant
Murray, Ky

y that cares abd you ever won
r would be like'?
enough to offer
aining, leads in
ental $40000
ses and more
ealified individu
ately No expert
ssary You owe it
and to your fam
an open mind
oy at 753 2740

Business
Rentals

TANDY Model III computer
with LPVIII Good condi
eon Best offer over $100
753 4065

OFFICE or retail space for
rent on court square
4175/mo Contact Kop
perud Realty 753 1222

011etori
KOPPERIJD rifi A, ,
r
fReEr:a
., 1 aF
wide snit," Ina, v.,f
ho fill es
.1
pr
75
1 830

Apartments
For Rent

210
Firewood
AlA firewood Seasoned
eak. $25 delivered. $20
pickup 492-8254

711L

1BR furnished apartment
Nice and clean Close to
campus
$ 165, mo
753 72-76

&AO

LoVs
For Sa'e
BEAU T
devoJh

28R apartment close to
campus, furnished $300
753 0919

CARS* TRUCKS
VANS

YES

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

Unusual

REAL OPPORTUNITY
property with a vanety or potential

$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
Information.

uses

Property includes 17 acres with major highway frontage,
one bedroom home, concrete block comment's) building,
and large barn

all offered at 129,900 Out ofsta te ow ner

FIVE car clean up shop
office and 2 baths, air corn
pressor Corner of 4th and
Glendale Rd $450/mo
753-4389 or 753-5960

anxious to sell to settle estate

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

igs
rvisor

lre tacitly
I preferred,
aSSary. Full
ien

Certifkares
Availatcl•
4th

Sycamore

751-1521

FOR SALE
BY OWNER:
1200 sq. ft. office
building at 905
Sycamore
St.
Has central gas
heat, electric air
and carpet.

(Nome) 753-1566

Mon. thru Fri. 3-7 p.m.; Sat. 10-7 p.m.
Baseball, Basketball, Football
Cards — Packs — Supplies

Call

753-2587

Services
(Meryl

SOIVi0111

Joirialy
ACCOMPLISHED profes
Itlestend of hl.ctr ion/Jr ,
apartment
in
2BR
North
sional with 30yrs of man
FIREWOOD for stove and wood
Call 753 554" ',
Appliances arid wa
agement experience in en
furnace Seasoned and ter furnished
$250 no
gineering, operations
greenwood Cut to your or- 753 3964
Homes
marketing and sales in the der 753-9808, 474-8086
IMMEDIATE Openings
'For Sale
telecommunications'
carport
2BR
central
H
A
need 4 ladies to help with
A FIREWOOD for sale
computercvlectroni os
stove. refegerator No pets
sales Excellent earnings
automotive industries 437-4667
Deposit, lease, $350,mo of Murray-. $4
full time and part time Must
seeks a full time part-time
Monroe 4ee "e"e
FIREWOOD for sale Also 1802/ A
be neat in appearance and
or consulting position in the tree service . 436 2562, 1 502 527 7382 after 5pm
ready to start immediately
e •
purchase area Resume 436-2758
For interview "send name
tral ri(Jat,ah, Storm
2BR duplex in Northwood
and references available
and phone number to PO
'dows garbage dir,pc•
upon request (502 1 FIREWOOD Seasoned or .$295,mo 759 4406
Box 252 Murray, Ky
cable hookup city water •
green Also slab wood
354 9028
2BR duplex $300 mo De
42071
mile East of Murray Prioed
Charles Barnen 753-5476
post/ required Quiet area
BABYSITTING in my home
in mid $32'. 498 9344
753
9240
WOOD for sale 753-9745
LOCAL construction corm afternoon and nights
1 900 537"
pany needs additional sec 759 1683
2BR duplex Appilariceo 3BR f.
retanal help Position is
240
furnished Nic.c neighbor
part time (min 25hrs per WANTED a job Experihood $310 r.o 759 4405
organiyouth
ence
in
retail,
week) The desired apple
Mscellaneous
zation
management,
furnished apartment
2BR
ant should possess pleas
_
ant telephone manners. photography, and dog FABRIC•FABRIC•FABRIC 5br furnished hu
a OFF SALE Country Reer block of colieee
basic clerical and typing training Handy with hands,
mnants Hwy 68 641 Drateager,
intelligent,
and'
hard
753 5108 753 5865
resume
to
PO
skills Send
tenville Marshall County
Box 1040M. Murray, Ky working College degree
F-t
2BR unfurnished ipart
Resume available upon re- next to Bonanza Mon Sat
42071
ment 753 3241
10 5pm
'
quest Call 436 5447
thhe 354 •
MAKE MORE MOEY
2BR water furnished, depo
PROOF sets and silver dolFULL OR PART TIME , WILL babysa anytime durSit
required
753
0087
after
lars make fine presents for
Men and women needed to ing day in my home
every occasion' If we don't 5pm
sell our Profitable Line of 753-9942
Motorc.,:i/rs
have the date you need, land 2BR apartrr.entn r Calendars. Pens and Ad
WILL do light house and well get it at no extra cost to
'downtown M'er ,
vertising Gifts -to Business office cleaning Have exyou Check Our U S and
753 4109
Firms in your immediate perience Reference if reforeign coins, proof sets
business area. Prompt, quested 753 7694 for
and silver dollars at the Ox
BRAND ni
friendly service frten,k82 details
Yoke Antique Store (Hazel) full bee
year old AAA -1 Comny
Central heet ar, stoe. rf,
and Treasure House (MurNo investment No collec WILL sit with sick or elderly
frigerator, dishwasher turn
ray) Special discounts now
Live
in
or
out
753-0785
ex
tons Previous sales
shed Concrete driveway
available We buy coins
perience not required
No pets allowed Applica
and offer professional apWrite Robin Hand. Newton
tons. ,reew e being taken
prateals eef estates
Mtig.Cd. Dept' K20238,
753 9400 or 435 4214 after
753-4161
Newton, Iowa. 50208
ALL auto
7pm
(515)792 4121
T-SHIRT & cap screen SEARS Frostless refrigeraNEW and .
JUST finished lbr apart Auto Par'
MARSHALL County firm printing equipment Com- tor with icemaker sofa and
ment
with
paid
utilities
Now
love
seat,
Early
American,
753 5522
has full time opening for plete setup Willing to train
available Near downtown
Phone good condition • $125, odd
bookkeeperclerical posi- $ 4 5 00
436
2755
sofa $100, single and doution Good organizational 800-523-7005 .
ble element electric hea
skills a must Salary corn
NEW 2br duplex Ap
Used
tors, wood shutters for 36in
140
reensurate upon qualifica
plianc,es energy efficient,
Cats
window
(16pr)
753-4461,
Want
tions Respond to PO Box
owner occupied 1821
759 9323 after 5pm
To Buy
1040A Murray. Ky 42071
THUNDERBIRD
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457 1978
Red, white interior Good
WOODEN storage build
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
ANTIQUES by the piece o
NEW
duplex on Northwood condition, especially me
ings 8x16' starts at $1095,
ING-S NEED a- job? A collections Call 753-9433
Drive
2br,
central
gas
H/A chanically -120,000 miles
10x16' $142450. 12x24'
GED? Hope for the future? after 5pm
All appliances including $950 753 7078
$2395 Other sizes availYou may qualify if You do
dishwasher and microCASH for mobile home ax- able Acree Portable Buildnot have your GED or high
wave $3851 m0 1 Year
les and tires. We will re- ings 502-247 7831
school diploma, •YoLl are
lease Available Jail 1 Call
move 527 9063
between the ages of 16 &
days 753 3153 eveningS
250
21 We are an E 0 E This SINGLE and or double pa
753-7900
Business
project is funded by the pasan Call 759 9980
Services
ONE
bedroom apartment
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTPA WANTED to buy 5-10 acres PRIVATE Investigator with , central heat air, washer,
Call JTPA Out Of School with or without suitable 22 years city and state in- dryer hook up Nopets Rebuilding for Christian vestigation experience
ferences required
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
school or rent a house or 'Accident •Criminal •Civil 753 3949
8a m 11 30a m
building for Christian •Personal or Corporate
ONE-room, partially turn
NOW interviewing potential school in the Stella, Gol- •Missing Persons Your shed sleeping rooms with
dwater
Farmington,
Lynn
needs, our specialty Call shared kitchen and bath
Ason representatives Earn
Financing On The Spot
Grove, Tri City area Please Confidential Investigations,
up to 50','‘ commission
rooms, central HA Lo
Free jewelry $8 and $15 call 753-0447, 489-2917, or (502)753-2641
cated 1e'c blocks from Fa
753 2299 or 382-2443
kits
SHARP copiers Author- culty Hall $125/mo includ
Everything
1 502 737 5632
ized dealer for sales ser- ing utilities Call Camela at
150
We
Sell Is Under
vice, supplies, parts and 753-1492
POSITION open for sales
Articles
rental units Local comFive
Thousand
Dollars
clerk Some bookkeeping
ROOMMATE to share
For Sale
pany Call 1-800 248 4319
required Opportunity for
apartment $150,mo plus
Price & Payment Displayed
advancement 753 2226 1986 YAMAHA 4-wheeler
utilities 1412F Stadium
On Each Vehicle
225 moto 4 $1560, GE
270
after 6pm
View Dr 812-937-4608
electric dishwasher $125
Mobile
CARS
753-8011, after 1-14 91
SALES person to work in 9" table saw with stand
Homes For Sale
'89
Pontiac
6000
.. $49037
decorating center and paint $125 Snapper riding
2BR apartment near Uni
'89 Chevy Ceiebrty Cl. V8$4987
store Some experience at mower $350 753-7407
12x55 REMODELED 2br
versay Good condition, ap
this type of work would be
excellent condition $2500
19 Ford Taurus ----------$4987
pliances furnished Avail
helpful This is a 40hr" week 2 KEROSENE heaters 437-4917, 437-4511
able now Coleman RE
'89 Ford Tempo GL ...........$4967
job Apply at Black s Decor- 489-2559
VERY nice 2br 1 bath on 753 9898
19 Mercury Topaz GS__ $4967
ating Center 701 S 4th St
2, CARAT solitaire dia- two lots Minute from lake WE have nice 2br du
$4967
'88 Pontiac 60
Murray or phone 753 0839
mond ring Third quality
and boat ramp Appliances
plexes, 2bd townhouses,
or 436-2935 after 5pm
$4987
'87
Chevy
Cavalier
Wgn
or $8500 436-2195
75 3 - 35 33
also 2br, 2 bath with den
'86 Chew. Celebrity V6 $3487
START $6 80 hr, your 901-644-9542
$375-$500lmo Coleman
area No exp necessary
'86 Ford Escort
$3487
280
-RE
753
9898
ASHLEY wood stove incall
For
info
Mobile
$3487
'86 Ply. Horizon
aln
sert Used 2 months $500
1 900 990 9399 ext 644
Homes For Rent
'85 Chry. Lebaron G1S.$3987
436 2351
Rooms
6am 8pm 7 days $1295
For Rent
pets
'85 Olds Delta 88
$4987
phone fee
BASEBALL cards Buy, sell 2BR mobile home no
'84 Chew. Citation V6 $1987
753-9866
and trade' 759-1683 It,
SLEEPING room Reffiger
THE Courier Journal is
ator in hall Private en
'84 Dodge Aries Wgn $2987
looking for a self motivated OASIS water dispenser for MOBILE home lots and motrance Zimmerman Apts
individual in the Murray 5gae jug $150 345 2252 bile homes 527-9063
'83 Nissan Sentra Wgn.$2487
S 16th 753-6609
area to deliver one of their
$1*17
'81 Chew. Caprice
af-deity and Sunday paper SPA for sale 753-3488
$987
'78 Ply. Horizon
6pm
ter
routes Must have reliable
Houses
'76 Chevy Malibu
$1287
transportation Must be SUNTAN Salon going out
For Rent
able to secure a cash bond
of business For sale 12 4 CAR shop with office
TRUCKS
of $400 If interested conWolff tanning beds new and 753-9386,753 4509
HOUSEMATE wanted to
$4987
'87
Toyota...
..... .
tact David Huitey at
used $500 and up Will
share house with 2 fe1 800-866-2211
$3987
'85 Chevy S-10 V6
finance 753-9274
males $125/mo plus
cheap utilities 759 4814
$4987
'84 Ford F-150
$3987
'84 Ford Van
NICE 2br gas heat' W,D
$3987
hookup, dishwasher, stove,
'81 Ford Van
refrigerator, deck 811 ColClose to Court
'78 Chevy Suburban $3987
dwater Rd $325/mo Cole
Square on 5th St.
'77 Chevy %aside Van$2487
man RE 753-9898

HOME HUN
HOBBY SHOP

tome

530

too
Articles
Foe Sale

FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green $30/rick delivered
474 2318

Sfi htlihr, your area

icemen!
Date 121€ 90
• Rangcr Ker
;Resort Pee,
ary $5 784 Pie
lure Remere
school grad_
-ice in law etsubslit,..1t. for

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details write
SD 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710

Miliray Ledger & Times

Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?

REAL
CHARMER
2Bedrm Murray location
New central gas heat and
air Includes refrigerator,
washer and dryer Tons of
storage' Discounted rent
$400 753-8734

Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
We tall dspondsbls,
&Ion:feels cars

to people

establish Of
re-inlayer, their credit
Low Monthly Payments

who

SMALL rental house 2br
$235/mo 17, miles on 641
South 753-6156

want to

°the Locations
Ileylierd Paducah
Ws soompll Vim & MC

WANT to rent 3tir house in
West Calloway County or
east Graves County
753-0447

197/
cic",, tu with aeire.
1982 Z 28 GAMER°
•
hov
'Icr,1
$2700 753 4832
9 7, r_Ccillrzic Coupe Urc
-4...,41.4,444.-7ret•-44i.44.184----",frrettr$'-Ctittasswa
T.cn good condition Call
•
after 4pm 395 7986
'73 0n,',.AL.5 A.J•ui air
rt. Landici top /ir'o.ir
1984 DODGE Charger
it
I,ry
r !-ru'
red autocnate AC PS
Mutioirig red
bucket seats $1695
9
• 1 .• ir top
759 1559
$1
492 8884
Tg135—Ctrttr7..; -SeubrefrfqBrougorim Loaded triple
very nice
burgundy
Lease For Less at
$3850 1985 Portia:.
DWAIN TAYLOR
-r
5000LE loaded vi
CHEVROLET
53975 492 9994
1990 Beretta GT loadcd
S31486 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 filo Closed End Lease.

•

- •

\\irking
xind
"I
:k )c
For Nix!!

5 ",peed an
cao,‘."1,.,
$340',
4cr':,

1

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorr opera
tor 30 year', experience
Septic systern drive ways
hauling

tcci.cridati,
JriF,

Z59.4664

BLOCK brick. cenicrete
drive ways fo-undation
bases, patios chimneys
repair work Charles Bar
nett. 753 5476
CARPENTER •-cornmercrat
or residential work -New
homes additions outbuild
Ingo decks. fences. re
pc-icemen! windowo Fast
quality service Call
759 1424 after 5pm
G&A Construction C.ieaiity
work at affordable priees
Finish carpentry work
porch and deck spec Free
estimates Call 753 1126 or
436 2617 after 4pm
CF

RAL Repair p urn,to
rooting tree
,r-c+.
2542

OCTTERiNC By ;fee:,
res.dent.a arid
_hoer;
• ercial
'stalled for your specifn..a
tons Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate

Vans

CARS
10 loyal Tercel.......„.....1,957
10 Toyota
10 Toyota Oamri
'89 Tolot Cary ......
19 Toyota Deka GT.._ '11,487
1887
'89
19
33 Brk Pal
Mercyry Cam! Pi .....987
18 Toyo2 Cressida 13,487
'81 Chery
18 Toyota Cary,....,...„.1.487
11 Pont. Bonne, LE
17 Mazda FtX7 ......
16 Honda Accad DX.... 7,987
16 Port Sunbid GT.....'6,497
'5.487
16 by, Clog/
16 Tercel 4WD Wgn........ '5,417
16 Toyota Supra,............1187
15 Ds O'er/ Brghm,.......'3187
84 Oils Della N.... .. '3187
'84 Toy. Cressiia
'14 Olds Dust Cruser....'4,287
'84 Toyota
14 Toyota481
12 Toyota
12 Yolks. Jetta vir .... N7
11 Toyota Corolla
11 Toyota Cao01............'1287
.76 Ford
TRUCKS
'89 Fad Ranger XLT.........7787
19 Oriel
19 Toyota .....
'81 Ntss. Pathfinder SE..'1487
'88 Plyn, Gran Vol 10,917
'81 Mazda 32240
18 Toyota 4 kinne..... 11,487
'88 Pouth Voyager 111.417
'6187
'87 Toyota
414
5-Cab
Toy.
17
'17 Mazda
'6,987
17 Toyota 1
'85 Toyota X•Calo .....
'55 Te ota 414
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman

Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

1113

TOYOTA

PIT bull pups, 7 weeks old
1st shots and wormed 2
males 1 white/black, 1
cocoalwhite. $100 each 1
female cocoa/white $75
Excellent bloodline Seri
ous inquiries only Day or
night 759-1925

5'5 S I2th
Murray, KY

753.49E'

I, -Benne -Parnimgrnercial and residenbal
pa.nting Free estimates
Lennis Beane owner
759 1785
fth C/..mney Crumney
ohnannr 492 8561
rerrodelhig
hF '11
po.e Par-s decks out.bulid
'rigs th,ck and masonry
759 1039 after
'Free
PLUMBING
n.;Itf.cs Affordabe rate
Curie i'lay service Ali work
guaranteed 753 4200
P,,s191E3INO repairman, with
same day service Call
435 5255
ROOKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
PI•Jmn
- 12
hP0
4 74 2

way rock
753 6763

753 454

STEWAF
,
trasn and
Serving a.' ct
County 435 5235
SORE WAY 7ree
Removal inoi,rect

yard wo'k thric
mow

,753

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

pit ADAWAY Construction,
e remodeling parr
wallpaper
oor covering t..
ihnall 753 4251

AM—
The Murray
Ledger 8. Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
ton and repair Free est
mates 753-7203

tctC

•

O W CONST_FiCOTION
'jerald Walters roofing.
painting. vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling phone
439 2267.

See Sa eseen Keyn fork
Sarhrny Bradshaw Sales Mgr.

Pets
S44:91ies

Eeeren

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expen
ente--•-Eteb-by- Hopper
436-5843

CHEVY Blazer
4wrieril dr Mechanicaliy
sound Good tires $1250
753 3958
1973 TOYOTA Land
Cruiser wagon 4;4 5 cyiln.
der 3 speed transmisoion
Rebuilt 3000 miles $700
753 6261
1976 FORD pickup Stanchift R_r
good
• Sr:5r) 753 5671
1971 Cj5 Jeep r,
•, 6
cylinder motor $.2.50
OBO 474 9820
1980 FORD
492 941!

1

Ion

1965 CHEROKEE Pioneer
V 6 5 seed Priced to sell
753 3206

Caw.:
and cooing(if
753 231010, free
KiTS

r-

grain torm,c.a
Free esornates V.
co.cery Murray 4
A LICENSED
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com
mercial and residentice.fa!,,t
courteous and &fele-, se•
vice 759 1835
CUNNINGHAM'S eiee
and Cooling Service ee, •
plete service on a;I central
cooling, all makes and
models C'aj Gary at
759 4754

1988 RANGER 4 oyi
5 speed silver. blue
ior, $4950 or trace
492 8894

,inter...d 435 4:511

ANCEL

••,

Frre.-7E 0 good tt/-rEc
• Apptbix.mate
74
Er"

'01111 CliCnEN CalliNE71
WOODWORKING
All Types Of

1983 SILVERADO Blazer
4x4 Good condition
Van
$4000, 1981 Ford
% ton 6 cylinder, autqmatc,
good condition,' $1800
759-9921 or 753 9872

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'0-op

by & See Our Showroom

510

Campers
2311 1979 CHEVY Cobra
RV 21,000 miles $9500
753 6559

Services
Offered

'

We Have An Immediate
Opening For Cit),

A 1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lewns, trees,
and shrubs unwanted ants
and insects Call A-1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753 0906
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Beb
Mos 759-1247 leave
message
CHIN! (:him Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior car
Yen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COMPLETE plus home re
pair All phases of home
repair and remodeling
753 0318
CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663
ALPHA Builders - Carpen
try, remodeling, porches
roofing, concrete, drive
ways painting, mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANY reLlrrsg buttoilfr-„
petrittng roofing free-vstimates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
tril stock, on my truck All
wrk and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753-2455

Please apply at
•iiirteZ

-

Mirrray Ledger ik Times

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
''YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
'Medicare pays less than 2°.
'Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.

S

• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.

-

It you are concerned, give us' a catt for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

••.-111.
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-VIDEO CLUB MEMBERS EARN
BONUS GIFTS
For every 100
video tapes
you rent, you'll
receive a $10.00
Phar-Mor store
gift cer.tificate!
Well keep
count and every
time you reach
100 videos, you'll
receive your gift
certificate by mail.

32" x 5"
Reprints from your 110. 126 disc
or 35mm color negative.
Offer expires 2/6/91.

We Only Buy When
We Get A Special
Deal, We Buy ki
NM Quiets
Al We Pass The
Savings On To You.

We double manufacturers'
coupons valued up to and
Including 500 every day.
See store for details.

DOUBLE COUPONS EVERY DAY.
Philips
Soft White
Director
Bulbs

Acme
Shadowbox
Embossed
Frame

Acme
Shadowbox
Embossed
Frame

•
4
Sekin•
HAIR DETAILS

•

Glad
Trash Bags

2 pk 60 75
or 100 watt

2

02

77
DAY
1
EVERY

EVERY DAY

119
3

Nabisco
Snack
Crackers
„„s

011

Fuji
Super HR
100 Film
24 exp 3 pv

Sekine
Tortoise
r1C. MIA IA 11 4
Shell
•
Barrettes

Merry PoPPIlf •ifitt
TV Time
Depend
Microwave -D--er-es-s-.dAbsorbency
Corn St t4St 30-c ni!rragannents
it 3.5 oz Popping
Butter or
36-ct Reg

McCormick
Black
Pepper
4 oz

Natural

-

d pr

149my 2

EvEr DAY

Emerge
IA Hypo-Allergenic
Makeup

Ruffies
Color
Scents

AA

8 az Scented or
Fragrance-Free

or

170
3/1EPRPAY
EVERYDAY
Eveready
Energizer
Batteries

Dove
Beauty
Wash

Lipstick Lip or
Eye Pencil

30 ct

3EVERYDAT

Eno MY
LIPilfonsm-

fskiAMElfs'ko4

Eagle Snacks
Peanuts

Gillette
Right Guard
Sport Stick

1201
Roast Ligtitly Salted
Fancy Virginia Honey
Roast or Maple Roast

StOttS
2142 States
111 21WOO

And

the \ocaton
F•ot
?har-14tot
t
n•eates
\...00v,
2\12,0,acy • \n 4,ne
?ages
T\dec
l..00k
\n the
()%nacgor•
Pages oc
40*
Otteckoq
Ca\\
Itiostazce.
—•

opolwk's
potiEE

:1
Sundown
Vitamin C

2.5-oz Deodorant or
2-oz Anti-Perspirant

Actifed Plus
Cold
Medicine
40
caplets
ct

8

09
EBY

525
EVERYDAY

CHEMIN VIDEO SAVINGS
A tip from Robert Pickett. R Ph Pharmacy
Manager at the Royal Palm Beach, Fla store. on .

FIGHTING THE FLU
VVith winter tomes the flu, but why does it keep coming back
year after year?
a A few amino acids in the flu virus Can change from year to
,year. and if the virus changes enough immunity from last
year's strain won't protect you from this year's strain.
• Children are most likely to get sick, spreading the virus
throughout school and their families, who pass it on to
other adults
And fp, p.,,,t)pr

'
,
5
.kg. Retail 149

p•Psrr tOP,
,

Phar-Mor Guarantees The kowesi
Prices On Prescriptions."
IAce ,erw.lti the 'Ara 10kw, Qoa^
"
"
4"
"
"
r Wl tv1,09raptucio iwors No ,arr cnocks %bars rod ~it pronlbrlio0 Soo atom kr Mars

PHAR-MOR'S POWER BUYING

GIVES YOU FAR MORE BUYING POWER

